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SUMMARY 
In a two-year study of the ecology of the dune system of 
Kaitorete Spit, work has been concentrated on a number of 
distinctive plant communities "associated with specific land-form 
units. Throughout one whole year, at frequent intervals, 
systematic measurements were made of environmental factors 
affecting the dune area as a whole, and also within the 
selected communities. Parameters measured included rain-
fall, wind, evaporation, humidity, temperatures of the air, 
ground surface, and soil at various depths, and soil moisture 
content at various depths. Physical characteristics of soils, 
and sand movement were studied. For nearly two years 
observations on the plants were recorded, including 
floristic composition of the communities and their seasonal 
changes, and morphological and phenological attributes of 
most of the indigenous and adventive species. 
An attempt has been made to evaluate the influence 
of environmental factors on plant forms, phenology and 
plant distribution. 
. 
Investigations have revealed that the Kaitorete dunes 
represent an extremely harsh environment for plants on account 
of the combination of very low rainfall, very high summer 
temperatures, low humidity for much of the year, strong winds, 
salt spray, and very low water-holding capacity of the 
substrate. Nevertheless, the area supports a remarkable 
group of plants, among which the indigenous species in 
particular are strikingly adapted to survive and to provide 
permanent ground cover, if not subjected to the additional 
pressures of fire and browsing animals. 
It is considered that deterioration of the ~egetation 
has probably been in progress for several centuries, partly 
as a result of the Polynesian occupation; changes have 
almost certainly been accelerated during the past hundred 
years of European settlement. Some conservation measures 
are warranted for an area of such unique botanical interest. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Kaitorete Spit, also known as Ellesmere Spit, is 
situated Lat. 43°47 1 - 430 51 1 5, Long. 172°22 1 - 172°41' E, 
lyin9_s~uth-westof_ Banks Peninsula. From the north-east 
end, near Lake Forsyth, to the south-west end at Taumutu, 
it extends about 28km in length; its width ranges from 
3.2km in the east to about 100m in the west1 its area is 
about 4855 hectares (Fig. 1). 
The Spit is basically a gravel ridge, with a general 
height from 4 - Gm above m.s.l. On the seaward side the 
gravel is covered by sand dunes, ranging from small mounds 
in the east to a height of 16m in the west. 
1 
This dune system appears to be unique, to the extent 
that there is no other sizeable area of comparable 
geomorphology in New Zealand, although smaller areas of Band 
over shingle occur at the mouths of the Wangaehu and the 
Wairau Rivers. It is also on~ of the increasingly rare 
localities round the New Zealand coast where the dominant 
sandbinding species is the endemic Desmoschoenus spiral is 
(pingao), which elsewhere has generally been replaced by the 
introduced ~ophila arenaria (marram grass) • 
Casual observation suggested that this was an area in 
which a number of environmental factors were likely to be 
operative in producing an ecological situation different in 
many respects from any described in sand dune studies 
elsewhere, either in New Zealand or overseas, e.g. Cockayne 
(1911), Logan and Holloway (1934), Esler (1970), Salisbury 
(1925 and 1952), Oosting and Billings (1942), Wright (1956), 
Olson (1958), Willis at al (1959 and 1960), Wilson (1960), 
Ranwell (1958, 1959, 1960). 
The present study attempts to evaluate the significance 
of environmental factors in relation to the flora and 
vegetation, including species distribution, and seasonal 
growth patterns, on the dunes of Kaitorete Spit. 
CHAPTER ONE 
GEOMORPHOLOGY AND HISTORY OF KAITORETE SPIT 
ORIGIN AND CHANGES IN SHOP~LINE 
Armon (1970) has described the Spit as originating 
from a barrier beach, built against the coast south-west 
of Banks Peninsula, and consisting of gravel deposits 
derived chiefly from the Rakaia River. Referring to 
investigations by Suggate (1958, 1963) he suggests some 
time between 6000 and 7000 years BP for the final 
development of the barrier which led to the enclosure of 
Lake Ellesmere. x. There is evidence that sea levels may have 
been up to Sm higher than at present, and higher levels 
certainly existed in Lake Ellesmere. Closing of the sea 
access to Lake Forsyth has occurred only in recent times, 
since Maori canoes and small schooners were able to enter 
through an open channel at t~e time of early European 
settlement (Burrows, 1969a). 
Coastal erosion has been active at the western end 
for a considerable time, culminating in the opening up of 
sea access to Lake Ellesmere at Taumutu. Maori tradition 
records the loss of a pa, Te Rangitamu, by sea erosion, in 
this locality several centuries ago. At the present time, 
connection between Lake Ellesmere and the sea occurs 
periodically near Taumutu, when very high tides occur, or 
when an artificial cut is made to prevent the lake level 
from rising more than 1m above m.s.l. 
Armon (1970) considers that the shoreline currently 
shows recession west of Taumutu, and accretion in the 
Birdling's Flat region, while there is an area extending 
for about llkm east of Taumutu where a constant shoreline 
has existed for a considerable period of time, apart from 
slight possible retreat. 
From aerial photographs taken of this coastline in 
1971, by Mr F.Ee McGregor of the Botany Department of the 
University of Canterbury, it appears that erosion is active 
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along the entire western half (l4km) of the Spit, where 
, 
wave-trimmed seaward faces of the dunes are obvious (Fig. 2). 
Near Bayley's homestead, during a southerly storm in 
mid-winter of 1971, waves were seen to wash high up between 
the dunes, 30m or more inland from their seaward extremities, 
undermining slopes that had been long stabilised by shrubby 
vegetation. Mr Bayley (perse comm.) has noted the removal 
of about 25m from the seaward end of his western boundary 
fence, over the past twenty to thirty years. 
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According to Armon (1970), dune-building began on 
the Spit about 2000 BP, and for most of that time dune 
formation would have been limited to the western Skm. Only 
later in the barrierus development, would erosion of 
sediments from the western end have been likely to produce 
sufficient sand reserves to permit dune formation along 
most of the eastern half of the coastline. 
The crests of the dunes form a complex, irregular 
pattern of gently undulating, flat-topped ridges, the 
highest of which, rising about 8 - 10m above the general 
surface, occur about Skm east of Taumutu. Dune <height 
decreases steadily farther eastwards, being reduced to 
about 2m at a distance of SkID from Lake Forsyth. 
Although the orientation of the dunes appears at 
first to be somewhat haphazard, a general pattern is 
discernible, being most clearly seen from 8 - l4km west of 
Lake Forsyth, and including the site of the present study 
(Figs, 3, 4, 5) as described below. 
There is a fairly stable coastal dune ridge, about 
4 
4 - Sm above m.s.l., equilibrium apparently being maintained 
between sand-deposition and growth of Desmoschoenus spiralis. 
The coastal ridge is co~nected by trailing arms (parallel to 
the onshore SW wind) to an inland dune ridge, on which sand 
is almost completely stable, frequently carrying moss and 
shrubby vegetation. At intervals between these two main 
lines of dunes, which lie at right angles to the onshore 
wind, are deflation hollows - flat, roughit circular areas, 
up to 200m in diameter. 
flat pebbles and stones 
material of the Spit. 
These are covered with the smooth, 
which are typical of the basement 
This kind of dune system is basically of the parabolic 
type, having apparently been formed by a succession of 
blOw-outs at high points along a coastal dUne ridge, the 
rest of which remained fixed by plants (vide Bagnold, 1941, 
Landsberg, 1956, Chapman, 1964). 
(c.f. profiles in Fig. 5) 
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The irregularity of the dune pattern can be partly 
aocounted for by the fact that the dominant influence of 
the sw wind is modified by strong winds from NE, Nand NW. 
Also, as has been noted by Cockayne (1911) and Esler (1970), 
irregularity of outline is characteristic of dunes formed 
by the growth of mounds of sand captured by a plant such 
as Desmoschoenus, capable of rapid vertical and lateral 
growth, on a plain wher~ sand is drifting. The gentle 
slopes and low profiles are partly attributable to the 
type of vegetation cover, and partly. to the coarseness of 
the sand. 
NorthWard of the main line of inland dunes, running 
parallel to the shore along the middle of the Spit, is a 
sandy plain, irregularly dotted with slight undulations, 
occasionally up to 2m in height. These are presumably the 
truncated remnants of the earliest dunes formed, before the 
present seaward dunes cut off the supply of sand from the 
shore. The surface sand of these dunes is finer, and there 
is a considerable admixture of dark organic matter and 
light-coloured silt. 
In the western half of the Spit, the above pattern 
is less clear. There is considerable wave erosion of 
s'eaward dune faces, resulting in an increased supply of 
. 
sand; there 1s active dune building and dune destruction 
--~~----"-~ -" ----------- - ---~,,--------~-~--
·by wind. Dunes which have been long established, as can 
be seen from their covering of Muehlenbeckia complex~ 
(pohuehue), are being remov.ed by a combination of wind and 
wave erosion (Fig. 6) and sand is being blown inland to 
encroach on the flats (Fig. 7). Nevertheless, the 
den.9~~r~growiIlg pingao ,and in one area, rn~rram g:ass, a::e _ 
still providing stabilising cover on most of the dune crests 
.and slopes, which are protected- by -fene-fng from stock. Flat, 
--.---.-.. ~~-
pebble-covered deflation hollows are much less conspicuous 
at this end of the spit. 
The unusual coarseness of the material of which the 
~~_~~_~re ~uilt is a key factor determining their height, 
form, and general stability. An analysis of beach deposits 
from a number of representative beaches near Christchurch 
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;5/16 illuminating (Knox 1969). A sample from Taumutu beach 
:~~hoWS over 60% of the particles ) 2mm in size, with less t-,: 
::than 5% (0. 6mm; by contrast, samples from Taylor I s 
·}'Mietake and Lei thfield show almost all particles to be 
.. ,::< O. 6mm, while in a sample from New Brighton all material 
is finer than O.3mm. 
the 
are 
The dune system is markedly different from that of 
Manawatu, described by Esler (1970). The dUnes there 
built of fine material «O.6mm) and are in active 
movement, although the large-scale planting of marram grass 
._- ~-,-~-------"----------
has assited stabilisation since the native dune vegetation 
was mostly removed by cultural pr~~t-i~~s by the. end ofth~-· 
nineteenth century. The foredunes are 3 - 8m high, the 
-- ~ 
longitudinal dunes higher, and rear dunes up to 12m high, 
with steep slip-faces whiCh are sparsely vegetated or bare. 
An important feature distinguishing the Kaitorete 
dunes from most other dUne systems is the gravel basement, 
which arrests deflation at a,level considerably above the 
water table (bores on Mr Bayley's property have reached 
fresh water 5 - 10m below the surface). This acoounts for 
the absence of moist inter-dune slacks, which are 
characteristic where the whole profile is sand, or the 
dune is built on impervious rock, and deflation commonly 
occurs to moist sand just above the water table. 
6 
RECENT HISTORY AND MANAGEMENT. 
,. " ;::zI 
The spit was occupied by Maoris for centuries, until 
:the late 1840's, and much evidence of their activities 
~emains in the form of piles of oven stones at intervals 
§.long the area. About 1850, 5000 acres was taken up for 
;>:',::,\ 
farming by W. Birdling (Acland, 1951), and subsequently the 
7 
~',t.rhole spit has been used, mainly as three large run-holdings 
:'tor sheep plus a few cattle. Hares liberated on Banks 
',j' 
'Peninsula in lS51, and rabbits in 1887, spread and 
"multiplied on the Spit, and are stiil abundant. Fires 
inevitably occurred during the Maori period, and were lit 
deliberately by the European farmers to burn off scrub and 
tussock, right until the late 1940 l s (Mr O.P. Bailey, 
pers. carom.). Under these pressures, and with the 
introduction of adventive "weedy" plant species, (such as 
Stipa vaftabili~, La~rurus ovatusJ Hypocha~r~~ . ...Eadicata), the 
indigenous vegetation has undoubtedly changed considerably, 
espeCially on the flatii,behind the inland line of dunes. 
On the dUnes proper, the indigenous species continue to 
hold their own, although a few adventive species are 
oommon. 
There has been little attempt at pasture improvement. 
During the past two or three years, as a result of using 
fertilizers and irrigation, crops of lucerne and potatoes 
have been grown with some success in a small area west of 
Bayley's house. Some 0t."._:t:~~~du~~~ .. ~oPR?~~~!~e ___ ~his homestead 
have been planted with mar ram grass during the past t"\<lenty 
~'«'=--.-'"~"--""~'- ~-",,"- -
,~~_~_.~~_~,.t~,"reduce sand movement. Six years ago, the dune 
;.rea of Bayley I s property was fenc{3.d off fJ"::()!l:ll:3J:'~Qck and 
'2'several tho~·~~~d-~-~~d~li~~"~-~f-~~i~~s~-~~~iata have since been 
,_.·0"_ - .. 
;,planted, the oldest now being about two to three metres 
~,:9.igh (Figs. 2, a). 
From 1940 to 1958, according to information from 
,;l?quadron-Leader Rust, Oeee, RuN.Z.A.F. (1970), an area 
,,';': 
\,~ear the junotion of Habgood I B quarry road and Bayley IS 
~~oad was used by the Air Force as a practice bombing 
~range, but there was little permanent damage to the 
Vegetation, since the small practice bombs exploded above 
ground. Circular hollows, about 2m across and 30 to 
soem deep, are still visib'le. Some fires were started 
as a result of these activities (Mr A. Birdling, pers. 
corom.). An area just to the west of Birdling's Flat 
was also used from 1950 to 1958 for artillery practice, 
but according to information from Army Headquarters at 
Burnham (1970), firing was towards the sea, so that only 
an occasional 3" mortar bomb would have landed on the 
dunes, making a crater about 60cm wide and 20am deep. 
In the vicinity of Habgoodis 'quarry, the dunes 
have been considerably affected by heavy machinery, 
removal of sand, and roading associated with this 
aotivity. 
Fishermen and picnic parties also frequent the 
area at the end of the quarry road, and bachas have 
been built at the Birdling's Flat enq of the spit. 
Apart from this, the main area of the Spit is almost 
unaffected by human traffic, ,except for occasional 
excursions on to the dunes by farmers' landrovers. On 
rare occasions, unauthorised vehicles have been known to 
go on to the sand hills. 
From the above outline of geomorphology, history 
and management, it can be expected that, in spite of 
some inevitable changes wrought by human activity, the 
plant ecology of the area will, to a large extent, 
reflect the influence of natural environmental factors. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
CHOICE OF SITE FOR STUDY AND OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE. ______ ,... m 
After a preliminary survey of a considerable area 
~f the spit on foot, a locality was selected for detailed 
:~tudy 1/ 9.1km west from the junction of Bayley I s road and 
:the Akaroa main highway (vide Fig. 1 and Grid Ref. 204906 
N.Z. Topo. Map S93). 
~, 
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This area was selected because it was on a property 
',with the lowest grazilfg intensity on the Spit, i.e. about 
'0.24 ewe-equivalents per acre, (Mr A. Birdling, pers. comm.), 
~and provided the greatest variety of indigenous species, in 
'~less disturbed condition than elsewhere; also it was 
reasonably accessible by car. 
,.. The first observations of the study area were made 
!'~n December, 1970. Throughout 1971, and up to March, 1972, 
~':", 
';systematic records of climate data were made, at regular 
~our-WeeklY intervals. Apart from this, twenty-two other 
~v:isits were made, during 1971 and 1972, to observe and 
.record vegetation changes, soil moisture, and other 
features. On three occasions the whole of the eastern 
;part of the Spit, from Birdling' s Flat to Bayley's homestead, 
i'was traversed on foot, to make general notes and photo-
,graphic records. A low-level flight in a light aircraft was 
:made with Mr McGregor of the Botany Department, University 
[Of Canterbury, to obtain a complete series of aerial 
&?otographS of the seaward side of the spit. 
At the study locality, field reconnaissance showed 
,at conunon patterns of vegetation, associated with 
,~peated sets of landform units and habitat conditions, 
r~xe recogn.izable. A strip was selected running from the 
. and line across the Spit in a north-easterly direction, 
~~ five stations, A, B, C, D and E were marked with pegs 
• 3 and 4). Measurement of climate and soil factors, 
station analyses and phenological observations were 
,ried out in the vicinity of each of these stations • 
. . e also Ch. 4 for basis of selection of conununities). 
The areas studied have been designated as follows 
in all subsequent references: 
Station A - fore dune 
Station B - blowout 
Station C - rear dune 
Station D/ - sandy flat 
Station E - old dune area 
On the north-west side of the blowout B, a small 
hut was erected for shelter. Close by, a Stevensonls 
screen was set up to house a maximum-minimum thermometer; 
a rain gauge and an anemometer were also instal.led at 
this site. 
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Further details of methods used in the investigations 
are supplied in Chapters 3 and 4. 
CHAPTER THREE 
THE ENVIRONMENT 
For each of the sections that follow, methods of 
study, results and observations are given, followed by 
discussion and some comparison of the conditions likely 
to be affecting the plant communities at the various 
microstations. 
1. SOILS 
At each station, pits 80cm deep were dug, to 
examine soil profiles. The following descriptions agree 
closely with those given by Wraight (1957) for similar 
sites along a transect across the Spit near Bayley's 
homestead. 
(a) Soil TYQes. 
Stations A, B, C. Kairakl Series: soils from dunes 
and shingle beach, still being deposited. 
A. Kairaki sand. 
Coarse, grey sand," loose and structureless 
throughout the profile; roots and rhizomes 
of Desmoschoenus throughout, plus roots of 
Lagurus and Hypochaeris down to 40cmi small 
patches of undecomposed organic matter from 
Desmochoenus leaves occur at various depths. 
B. Kairaki very stony sand. 
As above, but with many rounded, flat stones, 
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up to 200m diameter, especially at the surface, 
and smaller pebbles scattered throughout the 
profile, or sometimes in a definite layer between 
sandy layers; roots of Raoulia occur 
frequently, penetrating throughout the profile. 
C. Kairaki brown sand. 
8crn of. slightly humus-stained, brown-grey, 
coarse sand, loose and struc·tureless, densely 
penetrated by many fine roots, mainly of 
grasses. Remainder of the profile coarse, 
grey sand, as at A, with grass roots 
continuing down to 40cm; Muehlenbeckia, 
Desmoschoenus, and Carmichaelia roots 
throughout. 
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Stations D and E. Waikuku Series: from wind-blown 
sand and loess, deposited on top of stony Taumutu soils. 
D. Waikuku brown loamy sand-brown stony sand. 
l5cm grey-brown loamy sand, structureless, 
but held together by a mass of fine roots of 
grasses and forbs; some pebbles at the surface. 
l2cm brown loamy sand with many pebbles up to 
2cm; roots still abundant. Remainder of the 
profile very stony brown sand, with a few roots 
of Raoulia. 
E. Waikuku grey loamy sand, bordering on Taumutu 
fine loamy gravel. 
l5cm dark grey sandy loam, structureless but 
held together somewhat by a mass of fine roots 
of grasses and forbs. l5cm grey-brown loamy 
sand, with many stones up to 2mm; roots of 
Poa laevis abundant. Remainder of the profile 
grey-brown loamy sand and gravel, stones 
increasing in size up to 6em, roots of 
Carmichaelia present throughout. 
Photographs of profiles were not taken, since they were 
provided by Wraight (1957), who dealt with soil types in more 
detail than is given here. 
Discussion: 
The main points to be noted are the abundance of stones 
in the profiles at stations D, D, and E, and the fact that 
even the oldest of the dune soils at D and E (which have 
presumably been developing for several hundred years) are 
very poorly developed, with horizons barely distinguishable. 
By comparison, dune soils of similar age in higher rainfall 
regions of England and North America have developed to much 
greater maturity (vide Salisbury, 1952, Wilson, 1960, 
Olson, 1958a). 
• 
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{b)' SOIL TEXTURE A1'.i'"D ORGANIC~TTER. 
For each station, particle size analysis was carried 
out on a pair of 125m1 samples from each of the three levels 
used·in soil moisture sampling, as described in (c) below. 
These sampies l from which stones larger than 1.750m were 
excluded, were dry sieved to separate the material in£q 4 
fractions. Results are given in Appendix I, Table 1; and 
Fig. 9. No attempt was made to determine any clay fraction, 
which was negligible in all cases. 
organic matter, as determineq by Wraight (1957) is 
indicated in Appendix I, Table 2ai 2b gives some values 
obtained by Botany Honours Part III students. No further 
measurements were made, but since the presence of organic 
matter was considered likely to affect surface wetting and 
water movement through soil profiles, some relevant field 
observations were recorded. 
In general, the climatic conditions and spareseness 
, 
of the vegetation are not conducive to hunlUS formation, 
except to a slight extent in the old dUne area. At all 
other sites the small arr~unt of surface litter produced by 
the plants is rapidly dried and blown away. However, when 
subterranean plant organs die they leave patches of organic 
matter which may resist decomposition for a long time. The 
most notable example of this is provided by Desmoschoenus; 
old dead rhizomes occur frequently throughout the dunes, and 
their densely packed leaves, protected by their impervious 
waxy cuticle, are particularly resistant to decay. Pockets 
of this material, resistant to wetting, were frequently met 
while sampling the profiles at A and C. Similar patches of 
incompletely decayed organic matter derived from Rao~lia 
were sometimes encountered in the top 15cm of the profile 
at D. 
At E, because of the denser vegetation and some 
protection from wind, litter accumulates to a slightly 
greater extent. However, humus formation is probably 
restricted by the sparseness of the soil population of 
~nvertebrates and saprophytes all of which are dependent on 
adequate moisture. To the naked eye, fungal mycelia were 
obvious in the litter only for a brief period in spring~ 
a few Agarics emerged at the surface in June and again in 
september (one even in the blowout area). Earthworms were 
conspicuously absent from all soil pits that were dug 
(although one was found under a patch of cow faeces). 
Beneath mats of dead tussock and Desmoschoenus leaves in 
spring were found Thxsanura in fairly large numbers, a few 
isopods (Porcellio soabe~)t and occasional larvae of 
various carabid and scarabaeid beetles, and of tipulid 
flies. Smaller organisms would no doubt have been 
revealed by more intensive searching. 
::j, In dunes nearer the sea, and associated \-lith 
Desmoschoe~us, the larvae of the sandsscarab (Pericoptus 
"t:.runcatu~) and its adult form " .. ere common, while in the 
blowout area colonies of ants were occasionally found 
under large stones. No other soil invertebrates were 
noticed at A, B, C, or D. 
Discussion: 
'r'he unusual coarseness of the sand, and the amount 
of gravel present, can be judged from Appendix I, Table I, 
and Fig. 9 (remembering that stones 1.75cm were discarded 
from the samples at stations S, D and E). Comparison with 
other coastal sands is made in Ch. 1. 
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The particle size distribution of sand from dunes at 
A and C shows slightly finer material at C, which is 
predictable from the normal winnowing effect of the wind. 
The profile at A shows great uniformity at all depths 
measuredi but at C some stratification is noticeable, and 
the unpredictable changes in grades of sand at different 
depths is likely to affect penetration of moisture at this 
station. Similar stratification is noticeable at station B, 
which is also distinctly different from the dunes on account 
of the presence of pebbles and quite large stones at all 
depths 0 At D there are fewer large stones than at B, but 
a greater proportion of)2mm material, fairly evenly 
distributed throughout the profile, and there is a slight 
increase in the amount of silt. At E the amount of>2mm 
material is double that at D, although noticeably less in 
the top lOcm of the profile, where fine wind-blown loess is 
augmented by organic matter. 
The overall poverty of the soil population, 
together with the high lignin content of much of the pla.nt 
material, results in litter accumulating at the surface, 
where it is likely to reduce infiltration of rain into the 
60il. On the o·ther hand, humus which has become 
incorporated into the top 15cm or so of the soil l as at E, 
can ee expected to increase the WHC of this sail. 
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(0) SOIL MOISTUREo 
Water-holding capacities of the soils, as 
determined by Wraight (1957), calculated on (2mm material 
from samples at 20cm depth, are shown in Appendix I, 
Table 2a. No further determinations of t~HC were made in 
the presen t s'l:,lldy. 
Such figures for WHC give little indication of the 
water actually available to plant roots (which in this 
habitat frequently extend to a depth of a metre or more) , 
nor do they allow appreciation of how much the water 
availability may vary at different times of the year. 
To obtain information on these aspects, soil sampling at 
a number of levels was carried out on 19 occasions, between 
7 March 1971 and 3 August 1972, covering all seasons, and 
especially concentrating on periods of drought and periods 
of heavy rain, at all five stations. 
The method of sampling involved digging a pit about 
30cm square (though necessarily larger in very dry periods, 
when leose sand was a problem falling into the hole). As 
the desired level was exposed, a clear plastic beaker of 
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l25ml capacity was used to scrape right round the circumference 
of the pit, thus obtaining a more representative sample than 
if taken from one side only. The transparency of the 
container enabled checking whe~t was full without air gaps, 
and the loose but heavy nature of the material enabled it to 
assume its normal bulk density when the container was 
jarred slightly. Stones larger than 1. 75cm diameter were 
deliberately excluded. The sample was levelled off at the 
top and transferred to. a labelled tin with a tigh'l:.-fitting 
lid. All tins were transported in closed plastic bags and 
Weighed within 24 hours. The samples were then oven-dried 
in 'I:he same (open) tins, for 8 hours at 100°C (this having 
been found sufficient to ensure steady weight), and then 
reweighed. As some rusting of the tins occurred after 6 
months, their weights were rechecked, but no significant 
changes had occurred. 
Initially, at each station a single sample was taken 
at each of 5 depths, namely O-IOem, lO-20cm, 20-30cm, 
)O-40cm and 40-S0cm, but differences of water-content 
were too small to justify this, so samples were then 
restricted to 3 depths, i.e. O-lOem, 20-30cm and 40-50em. 
Samples were duplicated by digging two pits at 
each station, spaced about 2m apart, on areas of similar 
microtopography and surface cover, as indicated in the 
, 
table of results, except that for station E, on some 
occasions, one set of samples was taken from under dense 
moss cover, and the other under a relatively bare surface 
with no moss, as moisture here was found to contrast 
strongly. 
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In discussing the measurement of soil water content, 
;Slatyer (1967)- states:. "Because of variations in the soil, 
more than 10 replicates are required to show that differences 
of 1% between occasions are significant". The desirability 
of taking more replicate samples in this case was recognized, 
but was precluded by logistic and time considerations. Since 
the greatest variations of soil and of water content in a 
single profile occurred at D and E (to a lesser extent at C), 
these stations were sampled in quadruplicate on two 
occasions, in June and August, 1972 (Appendix I, Table 3b). 
However, it became clear that it was virtually impossible to 
find two comparable profiles at any of these stations, because 
of the variability of stony layers, and the unpredictable 
presence at different depths of undecomposed buried litter 
Cas described under Soil 'rexture). These factors naturally 
affected the depth of wetting front. 
Various authors have commented on the difficulties 
of calculating water content in gravelly soils, in which 
figure for % water content based on mass will be lower than 
corresponding values for soils of finer nature (Gardner, 1960). 
Salisbury (1952) recommends basing calculations on % volume, 
since it is the volume, not the mass, of soil exploited by 
roots, which is biologically significant. 
In this case the more usual convention has been 
followed of expressing water content as % based on mass: 
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Results are summarised in Appendix I Table 3a, and 
Fig.lO. 
If the total soil moisture for each profile is 
_:~onsidered, the values are likely to give a fair 
"indication of soil moisture available at different sites. 
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It was considered that the variable rates of water 
movement through profiles at different sites was likely to 
.be a significant factor in determining plant survival. 
,Glover et al (1962) investigated this problem in dry 
grassland vegetation in East Africa, by means of digging 
~renches and measuring the de~th of the wetting front after 
rain.. This method was not practical for the pre,sent study, 
partly because of the sandy soil and partly because it would 
have involved too much time and labour. However, soil 
sampling was done on a number of occasions when rain fell 
after a prolonged period of drought, and some of these 
results, shown in Table 1, enable comparison of 
~nfiltration and percolation at different sites. 
Interception of rainfall by vegetation is well known 
to be an important factor affecting soil moisture in dry 
Climates. Glover (1962) noted the significant reduction 
of infiltration under shrubs compared with tall grasses. 
In the present study, sampling was deliberately not carried 
out beneath shrubs or tussocks~ but it must be recognized 
that interception of light rainfall would be considerable 
in the case of Muehlenbeckia on the rear dunes and 
£arrnichaelia-tussock cover in the old dune area. 
The significance of the mossy cover, prevalent over 
much of the old dune area, was investigated, since the 
moss was observed to hold water like a sponge. On 7 
Qccasions the two profiles sampled at E were chosen so 
that one was under a bare sandy surface and the other was 
bnder a dense closed cover of the moss !riquetre11a 
~apillata. The results (Table lb) almost invariably show 
'~hat the total amount of water in the moas-covered profile 
'ts less, and tends to be concentrated in the top lOem 
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Ilwhere spongy organic matter from dead moss was noticeable) Q 
~o check the water-holding capacity of moss, a sample was 
i~ken from an area of ground 30cm square during a very dry 
~i)~ 
p,~riod and weighed; it was then sprinkled with water until 
"("'r , 
't~ was saturated and after dripping ceased it was re-weighed. 
~-;_:~c; 
~t was found that 56.7g of moss absorbed 283.7g of water 
-{f;.{( • 
~;(i .. e. 5 times its own weight). Since the moss quickly 
r", 
loees this water in the windy, dry conditions which prevail 
~71 
for most of the year, it is obvious that occasional showers, 
-",-" 
~ven if fairly heavy, are unlikely to penetrate the soil 
~hich is moss-covered. 
Movement of water by capillarity is not likely to 
,;~~).' 
~e a very significant factor tn the coarse-textured soils 
~}i' , 
of the Spit. The capillary fringe would not extend for more 
~han.60cm above the water table (Slatyer, 1967), and as this 
'is 5-10m below the general surface of the Spit, this source 
6f water could be utilised only by the deepest-rooted 
'~:' '; 
species, e.g. possibly Carmichaelia. 
Water vapour movements into and through the soil are 
1h:ely to have important effects, especially in the driest 
'/~:'J ;" :~eriods. A disoussion ot this is deferred to the sub-section 
c 
i.on temperature and humidity dealt with under Section 3 of 
:fhis Chapter. 
~iscussion: 
i It would appear that approximate field capacities of 
'~he Soils (i. e. of whole profiles to 50cm depth) are likely to 
pe represented by values shown for November 15, in Fig. 10. 
At- this time there had been sufficient rain to ensure 
~omplete wetting throughout all profiles, and owing to the 
rapid drainage, FC would probably be reached within a few 
hours of cessation of rain, when these samples were taken. 
\ 
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A - 3.4% 
B - 3.8% 
C - 3.6% 
D - 305% 
E - 7.9% 
very low field capacities is 
itevealed by reference to Fig ~ 9 which shows the very small 
~~9Portion of fine material throughout. In D the increased 
;~iater-holding capacity of the fine m;;tterial near the surface 
m~pears to be negated by the low water-holding capacity of 
~he stony lower layersQ Although E has an even higher 
$roportion of stones at the'lower levels, the presence of 
- ;}~ \' 
The reason for these 
~, certain amount of humus in the upper level is responsible 
c,."',} 
:tor an overall increase in Fe. Probably the FC figure of 
~~. 8% for B is too high; comparing the texture of this site 
11<;' 
'.with that of the fore and rear dunes one would expect it to 
",: 
be more like 3.2%" In view of the fact that B, D and E 
.,z:' 
.moisture determinations were made on samples from which a 
li-=-': 
::~ew large stones were discarded, the actual % volume of 
~~ter available here is likely to be slightly less than the 
~igures indicate Q Because of the lack of fine particles of 
\;~ J., 
',colloidal nature (except for the small amount of humus at E) 
£hygroscopic forces will be negligible. 
The pattern revealed by Fig. 10 is discussed below, 
'9Pt conclusions can only be regarded as tentative in view 
of the limitations of the data. if"1 
The least variation in moisture content through the 
~~ar is shown in the blowout area (from 1.8% in extreme dry 
'tP 3.8% in extreme wet conditions). In the _driest period 
E~_(9 December) this site retains more moisture than any other I 
\:Ln spite of evaporation data indicating the highest 
~vaporation rate here (Fig. 31). This might be explained 
:~y the proximity of the water table, reducing seepage 
,(c.f. the dune slack region of other dune systems) but 
jthis seems improbable since the water table is likely to be 
more than Sm below the surface (from evidence of bores 
further across the Spit, see Ch.l). More likely it is due 
to the absence of interception and run-off (both of which 
,,-
factors on the dunes), unimpeded percolation, and the 
of plants to remove water by transpiration. 
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After adequate rainfall, (e.g. August, November and 
~febrUary 10) the water content of the rear dunes is somewhat 
Ibigher than that of the foredunes, probably because of a 
~li9ht increase in the proportion of fine particles in the 
":former. The lower % of water at C in low rainfall periods 
ls probably due to fine-textured material at the surface 
;~esisting infiltration and/or the slightly higher 
" 
~~vaporation rate shown at this aite. 
In general the sandy flat has soil moisture at 
.}.east equal, to, and usually higher than, that of the dunes. 
This can be related to the higher proportion of silt and/or 
to lack of rUn-off. The fact that in January D has less 
moisture than A, and in April less than both A and C, is 
'probably explained by higher transpirational losses from the 
cover of relatively shallow-rooted grasses and Trifolium 
arvense. Willis at al (1959) comment on the low moisture 
. 
content of dune pasture (107%), compared with dunes (409%), 
in a very dry season, attributing this to the presence of 
.moss and a dense grass root zone within 30cm of the surface. 
The old dune area always has more moisture than any 
.other site, except in the two driest periods when it would 
seem that the density of vegetation must account for high 
losses by transpiration. The higher WHC has already been 
r~ferred to. 
On several points the findings are in contrast to those 
of other writers describing dUne systems in which there was 
relatively little textural stratification in the profiles, 
and considerably smalier grain size. Ooeting (1945) sampled 
soil at 5 stations from fore dunes to rear dunes (including 
a dune slack) and found no significant difference in water 
availability - presumably the rainfall in North Carolina in 
mid-summer was sufficient to wet all sites evenly. 
Wraightls figures for WHC of the Kaitorete dune soils 
(Appendil~ I, Table 2a) show an increasing gradient from 22% 
on the fore dune to 38% on Fhe sandy flat (corresponding to D) 
!2 
;;cihd 48% on the equivalent of myoId dune area as at E. These 
nast two figures, as he points out, are likely to be far too 
'high, having been obtained from samples of < 2mm material. 
v'P' 
Salisbury (1952) suggests that the water content of 
:bId dune soils is likely to be about twice that of young 
dune soils, when at field capacity. 
In a study of soil moisture in a dUne profile during 
a drought, Salisbury (1952) reported a steadily increasing 
l . 
gradient from 0.63% at 3" (7.5cm) depth to 5.1% at 48" (120cm) 
depth. Such figures would appear to be typical of a sandy 
profile with no barriers to percolation. In the soils of 
Kaitorete Spit, (-Table 2c) samples show in the dry periods 
measured on December 9, February 28 and March 12, an 
increasing downward gradient of moisture at all stations 
except E, where most moisture is found in the 20-30cm level 
(held by the fine materia~. 
At other measuring times the results are complicated 
by numerous factors, s~ch as the amount of rainfall over 
the previous week or two, and the degree of infiltration 
(influenced by surface slope, texture and cover), as well as 
the conditions of temperature, wind and humidity that have 
prevailed. 
The multiple irregularities of pattern shown in 
Appendix I, Table 3 are, therefore, difficult to summarize 
and more work is needed. 
The figures in Table la and Ib indicate that the 
rapid percolation one would expect in such coarse-textured 
material is frequently impeded somewhere about the middle 
of the profile, especially at C, D and E. 
"Jd) SOIL NUTRIENTS AND SOIL REACTION. 
Some of the result.s obtained by Wraight (1957) are 
~hown in Appendix I, Table 2a; in 2b are some values 
~btained by Botany Honours Part III students at Canterbury 
University. 
Time did not permit further investigations in the 
present study. 
Discussion: 
From values in Appendix I, Table 2a and 2b, one can 
discern gradients across the Spit from A to E, summarized 
below: 
C% 
N% 
C; 
N 
Fore dunes 
very low 
very low 
medium 
Old dUnes 
low 
low 
high 
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Prne% 
CEC 
TEB 
BS 
medium 
very low 
medium (slight increase) 
medium 
Ca me% 
~-1g me% 
K me% 
pH 
very low 
very low 
very low 
low 
medium 
very 5l.acid 
medium 
medium 
medium 
medium 
very high 
mOderately acid 
There are no figures available for sodium chloride 
content of these dunes, but in other studies the amount has 
generally been found insufficient to have any chemical or 
osmotic effects (Oosting, 1942). 
Although the chemical aspects of the Kaitorete soils 
undoubtedly require more intensive study, it is possible to 
comment on certain features \'lhich are in marked contrast to 
dune soils studied in other areas, where more favourable 
climatic and edaphic conditions prevail. Considering that 
the Kaitorete dune system is estimated to have been in 
existence for at least 500 years, the values tabulated above 
indicate unusually slow soil development, correlated with the 
very low water availability. 
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By contrast, dune soils 280 years old, at Blakeney 
point, Forfo1k, are described by Salisbury (1925) as having 
15% C content (three times that found in the oldest dunes at 
Kaitorete), while Wilson (1960) gives a value of 12.6% C for 
200 year old dunes at Dorset; (in the latter, very rapid 
accumulation of organic matter and lowering of pH was 
attributed to early invasion by Call una). Salisbury (as 
above) noted increasingly rapid augmentation of organic 
matter after 200 years. In most of the English dune studies 
the young dunes have been characteriseq by high initial 
calcium carbonate content (notably lacking at Kaitorete) 
and moderately high pH, which is not the case at Kaitorete. 
Wright (1956) has commented on the influence of grain 
size on the nutrient content of dune soils in Morayshire. 
When soil samples were separated into 5 size fractions, from 
0.5 to O.lmm, no significant differences appeared in the 
available Mg, K and Nat but for the total available p three 
or four times as much appeared in the smallest size fraction 
compared with the largest. The- small proportion of fine 
material in the Spit dunes may, therefore, be a factor 
contributing to P deficiency. 
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2 • SAND MOVEMENT. 
Although the dunes in the eastern half of the spit 
are relatively stable, compared with those in the western 
half, there was some sand movement noticeable at the stua!9T 
locality, especially during strong south-west winds. On 
such occasions, in the vicinity of Station B, sand particles 
could be felt to sting the legs. The abrasive effect of 
such particles was indicated by the fact ,that the aluminium 
plate of the thermometer fixed vertically at 30cm, facing 
south, at this station, became so severely pitted after a 
year that the engraved figures were barely legible. 
To get an approximate idea of the extent of sand 
movement, two wooden stakes were fixed vertically on the 
unvegetated blowout dune (Fig. 11) - one at the toe of the 
north-east slope, and one farther to the south-west, and 
the sand level marked. Between March, 1971 and March, 1972 
there was negligible deposition or removal of sand at these 
stakes. 
On 10 December, 1971, sand traps were installed at 
Stations A, B, C and D, in the f~rm ~f small tins of depth 
3cm, diamet er 6cm, and volume lOOml. These were buried 
with their tops just level with the surface, two tins close 
to each marker stake. At stations A, Band C, three aerial 
traps were also installed. These were constructed after the 
model described by Butterfield (1971). The collecting 
device used was aT-shaped P.V.C. plastic pipe-connection, 
of 70m diamet~r; one aperture was covered with fine gauze 
(substitutin~ nylon for the stainless steel 120 mesh of 
212 micron aperture used by Butterfield). Particles of sand 
blown into the open arm of the T dropped vertically down the 
upright member into an attached glass jar of 140ml capacity. 
Each instrument was wired firmly between two stakes, facing 
south-west, with the lower lip of the intake 8cm above 
ground level, and the jar partly buried in the sand. No 
aerial trap was used at D, where sand movement is very 
slight; E was excluded altogether for the same reason. 
Replication of traps, including some facing in other 
directions, was obviously desirable, but not practicable, 
"J . C_l .... r .. - • d. ' . " . .. I 
... 
.. 
1 • : " 
ip view of the time needed for other studies. Results are, 
~herefore, inadequate, but indicative of the scale of sand 
~inovement • 
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Volumes of sand collected were measured on 10 February, 
:10 May and 10 June 1972. Shortly after this, two instruments 
iwere found overturned by oa'ttle, or possibly by Vandals, and 
the investigation was terminated 0 
Results are given in Appendix I, Table 4a; Table 4b 
gives an analysis of particle-size 6f the sand moved 
(i) at surface level, for 4 stations; and (ii) at a-150m 
level for station C (other samples were lost when the 
instrmaents were interfered with). 
Some observations on sand movement in relation to 
the plants are relevant here. Figs. 12 and 13 shm'1 plants 
of Hypochaeris radicata~with a light covering of sand (note 
coarseness of particles), and of Pimelea prostrata covered by 
sand about 3cm deep, after two days of strong SW wind. It 
was noticeable that much of this sand was subsequently 
dispersed by light winds from other directions. Some of the 
larger dune shrubs such as Muehlenbeckia and podonea bear 
evidence of their lower portions being buried under about a 
metre of sand (Fig. 59); further reference is made to this 
in eh. 4 • 
...J It was frequently observed that young seedlings, and 
even plants at least a year old, of Raoulia, S9leranthus and 
CrasEedia growing on the blowout, were killed as a result of 
sand burial or the scouring of sand away from their roots. 
It is well known·that Desmoschoenus,like Ammophila, 
thrives best where steady sand accretion occurs. The reason 
for this, and some of the effects of sand abrasion and salt 
spray on plant forms, are discussed in eh. 4. 
Qiscussion: 
From the small amount of da'ca available (Appendix I, 
Table 4a), only very general statements can be made. 
Predictably, the amount of sand movement follows a 
decreasing gradient from A to D. The amount of sand moved 
at the surface of the fore dune appears to be about twice 
that moved at the surface of the blowout, which in turn is 
slightly more than at the surface of the rear dune. 
The mobility of the sand is very low in comparison 
with most dUne systems, which are usually built of muhh 
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finer material. Esler (1970), describing the Manawatu dunes, 
noted sand transported inland over a distance of two miles 
(3.2km), whereas at the Spit there is no appreciable sand 
movement beyond the main line afrear dunes, which are 
. about 250m from the shore. 
V ,some of the material moved at the surface is surprisingly 
coarse (Appendix I, TabId 4b). At B the greatest proportion of 
the material collected was >lmm (many pebbles being up to 
5mm), and was moved mainly by rolling. Finer material was 
moved by saltation, at heights varying from just above the 
surface to about 60cm, depending on grain size and wind 
velocity. Analysis of the sample from the sand trap 
indicates that grains carried at a height of a-15cm were 
between 0.6 and O.2mm in size. 
The stability of the dunes is largely attributable to 
the coarseness of their constituent material, but there are 
other contributing factors. The predominant onshore winds, 
being from the south and south-west, are frequently 
accompanied by rain, reducing the mobility of the sand, 
while the drier prevailing winds blow from an opposing 
direction (north and north-east). In addition, reasonably 
good stabilising cover is provided by the indigenous 
vegetation on the fore and rear dunese Whereas the rear 
dunes of the Spit are never more than 4-5m high and have 
leeward slopes at a very low angle, the much greater degree of 
sand mobility in the Manawatu dune system has resulted in 
much higher rear dunes (up to 12m), with a steep slip-face 
on the lee side. 
A most distinctive feature of sand movement at the 
Spit is the fact that the inter-dune flat areas have been 
formed by deflation down to the gravel basement, and not to 
a water table, as is characteristic of most dune systems. 
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consequently, there is no equivalent of the usual wet dune 
slack areas, with their characteristic flora (cf. Esler, 1970). 
Some other information relevant to sand movement is 
oontained in the sub-section on wind, in Section 3 of this 
Chapter .. 
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3. CLIMATE * 
(a) mEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY 
... 
One maximum-minimum thermometer was ins'talled in a 
stevenson's screen, which was set up 195m above ground level, 
at the northern end of the blow-out area marked Station B. 
Maximum-minimum thermometers were installed at three 
different levels, at each of stations A, B, C, D and E as 
follows: 
(i) 300m above ground level, attached ,ver'tically 
to a IOcrn"'wide, white-painted board, which was 
firmly wired to the south side of an iron 
standard in such a way as to minimise the 
likelihood of shaking ,by wind or passing 
animals, and to shelter it from direct solar 
radiation. Comparison with a thermometer 
facing north on'a sunny day showed that the 
temperature registered was IOC lower when the 
thermometer was shaded in this way. 
(ii) At ground level, ~laced horizontally on the 
surface (in its natural vegetated or bare state), 
protected from trampling, and shaded from direct 
solar radiation, by a small tent-shaped, white-
painted wooden shelter, open at both ends. 
Comparison with an unshaded thermometer in this 
position on a sunny day showed about a.soc lower 
on the shaded instrument. Geiger (1950) points 
out that a thermometer on the ground is not 
measuring surface temperature, but the temperature 
of the air layer immediately above the surface. 
Note that the nearest meteorological station to Kaitorete 
Spit is at Lincoln College, about 20km inland to the north 
(Fig. 1). For comparative reference, climatic records 
from Lincoln and also from Christchurch are included 
in App~ndix II. 
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Fig. 17. Screen temperatures,monthly maxima and minima,1971, 
at Lincoln meteorological station, --, 
and Kaitorete study site, 
(iii) lOem below the surface, placed horizontally 
inside an 8cm diameter steel hube, open at 
both ends; this was buried under soil and 
vegetation typical of the site, leaving a 
protruding tagged wire as a marker. 
These thermometers were read between 10.00 a.m. and 
noon at regular intervals of four weeks, from 6 March, 1971 
to 12 March, 1972. For purposes of comparison with 
meteorological stations it would have been better to read 
these at the end of each month, but this was not possible, 
since visits were only prac:btcable on week-ends, owing to 
'"'lark coromi tments on weekdays. 
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Before installation g all thermometers were calibrated 
by exposure to daily extremes of temperature and comparison 
with a standard mercury-in-glass thermome'cer. Only those 
instruments varying less than flOC from the standard were 
used. 
During August, 1971, one thermometer was removed by 
vandals; it was replaced by a new one the following week. 
A summary of monthly maximum and minimum temperatures 
for 12 months, for all five microstations is given in 
Appendix II, Table 1. Figures 14, 15, 16, show comparisons 
of monthly maximum and minimum temperatures at all five 
stations in air, at surface, and in soil. 'l'he monthly 
maximum and minimum screen temperatures, with those recorded 
at Lincoln for comparison, are given in Fig~ 17. 
Some continuous weekly records of air temperature and 
humidity were obtained by the use of thermo-hygrographs. 
Four of these, of the type cor~ining a bimetallic strip 
thermometer \\7i th a human hair hygrometer, v-lel::'e installed 
at stations A, B, C and D, protected inside louvred white 
wooden boxes. Runs were made, commencing on the following 
dates: 
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Fig. 20. Air temperature and relative hu.:nidity at two microstations 
in summer ,1972. 
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27. 2.1971 (A, B and D only) 
11. 5.1971 (A, B and D only) 
1.12.1971 
14.12.1971 
23.12.1971 
9. 1.1972 
20. 2.1972 (A, C and E only) 
Insufficient instruments \'lere available to include 
station E, for which only one run was made on 20.2.1972, 
using the' instrument from B. 
Some of the .resul ts are graphed in Figs. 18, 19, 20, 
and others are summarized in Appendix II, Table 2. 
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NOTE ON THERMOHYGROGRAPH RECORDS FO;R MICROSTATIONS 1971-72 
-...- - -
In April, 1971, these instruments were carefully 
checked over a running period of several days out-of-doors 
in Christchurch, and adjusted so that they were all 
synchronised with temperature and humidity read from a 
standard mercury-in-glass thermometer, and whirling 
psychrometer respectively. 
Aft.er installation of three instruments at the study 
locality in May, checks were again made during the runs, 
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and small necessary adjustments made to the temperature 
sensors. Humidity.readings seemed to be fairly. satisfactory. 
The instruments were then collected and returned to 
the UniVersity. On 1 December, 1971, four other instruments 
were installed at the study locality, again after making a 
trial run of several days out-of-doors in Christchurch during 
N~vember, and a.djusting so ·that all instruments were 
synchronised with standard th,er.mometer and whirling 
psychrometer readings. It should be noted, however, that 
the range of both temperature and humidity was not very 
great a't the time, in the place wher~ the trial was carried 
out, so that the accuracy of the instruments at extremes of 
temperature and humidity was not able to be checked 
rigorously. 
During subsequent runs on 1 December, 14 December, 
23 December, 1971, it was observed that instruments at 
stations A, Band D consistently gave much lower maximum 
humidity readings (about 20% less) than the maximum 
readings of instrument at C. Before the graph sheets 
were col'lected, the temperature and humidity readings at 
the time were checked against standard thermometer and 
psychrometer. Checks were also made at the start of each 
run. Some adjustments to the hygrograph arPl "',ere made as 
seemed necessary, but anomalies continued to appear. 
(Temperature sensors were all recording satisfactorily.) 
On 9 December all instruments were moved to the 
shelter of the hut at 10.00 a.m. and further attempts 
were Inade to synchronise the humidity recorders by making 
adjustments over a period of two hours. Because of the 
anomalous behaviour of all humidity recorders, except for 
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the instrument at C (which correlated closely with the 
mercury-in-steel thermohygrograph set up below the 
Stevenson's screen), it was decided to try changing the 
instruments around. Accordingly, on 9 January, the 
instrument from C was placed at station B, and on 20 February 
it was placed at D. Results confinned that the lowmaximum 
humidities previously recorded at these stations were 
erroneous. 
Consequently, it appears that, although all 
temperature records are fairly reliable throughout, the 
hmaidity records are only reliable for C on 1, 14 and 
23 December, and for B on 9 January, and D on 20 February. 
For all other records, the humidity readings are 
reasonably reliable between 40% and 68%, but do not record 
extremes below and above these figures. 
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Fig. 21. remperature and relative humidity in winter,recorded below 
Stevenson's screen at study site. 
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l"ig.23. Temperature and relative bumidity in summer,recorded below 
Stevenson's screen at study site. 
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Below the Stevenson's screen, a wet and dry 
mercury-in-steel thermohygrograph was installed; it was 
sheltered by malthoid strips above and at the sides, to 
protect it from rainfall and direct radiation, while 
allowing ample air circulation. 
on the following dates: 
Runs were made commencing 
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11. 5.1971; 9.12.1971; 
9. 1.1972; 22. 1.1972; 
14.12.1971; 
29. 1.1972; 
13. 8.1972. 
23.12.1971; 
20. 2.1972; 
25. 7.1972; .1. 8.1972; 
Results are summarized in Appendix II, Table 3, and 
representative rec~rds for different seasons are graphed in 
Figures 21, 22, 23. Appendix II, Table 4, shows diurnal 
fluctuations of temperature, relative humidity and vapour 
pressure deficit, for five periods, representative of 
winter and summer conditions. 
Continuous weekly records of soil temperatures at 
depths of 10 and 20cm, were made with mercury-in-steel 
thermographs installed at stations A, Band D (insufficient 
instruments being available for all five stations). Runs 
were made commencing on the following dates: 
27. 2.1971; 11. 5.1971; 1.12.1971; 
14.12.1971 (results not available) 
23.12.1971; 9. 1.1972. 
Before installation, all instruments were checked 
against a standard mercury-in-glass thermometer. 
Results are summarized in Appendix II, Table 5. 
Weekly extreme maximum and minimum temperatures have been 
graphed for one period in winter and three in summer. 
(Figures 24, 25). Diurnal fluctuations over a 60 hour 
period in March, 1971, are graphed for three stations in Fig. 26. 
A continuous week's record of soil temperatures at 
four depths (5, 10, 20 and 50cm) was made with two 
thermographs, installed near the Stevenson's screen, on 
10 February, 1972. Results are given in Appendix II, 
Table 6, and Fig. 27. 
Discussion: 
Monthly screen temperatures at the Spit during 1971 
were generally higher than at Lincoln (sometimes as much 
as SoC), although occasionally slightly lower (Fig. 17). 
Comparing monthly maximum and minimum air 
temperatures at the different stations across the Spit 
(Fige 14) the lowest minimum was always at E (predictably, 
as this is farthest from the sea), while the highest 
minimum was virtually always on the tore dune, the 
difference being from 'S.So to lO.SoC. Other stations 
showed irregular fluctuations between these extremes. 
The lowest recorded'was -7.SoC, in August, 1971.' Maximum 
air temperatures showed less variation, especially from 
June to October, although the fore dune remained about 
o 2.S C cooler than other stations during this period. From 
3S 
September onwards throughout summer the highest temperatures 
o 0 
were reached at E (from 2.7 to 6.7 C higher than other 
stations during December), presumably because this site was 
" 
the least exposed to cooling breezes, from the sea. The 
highest figure reached was 37oC. 
Temperatures at the ground surface (Fig. 15) showed 
a much wider range in maxima, which were generally several 
degrees higher than in air in summer and one or two degrees 
lower than air in the coldest period. The maximum surface 
temperature of 37.50 C occurred at B in January. Minimum 
surface temperatures showed little difference from minimum 
air temperatures, except those at E were not so much lower, 
presumably because of the insulating effect of the 
vegetation. The lowest minimum of -6.SoC occurred at E in 
September. In 1972, when thermometers were no longer in 
use, the Spit was visited on 29 June, at 3.00 p.m., after 
a ground frost of -8.20 C had been registered at Lincoln; 
though the day had been sunny, the sand was found to be 
frozen hard to a depth of 2. Scm in the shaded par'ts of all 
sites, including the fore dune. 
Soil temperatures (Fig. 16) predictably showed a 
much smaller range between maxima and minima than did air 
and surface temperatures. Minima for all stations were 
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extre~ maxima and minima recorded for a week,lO Feb.-I? Feb.1972. 
similar, the lowest (about -2°C) occurring in August. 
Maxima varied somewhat unpredictably between stations. 
Highest temperatures at B from July to October possibly 
reflect the high specific heat of water, as this site 
remains the wettest near the surface, and drier sites 
would be more affected by night cooling. The low maximum 
at E might be due to the vegetation reducing insolation. 
Highest maximum of 320 C occurred at B, C and D in 
December-January. 
In general the above findings agree well with the 
principles relating to microclimate as discussed by 
Geiger (1950). 
~ It is to be noted that Oosting (1945) reported no 
significant differences in the temperature of dune soils 
at a number of stations from fore dunes to rear dunes. 
Consideration of soil temperatures at 10 and 20cm 
depths (Figs. 24, 25) shows that in winter ~t both levels 
there is little difference between maxima at stations A, 
Band D, but minima are higher at A (as might be expected 
from its proximity to the sea). In summer, at IDem, B has 
the lowest maximum, while at 20cm it has the highest 
maximum; this would seem to be correlated with its water 
content (slow to absorb radiant heat near the surface and 
slow to lose s'l:ored heat from lower down). 
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The expected insulating effect of soil 20cm deep 
compared with 100m is illustrated in Fig. 26. Temperatures 
at the greater depth show maxima 1.4oC lower, and minima 
20 C higher than those at the lesser depth. There is also a 
two hour lag in the a't.taitunent of maxima at the lower depth, 
though little difference in the time of reaching minima. 
Fig. 27 illustrates how the range of diurnal 
fluctuation in soil temperatures decreases with depth 
(very abruptly at 100m), until a point is reached at 50cm 
when a steady temperature prevails throughout 24 hours. 
This agrees with the findings of Geiger (1950), Salisbury 
(1952), Willis et al (1959) and Migahid (1961). 
Diurnal fluctuations of temperature and humidity 
measured at three stations in winter (Fig. 18) revealed 
insignificant differences except that at A, between noon 
and 4.00 p.m., humidity was slightly higher than elsewhere. 
Since only one of the thermohygrographs functioned 
efficiently for extremes of humidity, there are no 
figures from which to compare the difference in stations 
at anyone period in summer. However, at stations Band C 
during December and January, maximum temperatures of about 
34°C and minimum RH of about 46% occur at apprOXimately 
2.00 p.mo, while minimum temperatures of about l20 C and 
maximum RH of about 92% ocour at approximately 4.00 a.m. 
(Figs. 19, 20). 
Seasonal differences in air temperatures and RH% 
were recorded more reliably by the wet and dry steel 
bulb thermohygrograph below the Ste~enson's screen 
(Figs. 21, 22, 23). In winter (May, 1971) the minimum 
o . 
temperature of 4.4 C and maximum RH of 90-95% occurred 
between 4.00 and 8.00 a.m.i maximum temperatures of 
l3B20oC and minimum RH of 62-70% occurred at noon. In 
July, 1972, lower temperatures, down to oOe, and a 
generally higher level of humid,ity were recordedm In early 
summer (10 December) a maximum temperature of 26°C and 
minimum RH of about 40% were recorded at noon; minimum 
temperatures of a-lOoe and maximum RH of 85-90% occurred 
between midnight and 4.00 a.m. In late summer (February) 
the fluctuations of temperature and humidity became much 
less extreme, and the highest temperatures occurred later, 
between 2.00 and 4.00 p.m. 
It is to be noted that in winter ther.e is a range 
of about 160 C in temperature and 30% in RBi in summer a 
range of about lSoe in temperature and up to 60% in RH. 
Vapour pressure deficit is probably the most 
meaningful parameter to consider. If a VPD higher than 
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5rom is arbitrarily taken as likely to have a significant 
effect on the plants, it can be seen from Appendix II, Table 4 
that deficits of this order prevail for at least 13 hours per 
day (sometimes for 24 hours continuously) during summer, and 
for several hours per day in late autumn. 
DEW AND CONDENSATION OF WATER VAPOUR IN SOIL 
. 
Reference to these factors is made at this point 
because of their dependence on temperature and humidity. 
Many authors have pointed out that not all the 
moisture in a sand dune or shingle beach is conserved rain 
water (Geiger, 1950, Salisbury, 1952). Even in the driest 
summers, when no rain has fallen for weeks, damp sand can 
be found a foot below the surface of a dune, and the same 
applies in deserts where no rain has fallen for years. It 
has been demonstrated that capillary movement of water 
from the water table can account for only 382mm rise in 
8 weeks through fine sand (0.03-0.05mro grains), and only 
188m through coarse sand (0.3 - O.Smro grains) according to 
experiments by Olsson-Seffer (1909). Thus a significant 
proportion of the moisture present in sand must often be 
contributed by the downward movement of dew formed at the 
surface, and by upward movement of soil water vapour which 
condenses<.,in: a cooler stratum. This phenomenon of internal 
condensation has been cited as an important factor in 
maintenance of water balance of dune plants. Low water 
content and large pore spaces m~ke sand a poor conductor 
of heat. When the soil surface is cooler than air, and 
hum~~ity is high (as at night in summer), conditions are 
ideal for movement of aerial water vapour downward, to 
----~---~-
condense at the soil surface and be absorbed. Also, when 
the upper layers of sand are warmer and drier than deeper 
layers, subterranean water vapour moves upward (eeg. on hot 
days), condensing when the surface temperature drops at 
night. 
~\1:vt 
Since no systematic inves,tigations were possible in 
the present study, reference will be made to some of the 
findings of other workers, whose methods were based on 
weighing samples of soil in sieves or dishes set into the 
surface of the soil, at regular intervals from late 
afternoon to early morning. 
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Ramdas and Katti (1934) found the percentage of water 
in bare surface sand twice as great in the early morning as 
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, 
in the previous afternoon. Lebedaff (1928) described semi-
arid region in South Russia in which 66mro of water was moved 
to the surface from deeper layers of the soil in one winter. 
Brawand and Kohnke (1952) in Indiana found a net soil 
moisture gain, from vapour in the atmosphere, of S8.4mm per 
year, from analysis of surface samples; of this 32% was 
received in summer, the remainder being spread equally over 
autumn, winter and spring. Some authors have reported up to 
250mm of soil moisture per year gained in this way in oceanic 
climates. Migahid (1961) concluded that in a semi-arid 
coastal Mediterranean region soil moisture gains from this 
source were critica~ to plant survival; Muller-Stoll and 
Lercher (1961) came to the same "conclusion. 
From personal observations at the Spit, very heavy 
dews occurred at the surface in autumn and winter; after a 
fine clear night both sand and foliage were frequently still 
wet with dew even at 10.00 a.m. In summer, similar 
observations were made on two occasions between 5.00 and 
7.00 a.m., but after that hour dew rapidly evaporated. 
It would appear that the wide extremes and rapid 
changes of temperature and humi4ity at the Spit would 
frequently provide ideal conditions for surface de.w and 
internal condensation, and that this is likely to be an 
important source of soil moisture in critically dry periods. 
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Fig. 28 . ;';;onthly rainfall,1971,recorded at Lincoln and at three 
locatio)1s at Kaitorete. 
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(b) PRECIPITATION 
Rainfall was measured in a standard rain gauge of 
l2.7cm diameter, sunk into the ground with the top l2cm 
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above ground level, 1.Sm to the east side of the stevenson's 
screen. During the summer, after each measurement, 25ml of 
water, plus a few drops of kerosene, were placed in the gauge 
to reduce loss by evaporation (the same amount being deducted 
from the next total). 
Rainfall was recorded at four-weekly intervals (which 
was a disadvantage for comparison with other meteorological 
records, but was unavoidable for the reasons stated earlier), 
from 1 February, 1971 to 1 April, 1972. 
Results of these measurements are shown in Appendix II, 
Table 7, which also gives monthly and annual figures for 
Lincoln, and for Hammond's and BayleyDs homesteads (at the 
eastern'end and middle of the spit respectively), during 
1970, 1971 and 1972. Annual tot,als at Lincoln and at 
Bayley's over a nine-year period from 1964 to 1972 are given 
in Appendix II, Table 8. Figure 28 shows a comparison of 
rainfall in 1971 for Lincoln, Hammond's, Bayley's and the 
study area. Figure 32 shows menthly rainfall at Lincoln in 
relation to FE for 1971. 
Measurements of dewfall,and internal condensation 
within the surface layers of the soil were not undertaken, 
although they would have been of great interest. The 
difficulties involved in obtaining data would have been 
considerable, as frequent sampling between early evening and 
early morning, on a number of occasions, would have been 
necessary. Only one overnight stay was possible, and on that 
occasion conditions proved unsuitable for dew formation (but 
note comments on dew and condensation at end of previous 
section) e 
Comparison of nine-year means for rainfall at Lincoln 
and at Bayley's homestead (Appendix II, Table 8) indicates 
that the Spit receives only about four fifths of the rain 
measured at Lincoln. With a mean of 515mm per year, and 
lowest records of 384mm (1969) and 410mm (1964), the climate 
of the Spit comes into the semi-arid class (c.f. Central 
Otago which has a mean annual rainfall of less than 500mm) • 
Measurements at the study locality show an even lower rain-
fall than at Bayley's. The higher figures at Bayley's might 
possibly be related to the shelter belts which reduce wind 
and associated evaporation in the vicinity of this rain 
gauge. Rainfall at Hammond's homestead, which is at the 
extreme eastern end of the Spit and clo~e under the S.W. 
slope of Banks Peninsula, is predictably higher than on the 
dune area or at Lincoln, since the climate of the Peninsula 
is well known to be wetter than the surrounding countrysideb 
Although on the average the highest rainfalls at the 
spit occur between May and September, there can sometimes 
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be long dry periods during winter and early spring. 
Alternatively, there can sometimes be a month of high rainfall 
in late summer, as in March, 1970 (Appendix II, Table 7). 
Much of the rain falls in light ,showers, so that it is 
intercepted by foliage, or wets only the top few centimetres 
of the soil, and its value for the plants is almost entirely 
negated when conditions favouring high evaporation rate 
prevail, especially from October to March. !3_~_~,~~?O~~_~~~ons 
thus remain considerably moister during winter, even if the 
rainfall is low, because of higher humidity and lower 
:!:~~peratures. Fogs are not uncommon. 
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(c) WIND 
This was recorded by means of a standard Robinson's 
three-cup (l2.7cm diameter) anemometer, mounted on iron 
piping at a height of 2.5mg The instrument was firmly 
supported by wiring it to one corner of a small wooden hu,t 
(only 1.3m high, and, therefore, causing negligible 
interference), in a situation at the north-eastern edge of 
the interdune flat marked by Station Bo As with temperature 
and rainfall, readings (of miles run) could be made only at 
four-weekly intervals. This, together' with the comparatively 
low positioning of the instrument, makes direct comparison 
with monthly results from Lincoln unsatisfactory. However, 
the mean daily miles run (24-hour period) has been calculated 
for each month, and these figures are included in Appendix II, 
Table 9 for the period March, 1971 to February, 1972. This 
and Fig. 29 give some idea of the comparative windiness 
throughout the year at the study localityo 
In an attempt to compare wind speeds at various heights, 
and at different stations, some' readings were made from an 
air-meter, recording km run for five-minute intervals. 
Readings were made at four heights (ground level, IDem, 
30cm, and 60cm) at each station on 28 February and 12 March, 
1972. These figures are not particularly valuable because of 
the highly variable l gusty nature of the wind, and the 
impossibility of taking simultaneous readings for all heights 
at all stations. Results are 'shown in Appendix II, Table 10, 
and also in Fig. 30. 
The percentage frequency of surface wind directions at 
Lincoln for 1970, 1971 and 1972 is given in Appendix II, 
Table 11. 
Discussion: 
As shown by Fig. 27, mean monthly wind (as miles and km 
run per 24 hours) at the Spit closely parallels that at 
Lincoln. The anemometer at the Spit was set at a height of 
2.5m compared with a height of 5.lxn at Lincoln. 
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Fig. 30. \oJind speeds recorded at rnicrostations at four heights, 
from ground surface to 60 ern above,nGon to 3 fIll ,28 Feb.1972. 
Station A-- ,0 -- ,e -- D - • 
Using the formula 
V2.S = VS.l (233 + .656 log (2.5 + 4.75D 
where V2.S = wind speed at 2.5m 
V5.l = wind speed at ~.lm * 
an ~!!!l\l~l mea~ for the f3P!t:I measured at ~. 1m, wou~d<!:>§ 
155 miles per 24 hours, compared with 148 for Lincoln. 
COlne.aring this figure with wind data from sea-level· 
meteorological stations throughout New Zealand it would 
-----~ ,-----
appe~;['~_tl?-~!- the ~_~<t2it is a relatively win?y place. 
The ,,,inter months of May I J·une and July have ·the 
lowest wind totals, although gale force winds from the 
south-west conwonly occur at this season (e.g. 962 miles 
run in a 24-hour period ,in April, 1968 represents an 
average of 40 m.p.h.). 
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Although the analysis of wind directions (A~pendix II, 
Table 11) shows the prevailing wind to be NE, the most 
important wind direction is SW (winds from N and ~TW occur 
less commonly). It is this SW ~ind which is responsible for 
the distinot SW-NE orientation of the longitudinal dunes 
(clearly seen in Figs. 2, 3, 4), and for the "wind-shorn ll 
appearance of the shrubby vegetation (shown in Figs. 57, 
59, 6~ and discussed in Ch.4, Section 5). 
, 
No figures were obtained for the highest wind speeds 
reached at the Spit, during the study period, but on several 
occasions the south-westerly was estimated to be of force 7 
or 8 (between 32 and 45 m.p.h.). The strongest wind recorded 
by the Meteorological Service at Ellesmere is 91 m.p.h. From 
the few measurements made with the wind meter (Fig~), a 
predictable increase in velocity was noted as height 
increased from ground level to 60cm, although the 
impracticality of taking simultaneous readings leaves these 
figures open to question (e.g. the non-increasing figure for 
the 60cm height at the blowout was almost certainly due to an 
overall sudden drop in wind force). 
Studies by Olson (1958b) and Ranwell (1958) have 
. ~ ..... --~-
* Formula supplied by the Meteorological Office, Harewood. 
.. ' 
indicated that maximum wind velocities occurred near the 
crest of the windward face of a coastal transverse dune. 
Some protection was afforqed ~ediately in front of the 
dune and on its lower windward slopes. Beyond the crest, 
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on the lee slope was a calmer area where c:ieposition occurred, 
while beyond the shelter of the dunes, on inter-dune flats 
to landward, wind velocities increased again, building up to 
another maximum near the crest of the second line of dunes. 
Olson was able to show that a vegetation cover of Ammophila 
breviligulata raised the level of calm air near the surface 
thirty times higher than when the surface was bare. 
Thus, at Kaitorete, although the covering of 
pesmoschoenus on the fore dunes is only low, and not 
particularly dense, it can be appreciated that it must 
play a very significant role in reducing the erosive force 
of wind, while the absence of vegetation on the blowouts 
leaves the force of the wind unchecked. Further inland, 
the force of the wind ,will be checked much more efficiently 
by the indigenous tussock-shrub vegetation than by the sparse, 
low-growing adventive annuals which have invaded severely 
disturbed areas. 
", 
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Cd) EVAPORATION 
To obtain comparative figures for the evaporative 
power of the air at different stations from spring through 
to the driest months in late summer, evaporimeters were 
installed at stations A, B, C and D, and read at approximately 
fortnightly intervals from 7 September, 1971 to 12 March, 1972. 
The type of inst.rument used was an atmometer. A 
porous porcelain cup was attached by a steel tube to the top 
of a firm plastic canister of 2 ~itre capacity, passing 
through the screw top. To the lower end of the short steel 
tube was attached a 170m length of plastic tubing, the 
distal end of which was tied back to form a loop holding a 
few ml of mercury, to provide a valve which prevented entry 
of rain-water at the porous surface. Just below the neck 
of the can was a 2cm stoppered hole to permit additions of 
water and measurement of water loss. 
Before installation, the four instruments were given 
a trial run in Christchurch, being exposed to hot windy 
conditions for 18 hours. Two which showed the same rate 
of evaporation were taken as the standard against which 
the other two were calibrated. 
Some difficulties were experienced in the use of 
these ins·t.ruments in the field. When first installed, they 
were set l2cm into the ground beside the marker stake at 
each station, the evaporating surface being 20-30cm above 
ground level. Cows or sheep appeared to be attracted by 
the moist surface and caused some interference, necessitating 
the erection of a barrier of wooden stakes around each 
instrmnent. 
A more difficult problem l.'I7as the blocking of the 
pores in the porous pot by wind-blown dust. This occurred 
several times at stations Band Dq necessitating removal of 
the instruments, dismantling, cleaning, and rechecking 
their performance in Christchurch before returning them to 
the field, thus leaving gaps in the record on several 
occasions. 
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Fig. 31. Evaporation from evarorimeters at four microstations,Sep.197l_ , 
Mar.1972. 
Mean daily volume calculated from total for each period measured. 
( ..... 1 indicates instrument out of order). 
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Fig. 32. Monthly precipitation and potential evapotranspiration, 
at Lincoln,1971.PS calculated according to Thornethwaite. 
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Results are summarised in A7:'pendix II, Table 12, and 
Fig. 31. Appendix II, Table l~gives figures for evaporation 
from a raised pan at Lincoln. Potential evaporation, 
compared with precipitation (calculated according to 
Thornethwaite, (1957) for each month of 1971 at Lincoln, 
is indicated in Fig. 32. 
Discussion: 
It is evident that high evaporation rates must prevail 
for most of the year, in view of the factors of temperature, 
humidity, and wind, already discussedo Fig. 32, based on 
Thornethwaite's meth?d of calculating potentialevapotrans-
piration, indicates that the amount of rainfall i's exceeded 
by PE for all months of the year except May, June and July. 
Raised pan evaporation data from Lincoln (Appendix II, 
Table l3a) show a figure nearly twice that of calculated PE 
in 1971. This can be accounted for by the prevalence of 
hot,/dry winds at Lincoln (the well known Canterbury 
"nor-western) since Thornethwaite's formula is based on 
thermal index, and makes no allowance for unusually low 
humidity. However, it must also be remelnbered that PE is 
based on the assumption of adequate soil moisture at all 
times, which is certainly not the case at Lincoln. The 
evaporation data given for Lincoln provide some indication of 
the significance of this factor at the Spit, where even higher 
figures could be expected, from the greater amount of wind, 
although during dry periods actual losses from evapotranspiration 
wouldhefmti:ch lower than the calculated FE. 
From the evaporimeter data,for the different stations ,*;!J~ . (Fig. 31) it appears that the evaporative power of the air is 
much the same at Band D, being significantly higher at these 
sites than at A and en· This is pJ:'esumablyexplained by the 
absence of sheltering vegetation on the blowout and on the 
san,!x!lat. The lowest rate of evaporation, shown at AD is 
apparently due to the cooler temperatures and higher humidity 
prevailing on the foredune. 
Oosting (1942) obtained quite different results, 
reporting hig'llest evaporation rate on the· foredune, next 
highest on the rear dune, and lowest on the interdUfle flat. 
It WOUld, therefore, appear that local factors, such as 
~ 
amount and type of ~egetation, direction of prevailing 
wind, and nature of the substrate are important in 
determining relative evaporation rates. ) 
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(e) SUNSHINE 
Reference to this fac'tor is relevant at this point, 
although no measurements were made a't the Spit:., since it 
was considered that the amount of sunshine received there 
would be virtually the same as at Lincoln. 
Monthly totals recorded there in 1971 are shown in 
Appendix II, Table 13b, the annual total being 1955 hours 
(about ,5% higher than the figure reeorded for Christchurch 
Airport, a little further inland). Sunshine recorded for 
1971 was somewhat lower than the average figure of 2053 
hours over the period 1967-1971 at Lincoln, this ~eing 
slightly over 45% of the possible total. (See also 
sunshine data in Appendix II, 'l'ables 14 and 15). 
Discussion: 
It can be seen that sunshine values alone do not 
give a true impression of the evaporative power of the air 
in the Christchurch region, where very low humidities can 
be caused by the warm, dry nor-west winds, even on days of 
partial cloud. 
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OBSERVATIONS ABOUT !HE CLIMATE IN GENERAL 
The microclimate of the Spit reflects the climatic 
characteristics of the whole region of lowland coastal 
Canterbury. The information given below has been taken 
from de Lisle (1969) and Garnier (1950) and N.Z. 
Meteorological Service climatological tables for Lincoln 
and Christchurch, as reproduced in Appendix II, Tables 14, 
15,16,17,18. 
'I'he climate of the region oan be sUnL.'11ed up as 
sub-humid and microthermal. Geographical and topographical 
features combine to cause low rainfall and hot dry winds 
from the north-·west •. 
Annual rainfall is highly variable, and in such a 
low rainfall area even a small drop below the average can 
have severe effects on the vegetation. The mean annual 
precipitation for Christchurch (over a IS-year period) is 
73lmm, but it is important to note that within this period 
are some years of extremes vlhioh take the climate into the 
humid or dry subhumid categories. 
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Mean monthly relative humidity (measured at 9.30 a.m., 
over a period of 60 years) is regularl.y below 70% during 
October, November, December, January and February. Extremes 
of low RH, less than 20%, were recorded seven times over 
the period 1938-1948. 
The greater part of the region's precipitation is 
derived from cold fronts advancing from S or SE and these 
periodic invasions of subantarctic air can cause a sudden 
extreme drop in temperature at any season of the year. 
The temperature may fall as much as 12°C within 2 hours. 
Ground frosts frequen~ly occur more than 100 times per 
annum, a higher figure than for any other region in New 
Zealand except for inland and upland South Island. There 
is a wide range in seasonal temperature extremes. Means 
taken over an 88 year period show that temperatures 
·0· 
regularly rise above 26 C during Novenilier, December, 
January, February and March, and fall below oOc during 
May, June, July, August and September. 
can certainly be said that variability the 
main characteristic of the day to day weather and of 
the seasonal and year to year climateq 
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4. INFLUENCE OF ANIMALS 
The effects of grazing on the dune vegetation were 
dealt with at some length by Wraight (1957), and no 
systematic investigations were made of biotic factors in 
the present study. 
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" .. However, sub] ec'tJ. ve observations \;1ere made throughout 
t.."1e year on the activities of domestic stock, hares and 
rabbits, and their effects on the vegetation. 
On Birdling's property, heaviest stocking occurs from 
mid-winter to spring. From early spring to mid-summer 
'there are 2000 ewes ,,,,,ith lambs; in addition, from April 
to July there are 30 heifers, and from July to september 
up to 100 cows with calves. During the rest of the year, 
smaller numbers of sheep and no ca·ttle are present. 
Nraight (1957) has given some indication of how 
grazing has affected the vegetation, and following are 
personal observations. Palatable herbaceous indigenes 
(such as Vittadinia au~tra1is and Rh~~odia tri~ndr~) are 
scarce and tend to be confined to the shelter of shrubso 
Palatable adventive species are also kept close-cropped. 
Shrubs in the old dune area are undoubtedly kept lower 
than normal by browsing, which is also likely to prevent-
seedling establishment. 'l'he effects of cattle are far more 
drastic than those of,sheep. Tussocks of Pca laevis and 
whole plants of stipa are comnlonly uprooted and left lying, 
preswnably rej ected after the cattle eat more pale'. table~' 
species in their shelter. Dest:ruction to Carmichaelia 
~pret?~_~ is particularly severe, whole branches up to one 
metre long frequently being torn off a plant, and termimil 
branches macerated by chewing of cattle (Fige 33). 
Desmoschoenus is frequently uprooted. by cattle, although 
they do not seem to eat it; this is pa.rticularly noticeable 
on the unfenced, compared with the fenced; side of dunes on 
Mr Bayley's property. 
Trampling of cattle causes considerable sand 
disturbance on the younger dunes and blowouts, where 
destruction of plants is significanto Fig. 34 illustrates 
Fig. 35. Carmichaelia appressa damaged by bares at stationE. 
Fig . 36 . Raoulia australis damaged by rabbit burrow~ng at s tation D. 
the effect of ~ix cows having walked across the blowout, 
making h06fprints up to l3cm deep. Following the trail 
of one animal revealed that on the average every sixth 
hoofprint caused partial or complete des't:.ruction of a 
plant (generally Raoulia or pcleranthus) which would have 
taken several years to grow - apart from the obliteration 
of less conspicuous small seedlings. The trampling of 
sheep is much less damaging. 
, Hares are abundant, especially amongst the 
Desmoschoenus of the dunes, where two or three were seen 
within the limits of the study area at each visit. 
Rabbits occur in large numbe~s, especially on the 
sandy flats and short grassland, where scores can be seen 
at night. 
Shooting is not permissable except by officers of 
the Pest Destruction Board, who make occasional visits. 
Rabbits and hares are ,doubtless responsible for 
nibbling young shoots and seedlings of many species. 
Nost noticeable is the effect of hares biting off the 
young leaves of Desmoschoenus. On several occasions fresh 
hare tracks vmre noticed just above the strand-line, showing 
that a hare hadmoved from one p~~~oschoenus seedling to 
another to feed, while ignoring seedlings of AmmoehilO:. of the 
same size. Hares also seem to be largely responsible for 
biting off inflorescences of Acaena ovina and its hybrids 
(the more prickly heads of Ac_aena novae-zelandiae are left 
untouched). ~ar.mich.aelia shoots are severely attacked by 
hares, and probably also by rabbits (Fig. 35). 
Rabbit burrowing causes damage by loosening the 
surface and undermining plants, more especially in the 
old dune area (Fig. 36), but also to a le~5er extent on 
the sea'!rmrd slopes of the rear dunes ~ where these are 
covered bv moss and Rumex acetosella Q 
- --_...... 
In March, 1971, an area measuring three metres 
square, at E, was enclosed by stakes and wire netting one 
metre high, to observe the effect of removing the browsing 
factor. Although this remained in place for just over a 
year, and was effective in keeping animals out, growth of 
most species during that time was so slight that the 
enclosed vegetation appe~red very little different from its 
surroundings. The only striking result was the greater 
growth in spring of ~~pa ovina, which was able to produce 
untouched inflorescences up to 50cm highu in contrast to 
the plants outside, whose flower buds were generally 
bitten off by hares. 
The insect population is a special feature beyond 
the scope of this study. In pa~sing, reference can be made 
to the enormous numbers of small moths which emerged from 
the foliage at dusk; caterpillars of these presumably must 
be an important factor. Small grey-green caterpillars 
almost defoliated plants of kowhai and lupin in the summer. 
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Fig. 39 . View of rear dune from the nort h side .Sandy flat ,stationD , 
i n foreground .Muehlenbeckia 90mplexa,Desmoschoenus spi rali s 
on the dune iLeguru.s ovatus , Trifolium arvense and Raoulia 
aust ralis on the flat ,with Poa laevi s in foreground . 
Fig . 40. Vegetation of t he Ol~ ~une communi t y,near station E.Poa laevis 
aL~ Car~L chae is appressa . 
CHAPTER FOUR 
THE VEGETATION 
...... .... 
In this chapter are described methods of studying 
the vegetation, together with results and observations. 
Discussion is reserved for the following chapter, in 
which plant attributes are linked with environmental 
influences. 
General accounts of the flora'and vegetation of the 
Spit have previously been recorded by Wall (1930, Burrows 
(1969a and b), and ,a more detailed account appears in 
Wraight (1957). In the present study nomenclature 'follows 
Allan (1961) for indigenous dicotyledons; Moore and Edgar 
(1972) for indigenous monocotyledons except grasses; 
zotov (1963) for indigenous grasses; Healy (1969) for 
adventive species. A list ,of species mentioned in the text 
appears in Appendix IIIe 
l(a) GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
In the following descrip:tionattention is mainly, 
confined to the vegetation of the stUdy area, although 
passing reference is made to other areas which are notably 
different. The relationship between landforms and broad 
vegetational units, and location of microstations can be 
seen from Figs 3, 4, 5; Figs 37, 38, 39, 40, show general 
views of these stations. 
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At A the seaward slopes, top, and lee slopes of the 
fore dune are well covered with Desmoschoenus spiralis; there 
are scattered plants of HIEochaeris radicata, (catsear), 
£alystegia saldanell!, (sand convolvulus), Lagurus ovatus, 
(harestail grass), and ~umex acetosella, (sorrel), with rare 
patches of Carmichaelia appressa, (prostrate broom) (Fig. 41) f 
At B the sandy surface is thickly strewn with smooth, 
rounded stones up to 8cm in diameter, many of them partially 
or completely encrusted with a black species of Parmeli~, 
suggesting that the area has existed in its present state 
f ~.· 
.' .. , 
.... -' 
)"\.. .. ~ 
Fi g .IH. Vepe t ati on at s t..8 hon A: Desrooschoenus,Lagur'us Hy '1ochaeris. 
Fi g . 1l2 . Ve r j coa rse sand fmc' g ravel on t he suface at station B. 
Many stones cove 1 e c: w, th t he lie len .fame lia p 1 i vaeea . 
Flg . t ?Ve. et~ t i o n at C,sc .• th s' o -'e: Hypoccha~ns, Lagll T\IS , Rumex 
a cetosel1s. 
_ •. I 
. I l. , , I 1. 
_.- - --- ' - ~ 1-
-!_-' 
Fi g . 45. Vegetati on at D:Pimelea pros trata ,Mfolium arvense, Lagurus . 
Fi g . 46 . Vegetat ion a t D:Raoulia australis, Tri folium arvense ,St ipa 
variabilis,Notociant onia unarede, Lagurus . 
for some considerable time (Fig. 42). The vegetation 
here is very sparse, consisting mainly of mats or mounds 
of Reoulie aU5tral~ (for more details of this plant form, 
see Section 5). Scle!..anthus ~niflorus., Pimelea prostrata:" 
(NaZ. daphne), ~l2ochaer~~, ~~ex and Lasurus ocour rarely. 
A few seedlings of ~~£~~e~u~ (much chewed by hares) 
are preeent, while a few older plants are fixing small 
mounda of sand which could form the nuclei of future dunes • 
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. ~oy8ia min~ (pygmy twitch) is important as a sand bind.J.ng 
grass; Carex e~il,a (sand sedge) is not present. here, but 
occurs in the adjacent blowout. Near the bases of the dunes, 
~~omus dia~~rua (barren brome) and isolated tUSSOCKS of 
Poa laevia (silver tussock) occur, but they are ,more frequent 
lrae4"" 4iIII 
in the vicinity of the rear dune. 
At C much of the dune ridge and the northern slope 
are covered by ~~~hleneeckia_come~~x_~ clumps, up to one 
metre high and several metres across. carmichaelia appressa 
is abundant, growing either prostrate or, if associated with 
Muehlenbeckia Q producing vertical shQpts up to one metre 
high. On the more open parts there are scattered plants of 
pingao; convolvulus, catsear and sorrel (Fig. 43). Crasp~d!~ 
~anata (wQollyhead) is not uncommon. .Rhagodia triandra, 
Lagurus and !lromus di~ndrus. grow in close association with 
the shrubs (Fig. 44). 
~t D, on the sandy flat, the vegetation is sparse, 
though more in evidence than at B. Cetsear and sorrel are 
common; also the perennial grasses, Stipa variabilia 
(needle grass) and Notodanthonia unarede. Between June and 
-- ...... 
January the area is dominated by the annuals, La2~rus and 
.Trifolium_arv~l!!e. (haresfoot trefoil), together with a little 
Bromua diandrus. The perennials, Raoulia, Scleranthus, 
, ... - -- - -....... 
Ppa ~~is and E-imel~~ are found ocoasionally (Figs 45, 46). 
At E the plant community has been longest established. 
It is dominated by clumps of ~arm!chaelia appres5~ and 
tussocks of p~a laevl~ (some growing up to 10cm high, but 
many in a moribund atate). ~otodanthoni~ and Stiea are 
common; other grasses present are Anthoxanthum odorat~, 
~oa pratensis and Lalium persnna, which are so much sought 
after by grazing animals that they generally survive only 
po • ., I . ~_t 
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in the shelter of tussocks or mats of Carmichaelia. In 
places there is a complete ground cover of the moss, 
Triquetrella-Eapillata, interspersed with the perennial 
forbs ~~aena ovina A. australis (bidi-bidi), and their 
hybrid forms, plus ~X2ochaeris, Rumex and Calystegia. In 
winter, the annuals, Silen~ 2allic~ (catchfly) and Cerasti~ 
glomeratum (mouse-eared chickweed) are common (Figs 47, 48). 
Some open, sandy patches occur; on these are present 
old~established mats of Raoulia (moribund in the centre) 
and the annual grasses La~urus and Aira ~aryophyllea (F~g. 49). 
Cyatilodes fraseri, Carmichaelia corrugat~1 D~chondra repens, 
and Trifolium species occur rarely. 
AREAS MARKEDLY DIFFERENT FROM THE MAIN STUDY SITE. 
The area on the northern side of the main line of 
rear dunes is very variable along the Spit. 
At the western end of Birdling's property there are 
extepsive areas supporting little vegetation except a small 
grey-green lichen Parmelia conspersa, the drought-resistant 
moss Triguetrella pa2illata, and the summer annual grass 
~~gurus (Figs 50, 51). Small areas of the above description 
occur also immediately to the.west of the study site, and in 
places remnants of quite thick WOody branches lie scattered 
on the sandy surface (Fig. 52). However, this area also has 
densely vegetated old dune hummocks, rising one to two metres 
above the general level, covered with pteridium esculentum 
(bracken), £!!:!.nichaelia appress.~, Poa laevis and Desmoschoenus 
(Fig. 53). pteridium also commonly forms extensive patches on 
the flats and on some of the rear dunes, but it is generally 
less than 45cm in height and often appears moribund (Fig. 54). 
Small bushes of Hymenanthera alEina and ~uehlenbeckia complexa 
commonly occur, their branches often covered with the lichens 
Ramalina and Teloschistes, and there are rare specimens of 
Clematis afoliata and LU2inus arboreus. On Bayley's property, 
the tussock-shrub community has been entirely replaced by 
adventive grasses and forbs, with a fair amount of Raoulia 
and bare sand. 
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(b) RELICT TREES AND~SHRUBS. 
A particularly interesting feature of the dune vegeta-
tion is the presence of a few small shrubs and trees which 
appear to be of relict status. I consider these important, 
as possibly indicative of what an earlier vegetation of the 
area may have been like. Since it is doubtful how long they 
may be able to continue their tenuous existence, they are 
descrified here in some detail. 
Myoporum laetum (ngaio) occurs in three places. About 
400m west of station A, on the crest of the foredune, there 
is the remnant of a tree which has had several trunks up to 
l4cm in diameter and probably up to 4 or Sm hig~; the side 
exposed to the south-west has progressively succumbed to the 
sand - and salt-laden winds, leaving a mass of dead branches; 
on the sheltered side, branches blown prostrate have taken 
root as they became buried by sand, producing the present 
appearance of a clump of shrubs 2-3m high (Fig.SS). Another 
ngaio specimen occurs on the rear dune about 200m west of 
the Birdling-Bayley boundary fence; here there is a ring 
of shrubby plants around an open central space in which there 
are remnants of branches, suggesting that here again an old, 
large tree has been overwhelmed by sand (Fig.56). The third 
occurrence is on the foreshore nearly opposite Bayley's 
house, where two old trees are barely surv~ving on dunes which 
are being actively eroded away by the encroaching sea, 
(Fig.57). All the above specimens produce flowers and fruit, 
but no young plants are present. 
Dodonoea viscosa (akeake) numbering about 30 plants 
occurs on a group of dunes about 1.Skm east of the Birdling-
Bayley boundary fence. They are scattered over dune ridges, 
leeward slopes, and the flat blowout area, the smallest being 
about 0.6 and the largest 2m high (Figs 58,59). All are 
strongly IIwind-shorn'·, with branches on the seaward side 
denuded of leaves and often dead. Some have trunks up to 
l3cm in diameter, emerging from the dune almost horizontally, 
and terminal branches have taken root. One completely dead 
specimen had Sm of trunk (lOcm diameter) lying on top of the 
sand, plus another 2m of the lower part buried and decaying 
, 1 It) . 
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(Fig.60). Examination of a cross-section revealed very 
little sign of reaction wood (which is normally pronounced 
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in horizontally inclined trunks of this species), suggesting 
that the specimen may have been considerably taller than any-
thing growing on the dUnes to-day. Although flowers and 
fruit are produced abundantly, no young seedlings were 
apparent. This occurrence of Dodonoea viscosa is inte-
resting as the southernmost to be recorded in New Zealand 
(possibly in the world); it also occurs on Banks Peninsula. 
Sophora microphylla (kowhai) is represented by two 
specimens, on the lee side of the inland dune, about lkm 
east of Station C. The larger one has multiple trunks, 
up to gem in diameter, strongly inclined to the north-east~ 
the bushy top, reaching a height of 2m, is shorn flat as a 
table-top (Fig.61). A smaller specimen grows close by. 
Another specimen, mentioned by Wraight (1957) as being on the 
dunes opposite Bayley's house, was reported by Mr. Bayley 
to have died several years ago, probably from damage by 
cattle; examination of the trunk showed it to have been the 
same size as the tree described. The foliage of the kowhais 
was almost entirely devoured by caterpillars, probably 
contributing to their stunted growth. and failure to flower. 
Muehlenbeckia astoni (another example of southernmost 
distribution) occurs about 2km west of the quarry, as well 
as at Birdling's Flat. 
Copro~ma Eropinqu~, though occurring on the gravel at 
Birdling's Flat, is found on the dunes in o~ly one place, 
just to the east of Bayley's homestead. There are four 
plants of tree-like form, slightly over 2m in height (Fig.62). 
Examination of growth rings in the wood of the ngaio, 
akeake and kowhai suggested that all the trees were about 60 
years old, but they could be much older, since in this type of 
semi-arid habitat only one ring of new wood cells, or none at 
all, may be formed during a year. 
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2(a) SELECTION O~ COMMUNITIES FOR STUDY. 
Wraight (1957) referred to the distribution of plant 
associations on the Spit as occurring in definite bands, 
parallel with the shoreline. This is an over-simplification 
of the vegetation pattern, which is here studied in units 
related to topography as well as distance from the sea. 
Many different approaches have been made to the concept 
and description of plant communities; various viewpoints are 
discussed by Whittaker (1962), and Daubenmire (1968). 
Braun-Blanquet (1932) placed emphasis on "fidelity of 
. 
species il to define units which he considered t6Lhe discrete. 
Clements (1936) was muoh concerned with the idea of 
community succession. Poore (1956) described what he called 
"noda", i.e. conunonly-occurring combina.tions of species, 
linked by intergradations, while Whittaker and also Goodall 
(1953) incline to the view that vegetation is be'st regarded 
as a continuwn. 
The present study adopts Poore's concept of noda linked 
by intergrades as a basis for the consideration of the 
patterns of vegetation on the Spit, but does not aohere to 
his methodology. The floristic analysis is approached diffe-
rently, and no attempt is made to analyse the complete 
pattern of nodes and intergrade~. 
The five sites at A, B, C, D and E were selected because 
each appeared to represent a type of plant community signi-
ficantly related to a particular set of environmental factors 
of a clear-cut nature, e.g. topography and distance from the 
sea. Vegetation analysis was carried out within a radius of 
SOm from each station marker. This size restriction was 
necessary to ensure that each stand was reasonably homogeneous 
and distinctive; extending these boundaries would have meant 
including transitional areas such as the damper, spots at the 
base of dunes or patches impoverished by recent fires. 
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2(b) ~EGET~TION ANALYSIS. 
Quantitative information about the botanical composition 
of the selected communities was required to assist the study 
of seasonal changes. 
In deoiding upon the most appropriate method of sampling, 
the following points had to be considered: 
(i) The chief requirement was an accurate picture 
of percentage ground cover for each species, 
together with the percentage of bare ground and 
litter. Height measurements were less important, 
since the majority of species were low-growing 
herbs 1 the significance of the few taller species 
could readily be indicated by photographs. 
(ii) The method needed to be rapid enough 'for two 
operators to be able to sample all five communi-
ties reasonably adequately in a single day. 
(iii) Minimal interference with the natural state of 
the vegetation was desirable, since sampling was 
to be repeated at intervals through the year. 
Point ,analysis, based on the method described by 
Radcliffe and Mountier (1964) was used in preference to 
quadrat methods (Grieg-Smith, 1957) e 
To provide a representative and relatively unbiassed 
sampling of each community, and also to enable subsequent 
resampling of the same area, a compromise was made between 
subjective and objective placing of the points by using 
fixed transects in conjunction' with a frame of needles. 
Because of the limited size of each community, and to ensure 
an even coverage of the slopes and ridges of the dunes, tran-
. sects were pegged out in a radial pattern, starting 3m out 
from the central marker stake of each station (to avoid exces-
sive trampling in this area), and extending for 20m in north, 
south, east and west directions. Along each of tilese tran-
sects 100 points were taken, by 20 placings of a frame of 5 
needles spaced Scm apart, and placed vertically allowing one 
length of the frame between successive placings. Thus 400 
points were taken at each station (see note later). 
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The use of a point analysis frame is most suitable for 
pasture conditions, and less so for vegetation of varying heiqnl 
, I 
but proved generally adequate for the study area. Adjustment$ 
to the length of the end supports allowed for clearance of 
all but the tallest species encountered, Muehlenbeckia1 for 
large clumps of this species, it was not possible to place 
the frame precisely and some estimation by eye was necessary. 
In point analysis it is usual to record for each 
species either first hits (cover hits) or total hits, the 
former giving a cover value and the latter a measure of 
density. In the communities represented here, cover repeti 
rarely occurred, except for ~oa laevi~, ~uehlenbecki~,and, 
to a lesser extent, pesmoschoenus, so only first hits were 
recorded. It must be kept in mind that each of the above-
mentioned species was actually represented, at each point 
where it occurred, by many layers of leaves and stems, but 
measurement of total hits would have been virtually impos .' 
For other species, however, total hits could be equated with' 
first hits. 
An inherent fault of point analysis is that species 
with flat, horizontal leaves and stems tend to be hit more 
often than species with narrow, vertical leaves and stems, 
thus the analysis may, for example, under-represent grasses 
comp~red with broad-leaved rosette plants. 
In order to establish a suitable minimum number of 
points for each community., a preliminary analysis was made 
at station E in March, 1971, using 6 transects, each with 
100 points. Calculations were made to show percentage 
cover for each species, (a) for 400 points, and (b) for 
points. Comparison revealed that for most species the 
I 
ference between (a) and (b) was less than 1% and in no 1n-
stances more than 2%G Another trial run was made at 
S, comparing results from (a) 400 points~ and (b) 800 
again the difference between percentages for any one Su~~~~~ 
was generally lesa than 1% and not more than 2%. It 
therefore, considered that the extra time involved in 
more than 400 points would not be justified. 
Table ~" Seasonal in pereentage coverfold nunes, E. 
nate~ 20-6-71 5-9-71 ~(j-11-7t1 fr-2-71 2-6-7 
Winter Rprlnp.- Sllllmer SU'O:l!'lliH" i,nn 
Speciea 
0 0 0 1,,0 3.7 0 0 
SUa a92h i/ 11 ea 
bBl!llantl:U!!!! 0 2.7 1,J.O 1.". 5.0 l~" 2 3.2 
odoratum 
--'''-~.'--
Lasl,l riot f.i o· 6.5 7.2 5 .. 0 0 5·0 7.0 Qyat;u§ 
,Lol1gm 2 .. 2 7.0 6.2 3 .. 0 3 .. 2 4.5 5", ;eerenne 
3.7 2.7 3 .. 2 5.7 5.2 7 4.7 , 
l~o§ 14.7 16 .. 5 17 .. 2 15.7 14.0 16.0 114- • .5 
1.€Aev1 s 
-
Poa 0 1 .. 0 1 .. 0 0 .. 2 0.2 1 .. 2 2wC 
-12t'aten sia 
,9ti£!. fL. 7 0.5 0 .. 7 1.5 1.0 1.2 2.0 
!!!!:!!'!Q11ij! 
0 (. ... '2 ~ .. 2 . 6.0 0 1) .. 2 .5 .. 0 
f'.oaeDa 6 .. 0 2'1. () 20.0 
()vil'lQ 
9.7 10.7 10.7 15 .. 0 
g.,ll:g~~gt~ 0 0 0 0.2 1.0 () 0 
M 1£la,U,!t 11a 
Gm.rmioha.el ia 
-- ,- 22.2 23.2- 2t~ .. 2 .2 5 27.7 27.0 ~r~8a_~ 
Cera8tlum 0 1..5 1 .. 2 0 .. 7 0 1.7 2.2 1 iI~ •• ~ .... :tl I.tlome:ra tl.1m 
.~ .. ~ a" _~
7 4,,; 4 .. 2 4.2 1.7 2.2 1.J..2 
42 .. 2 3g .. 5 37., liO .. ?: 2,g,,5 30.0 4!h5 
?7 
-0 9.0 8.5 f,.5 6.5 10.0 11. 5 
0 250 3.0 0 .. 7 0 1. 7 2.2 
0 1.2 1 .. 5 1.2 0.7 1.0 0.5 
.l3are 2 2.2 1.5 1.2 0 .. 7 2.2 1 .. 7 Surrc:l'ee 
LI ttel'" en 1y 27.7 20 .. 0 15 .. 7 1 ~ .. 5 32 .. 2 21 .. 7 1(,.5 
Total hrts 
P-2..tr"4.00 po rn ts525 679 (54 588 573 612 687 
Table 3. Seaaonal changes in peroentage cover,sondy flat,D" 
te: 12-4-71., 20-h-71 # 5-9-71 . 20-11-71 .16-2-72.9-7-72. 
Autumn'iVln tel' Spring Summer fJurnmer Win tar 
Species 
Lagurus 0 
ovatus 
NQtodan!h2U- 4.2 
unarede 
Stipe 4.0 
yariabilis 
Bromus 0 
diandr'u8 
Acaena 0.7 
gvlna 
Hypoohaeris 1.7 
rad1catE! 
Plmelea 0.5 
prostrata 
Raoull~ 13.2 
austral!..§. 
Rumex 1.5 
~o.8ella 
ScleranthuB o.? 
uni:floru!1 
Trifolium 0 
arvense 
Bare 4R~5 
surface 
Litter 27.0 
Total hits 407 
per400points 
10 .. 0 
3.7 
0.2 
0 .. 5 
0.7 
1.0 
o 
16 .. 0 
16 .. 7 
422 
10.0 9.7 0 
5.7 
0.5 0 .. 2 0 o 
1 .5 0.2 0.5 0.5 
1.7 1.0 1 .2 
0.7 1.0 1.5 2 .. 0 
11.0 9 .. 5 11.2 
0.2 0 .. 2 0.7 0.4 
21 .. 7 20.7 14.0 
36 .. 0 
20.0 14.2 34.5 31.7 
442 408 423 442 
Species occurring too rarely to be recorded are listed bow: 
stn E 
Acaena novaezelandiae 
Bromus mollis 
Oirmicpael:!-.8. -~ corruga ta 
Convolvulus erubeacens 
Diohondra repen.§!. --
'B~\tpnl!m cupressi:form!2. 
.:1iz!'!lenanthel:'8tal 12i llE!. 
Pter-idium 6sculentum 
Reoylia auatrali~ - -
Stn D 
Carex brboulmis 
Carm1cp.aelia a12preslla 
C .. c~g!3-ta 
Ca~~t&g1a 8old~qella 
eye thqdee i'ras!3.ri 
Gnaphalium luteQ!ilb£l!! 
Poa laevls 
mabIe 4. '1esflOtul1 in p~pcent~ge oover,rear dune,C. 
Date: 1~-4-71B20-~-71.5 .. 2n-11-71. 9-7-72" 
Au +.lnnn '~l1n tel' ':1prtng "'3ummel' :lintel' 
Species 
0 10,,2 1 :?.,O 7 .. ; 2..7 
0 ,3-7 5 .. 2 
'"'' 7 3.2 
3.7 ~.5 4 .. 0 4 .. 7 6.2 
0 0 0 0.2 0 
5 .. 2 4 .. 0 4 .. 1 7.0 7.5 
1" 5 1.7 2 .. 2 2.0 1.0 
0 0.7 1.7 0 .. 7 2 .. 5 
4Q .. 2 37.5 33.0 ,3fi.5 31.2 
0.2 0.7 1.5 0 .. 2 0 .. 5 
.ID!!l!!Z. 2 .. 7 ~ .. 5 5 .. 7 6 .. ; 6.2 
~~to§is8.1a 
Bare surface .. 2 31.7 29.5 32 .. -, 1+5 .. 2 
LItter 12 .. 7 7 .. 5 5.2 9 .. 5 7 .. 2 
'rotal hits par 
14(",0 pointe 407 432 h.32 4h8 455 
Specle~ oeou 
Stn 
Table 5 a. Seasonal changes in percen tags cove:r, blowOll t, B. 
Date: 
Species 
Lag,}d~§. 
ovatu.£ 
Zoysia 
minima 
Desmoschoenus 
spiralis 
~ochaeris 
~diQ!!ta 
Raoulia 
aus.:tralis 
Rumex 
---acetosella 
Scleranthus 
uniflorus 
Bare surface 
Total hits per 
400 points 
12-4-71~ 20-6-71~5 ... 9""71. 20-11-7/.9-7-72. 
Autumn Winter Spring Summer Winte:r 
o 0.2 0.5 o 
1.;0 1.3 1.5 2. t.j. 2.0 
'0.2 o o o 0.2 
0.2 0.5 o 0.2 
o 1 .. 0 0 .. 2 0.6 
0 .. 2 1.2 0.7 
86.2 
400 400 400 400 400 
T$ltble 5 b. S'easonal chan s in pe:rcen tage cover, fore dune, A. 
Date: 
Species 
Lagurus 
ovat1!.§. 
Desmoschoenus 
spiralis --
Cal1(stegia 
soldanel1a 
Oarmichaelia 
aEpressa 
H;Y12ochaeris 
£E!:dicat,;:; 
Rumex 
acetosella 
Bare surface 
Litter 
Total hits per 
400 points 
12-4-71 20-6-71 5-9-71 20-11-71 9-7-72 
Autumn Winte:r Spring Summ~r Winter 
o 
18.5 
0.7 
o 
o 
57.2 
21. 5 
416 
12 10 7.5 3.0 
22.2- 22.5 .7 26.7 
o 0 2.2 0 
0.5 0.2 0~7 1.2 
6.0 3.7 3.2 5.2 
53.2 48.0 49.5 51.5 
1i.7 17.0 13.7 23.0 
458 411 408 449 
Species occurring in Stn B too rarely to be recorded: 
Craspedia lanata Pimelea prostrata Bromu8 diandrus 
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TO check whether the five stations marked for study did 
in fact represent fairly typical communities, vegetation 
analysis was carried out at 5 additional areas which showed 
comparable site characteristics, about 200m west along the 
Spit, ioe. station F - fore dune, station G - blowout, 
station H - rear dune, Station I - sandy flat, station J -
old dune. On equivalent sites the same species were found 
to occur, although showing a certain amount of variation in 
percentage cover (Appendix III, Table 1). 
Site F was very similar to A, except for a somewhat less 
dense cover of Desmoschoenus. site G showed no significant 
differences' compared with siteB. Site Hwas comparable 
with site C, except t.hat there was only one third as much 
~ehlenbeckia, and consequently less Bromus diandrus (generally 
growing in the shelter of the former), three times as much 
Desmoschoenus, and more bare ground. Site I was fairly 
similar to site D, except for the presence of ~oysia minima, 
and rather less TrifC?liwn axvense. Site J was more open 
than site E, with virtually no stratification; only half 
as much Poa laevis, a quarter as much farmichaelia appress~, 
half as much Acaena avina, a third as much moss, ten times 
as much stipaA,variab~, and x:nuch more bar.e ground. The 
greater variation between this last pair of sites is readily 
understandable when it is remembered that station E was deli-
berately selected as being an example of the least disturbed 
vegetation on that type of site, and those further west 
appeared to be impoverished by fires. 
In order to check seasonal changes in the vegetation, 
analyses were made at all stations on the following dates: 
12 April; 1971 (autwnn) 
20 June, 1971 (mid-winter) 
5 September, 1971 (Spring) 
20 November, 1971 (early summer) 
16 February, 1972 (late summer) 
Two further analyses were made, on 2 June, 1972 and 9 
July, 1972, to obtain a comparison with 1971 results. 
Tables 2,3,4 and 5 show how the percentage cover of 
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each species varied throughout the year in each community. 
Section 2C following is derived from the information provided 
by these analyses. 
2(0) FLORA AND VEGETATION OF THE SELECTED COMMUNITIES, 
INDICATING SEASONAL CHANGES. 
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Note: Species are dealt with in alphabetical order, grasses 
preceding forbs and other forms. The community at E 
is described first, since it includes many species 
found in other communities, thus reducing the need for 
repetition of descriptioll. 
Old Dune Community, Station Eo 
(1) Ai:r:a ca;:yophyllea, which is confined to this type' of 
site, started germinating in late September; flowering occur-
red throughout November, December and January, the leaves 
(always very sparse) often withering before the inflorescence 
was fully developed. All plants were dead by the end of 
January. 
(2) Anthoxanthum odoraturn is also confined to this type 
of site, where it survives severe grazing only by growing 
in the shelter of ~ clumps and de.nse Carmichaelia. It 
is present in variable, low percentages throughout the year; 
the spring growth is largely removed by grazing, so that it 
does not show much increase in cover. value. 
(3) Bromus mollis, confined to this type of site, is present 
so rarely as to be scarcely noticeable except briefly during 
the early summer flo'lj~ering period. 
(4) Bromus diandrus occurs in small numbers, germinating in 
May, and reaching a peak of vegetative growth in mid-winter. 
(Much less growth was noticeable in the co.1p. winter of 1972 
than in the milder winter of 1971). It .-i;elowers in November; 
the leaves often withering before the inflorescence is mature 
and the plants are dead by January unless the Sllil~er is un-
usuallY,wet. 
(5) ~agurus o~a~us occurs fairly abundantly in all the 
communities described (except for the blow-out area). On 
this site it is chiefly confined to the more open sandy 
patches. It germinates early in May and reaches a peak of 
vegetative growth in mid-winter (July) if temperatures are 
not too severe, otherwise in early spring. It flowers during 
November and December, and at this time vegetative growth 
ceases; if competition for water is intense, owing to 
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density of the species population, the leaves wither before the 
inflorescences are mature. The plants are dead by the end of 
December, although the flower stalks may remain erect with the 
heads attached until the following spring. 
(6) LoliuID-2erenne, confined to this type of community, is 
present in small amounts throughout the year, being more 
obvious when moist conditions of winter and early spring 
permit growth; it is much depleted by grazing, and leaves 
wither in the summer drought: only very occasionally do 
protected plants produce inflorescences in spring. 
(7) Notodanthonia unarede is present at much the same low 
percentage -throughout the year. Increased growth in spring 
and early summer is reflected very slightly in the analyses 
for August, November and February, but since growth is mainly 
vertical and grazing pressure on the plants is considerable, 
the variation in percentage cover is small. Flowering 
commences in late~October, and seed ripens in December. 
Leaves persist throughout the drought. 
(8) Poa laevis is present throughout the year,' at a st~ady 
cover value between 14-17%. Increased growth in spring is 
largely counteracted by grazing, while die-back is also sig-
nificant in many clumps affected presumably by drought or 
insect attacks at the base (or both). What growth there is, 
'being vertical, is not reflected readily by point analysis. 
This species is one of the two dominants of this community, 
both in height and cover value. Flowering is generally poor. 
(9) Poa pratensis occurs as for ~9~!um 2erenne, though in 
smaller amounts, and is similarly affected by grazing. 
(10) Stipa variabilis is present in small amounts through-
out the year in this community; analysis figures seem to 
indicate a slight increase in the number of plants between 
April, 1971 and July, 1972. It is much more abundant in 
more open situations further west where there is less compe-
titian from Poa laevis and Carmichaelia. The species is 
affected by grazing chiefly in winter, when very many tufts 
are pulled out of the ground by sheep or cattle, and then 
left lying on the surface uneaten. In summer when grazing 
pressure is less intense, the plants flower very freely and 
set abundant seed. 
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(lla) Acaena ovina occurs abund~ntly as the dominant forb. 
Seedlings germinate early in May, when growth of established 
plants also commences, and continues vigorously through until 
November, when dry conditions cause some withering of leaves. 
This increases into autumn (with some spurts of fresh green 
growth if rainfall is sufficient). Flowering commences in 
October, and continues through until January. 
heads are much eaten by hares. 
Young flower 
(lIb) Acaena novae-zelandiae is much less abundant than 
Acaena ovina, being somewhat localised and not actually 
present within the bounds of the community studied at E. 
Its phenology follows a similar pattern to that of Acaena 
ovina, but it is more resistant to drought. There are many 
hybrids between these two species. 
(12) 9~lyste9:ia solda;nella oqcurs .infrequently. New leaves 
appear above ground in late September, ~nd vegetative growth 
reaches a peak in late October or November, but plants in 
this community remain small. Flowering occurs sparsely in 
mid-summer; leaves begin to wither in the drought of summer, 
and all aerial shoots finally die back with the onset of 
cold temperatures in early June. 
buried rhizomes. 
The plant persnnates by 
(13,) Carmichaelia appressa, which is co-dominant with ~ 
in this community (though less frequent further west) is 
present throughout the year at a steady fairly high cover 
value. In spring, 1971, considerable growth occurred, 
slightly compensating for considerable grazing depletion 
by sheep and hares, which bite off young shoots, and by 
cattle, which wrench off lar~e branches or macerate them 
while still attached~ There is a long flowering period 
from October to January, flowers being produced on old 
wood, and relatively unaffected by grazin9. 
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(14) Cerastium glomeratum. Large numbers of seedlings 
germinate in July to August, but, owing to intense competition 
for water, most fail to survive to the flowering stage in 
october to November. 
(15) Hypochaeris radicata occurs here in only small 
numbers throughout the year, the generally closed nature of 
the community being unfavourable. Seedlings germinate in 
early May, and vegetative growth reaches a peak b~tween 
September and November. Flowering extends over a long 
period, from early spring until late summer. The outer 
leaves begin to wither as summer drought commeftce~, but 
spurts of new growth occur right through into autumn if there 
is sufficient rainfall. 
(16) Rumex acetosella is common. Seedlings germinate and 
vegetative growth of established plants commences in late 
April to May, and growth continues slowly through the winter, 
reaching a peak in early spring. Flowering occurs from 
October to November, often continuing after.leaves have begun 
to wither from drought. Sporadic new growth occurs after 
summer rains, but in severe drought many plants lose all their 
leaves, surviving only by their underground rhizomes. 
(17) Silene gallica follows the same pattern as Cerastium, 
and occurs in about the same numba.rs .• 
(18) Trifolium arvense occurs rarely. Seedlings which 
germinate in early May make slow growth through the winter 
and generally fail to survive competition from larger species 
in the spring. 
(19) Trifolium fragifer~ also occurs rarely and follows 
the same pattern as Trifolium arvenss. 
(20) Triguetrella papillata is easily the predominant moss, 
covering about 40% of the ground, generally beneath other 
species such as Carmic~aelia, grasses and forbs, but sometimes 
forming the only ground cover. The seasonal variations shown 
in the analysis seem to be mainly due to the considerable 
shrinkage of the plants during dry spells, followed by a 
marked sudden expansion of area as a result of water· absorption 
after a shower. No reproductive organs were observed at any 
period. 
It is noticeable that only 1-3% of the surface is 
normally bare - slightly more in autumn. 
Litter is always fairly abundant, consisting of 
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woody fragments of Carmichaelia, dead leaves (often still 
attached to the plant) of'perennial grasses, together with 
shrivelled leaves of annuals and perennial herbs, the latter 
more abundant in late summer. 
Sandy Flat cornmunitx, S~ation D. 
(~: For species already referred to in E, phe~ological 
notes are here omitted.) 
(1) ~romus_diandrus occurs rarely (less than at E). 
(2) ~agurus ovatus is present in slightly higher 
proportion than at E, and here, in conjunction with 
Td.folium arvense and Ra~~li~stral~~, makes the most 
significant contribution to ground cover. 
(3) ~~tod~nia unarede contributes a small but 
significant percentage. 
(4) ~tipa variabilis is present in similar amounts to 
Not,9danthonia, being more abundant here than at B. 
(5) Ac~ena __ ovina occurs rarely (less than at E). 
(6) IIypochaeris radicata occurs rarely (less than at E). 
(7) Pimelea prostrat:.e. is present occasionally. Although 
considerable growth was noticed between August and November, 
it was mainly vertical and, therefore, not strongly reflected 
'in the analysis. Flowering extends over a long, season, being 
at its peak in early september. Some seeds were produced. 
(8) Raoulia australis is the dominant perennial of the 
community. Growth commences in ~ugust, and continues slowly 
through spring, summer and early autumn. The apparent 
decrease indicated by the later analyses is accounted for by 
the drying-off of some fairly young plants from drought, and 
the destruction of some by the trampling of animals. 
Flowering occurs in November and seeds are shed from 
December to January. 
(9) Scleranthus uniflorus is present in very small 
numbers. Growth commences in AuguS't, and continues very 
slowly into summer or early autumn. Flowering occurs in 
November and seeds are shed from December to January.. A 
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number of young plants died in the summer drought or were 
destroyed by trampling (to which the species is more vulnerable 
than Raoulia because of its single taproot). 
(10) Rumex acetosella is present in significant amounts 
throughout the year, although shoots are generally shrivelled 
by early summer. 
(11) Trifolium arvense is the dominant annual, germinating 
early in May and continuing to grow slowly throughout the 
winter. vegetative growth has usually finished by the end of 
September, but flowering, which starts early in November, 
generally continues into January. The total leaf area of 
each plant is always small, generally only about 6 pairs of 
leaves~ these may be shrivelled and brown by late spring, 
or remain green until late summer, depending on rainfall. 
Abundant seed is set from December to March. 
(12) Triqqetrella papillata occurs in this community only 
in a favourable wet season as in the autumn of 1972. 
It is noticeable that more than a third of the surface 
is bare, and, as a third is also covered only by litter, 
(contributed largely by the dead portions of Raoulia plants), 
the proportion of living plant cover is very small. 
Rear dune community, station Co 
(1) Bromus diandruB, though less abundant than at E, 
makes a significant contribution to the annual plant cover. 
(2) Lagurus ovatus is the dominant annual, occurring in 
similar numbers as at D. Notioeably fewer seedlings 
appeared in the winter of 1972 compared with 1971, apparently 
because of colder temperatures. 
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(3) Desmoschoenus spiralis on this particular dUne is 
subordinate to Muehlenbeckia and Carmichaelia, but this appears 
to be exceptional. Growth commences in August and continues 
.until autumn; owing to very slow sand increment on this site, 
growth is not markedly stimulated. Flowering starts in early 
November and continues into December; abundant seed is shed 
from December to January, but none was ever found germinating. 
(4) Calystegia soldanella is present very occasionally. 
(5) Carmichaelia aPEressa is present in significant amounts 
but is in a much-chewed, moribund condition (except where 
protected by Muehlenbeckia, when it produces long erect 
shoots over a meter high). In spite of this, a few plants 
flower and set abundant seed. No young seedlings were 
observed - in fact, most plants appeared to be very old, 
judging by the thickness of their main stems and roots (see 
later) .. 
(6) Hypochaeris radicata occurs only in small -numbers but 
contributes significantly to the cover on open sandy patches. 
(7) Muehlen~~ckia complexa is the dominant species on this 
dune, although farther west it tends to be replaced by more 
Desmoschoenu~ - possibly a reflection of greater fire-damage 
there in the past. It commences vegetative growth in 
August, when new leaves appear, followed by the extension of 
shoots up to a metre during spring and early summer; these 
are readily shrivelled by salt-laden winds from the south, 
maintaining the general height of plants at about one metre. 
There is a very long flowering season extending from early 
November into January or even February. Abundant seed is 
produced from December to March, but no seedlings were ever 
observed. 
(8) Rh~g9dia triandra occurs occasionally, growing only 
in the shelter of Muehlenbeckia clumps, since it is highly 
palatable to stock. It makes considerable growth in spring 
and flowers in October-November: fruit is ripe in December. 
(9) Rumex acetoseilila makes a significant contribution to 
the cover on open patches. 
(10) Triquetrella papil1ata occurs in small amounts under 
Mueh1enbeckiai just beyond the limit marked for study, on 
the south slope of this dune, this moss forms continuous 
ground cover together with Acaen~ and Rumex. 
Over a third of the surface of this site is bare -
more in winter, when the Muehlenbeckia is leafless. 
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Litter is made up partly of woody fragments of 
Carmichaelia 'and Muehlenbe~ki~, and partly of the dead leaves 
of herbs. 
B!9wout community, station B. 
(1) Lagurus. ovatus is present. very rarely. 
(2) Zoysia minima makes a significant contribution; it is 
the only grass that keeps on growing through the hottest and 
driest periods, but growth is arrest,ed for about three months 
by the cold temperatures of winter. No flowers were ever 
observed during 1971-72. 
(3) Desmoschoenus spiralis occurs rarely. A few established 
plants, perched on small mounds of sand, seem to indicate 
incipient dune-building. There are a few young plants, perhaps 
two or three years old, but none younger. 
(4) Hypochaeris radicata is present very rarely. 
(5) Raoulia australis is ·the physiognomic dominant of the 
community. Although numbers are relatively small, the mature 
plants form hurrmocks in a characteristic pattern which is most 
striking (see reference later). Many seedlings germinated in 
June, but very few survived . 
. (6) Rumex acetosella occurs very rarely. 
(7) Scleranthus uniflorus occurs occasionally. 
Fore dune community, Station A. 
(1) Laguru~ ovatus occurs in much the same frequency as on 
the inland dune. 
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(2) Desmoschoenus spiralis is easily the dominant species. 
The analyses indicate a slight increase in density between 1971 
and 1972. There appears to be just enough sand accumulating 
to suit its requirements here, although on the eastern slopes 
wind erosion has exposed some rhizomes and plants are in the 
process of decay. 
(3) , Cal~stegia soldanella although present only occasionally, 
is noticeable in summer at the peak of its growth, when stems 
up to 30cm long twine through the pingao. 
(4) carroichaelia aQpressa is unusual on the fore dunes, 
but on this pa:tticular site a group of plants flo, rish and 
flower abundantly. 
(5) !lY12ochae£is radicata makes a significant contribution 
to the ground cover. 
(6) Rwnex acetosella is present occasionally. 
About half the surface is bare sand. 
3. OBSERVATIONS ON MORPHOLOGY AND PHENOLOGY OF THE DUNE SPECIE~', 
The morphology, physiology and phenology of plants 
adapted to such a harsh environment as the Spit are of 
considerable interest. 
In the case of most species, the general morphology 
of the aerial parts has been described adequately elsewhere. 
The internal leaf anatomy of some of the indigenous species 
has been described in detail, e.g. Pegg (1916) dealt with 
Poa laevis, ~~ pumila and D<;Jsmoschoenus spiralis, and 
Foweraker (1917) dealt with ~aoulia australi~ and Scleranthus 
biflorus (similar to Scleranthus uniflorus). Iri view of this, 
only a general appraisal of shoot characteristics is made in 
the present study (sub-section (a) (i) below). 
Very little seems to have been written about the 
subterranean parts of indigenous dune species, only passing 
references being made in the above papers, and in Cockayne 
(1928). McIndoe (1932) has written a detailed account of 
the root systems of Soa laevis, Raoulia australis, and 
Carmichaelia ;petre! (likely to be comparable with Carmichaelia 
!EEressa). Because of the g~eat significance of root 
development in plants of dry habitats, some investigations 
were made (sub-section (a) (ii), below). 
Physiological studies were considered beyond the scope 
of this study, but some reference to this aspect is made in 
Ch. 5. I. 1. Phenological observations are noted in 
sub-section (b) below. 
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(a) MORPHOLOGY. 
(i) ~~!ial Shoots. 
The leaves of the indigenous forbs and shrubs typically 
show the following m,acroscopic features: 
Small leaf size, with compact vein networks; leaf 
texture hard and leathery, with strong cuticle development, 
e.g. Scleranthus uniflorus; Cyathodes fraseri, Muehlenbeckia 
complex~., Coprosma 12roEinqua, Hxmenanthera alpina. Some 
exceptions which have larger leaves are Rhagodia triandra, 
(wbich is fleshy and likely to have physiological drought 
resistance, ~£rum laetum, which produces a gummy secretion 
protecting its young leaves, and Craseedia lanata, which has 
both leaf surfaces protected by a dense tomentum l a feature 
also shared by the small-leaved Raoulia australis). In some 
shrubs leaves are present only during spring, e.g. ~scaria 
tournatou, while in others leaves are almost or entirely absent, 
e.g.' Carmichaelia aIlEressa and Carmichaelia corrugata, 
Muehlenbeckia e~hedrioides, Clematis afoliata and Rubus 
squarrosus. Typical microscopic features of leaves (from the 
studies mentioned at the beginning of this section) include high 
stomatal frequenoy, small mesophyll-cell size, thick cell walls, 
palisade tissue several layers thick, and a large proportion of 
collenchyma tissue. The leaves of the adventive forbs by 
contrast are generally lacking in the features described above, 
e.g. ~umex ace~osella, HYEochaeris radicata, Trifolium arvense. 
The indigenous graminoids, e.g. pesmoschoenus, Carex species, 
Zoysia, Notodanthonia, Poa laevi,s" and also the adventive grasses 
Stipa variabili~ and Arnmophila arenari~ have rigid, narrow, 
rolled or folded leaves, but most of the adventive grasses, 
such as Lagurus and Bromus diandrus have relatively broad, 
flat, soft leaves. 
Stem ,structure of both indigenes and adventives is 
generally characterised by short internodes. This results in 
compact shr,ubby forms, as seen in }!uehlenbeckia cOID12lexa, 
Hymenanthera alpina, and D~scaria to~atou, or, in the case 
of forbs, rosette forms as in HXEoc~aeri~ or mat or cushion 
forms as in Raoulia and Scleranthus. 
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Some unusual growth forms warrant special mention. 
The specimens of MyoEorqm laetum, Dodonea viscosa and 
,?ophora microphxl1a growing on the dunes are all limited to 
about 2m in height; their tops present a horizontally 
"shorn" appearance; while their branches on tha windward 
side (SW) are leafless, and growth has proceeded solely from 
the lee side (Figs. 57, 59, 61). Shrubs of Muehlenbeckia 
comElexa and ~lematis afo1iata develop such features in less 
extreme form; in their case it is very noticeable that soft 
new shoots, produced in spring, up to 40cm above the main 
level of the bush, are cut back by 'the first strong SW storm. 
Raoulia australis plants growing in the blowout areas develop 
into hummocks, up to 150m high and elongated parallel with 
the Stv wind, by the following process: 
Young plants of the typical mat form provide enough 
wind resistance to cause sand deposition, through which shoots 
continue to elongate vertically, but the bases of these stems 
die off, necessitating development of new adventitious roots 
from further up the stem; after a few years, the plant 
becomes perched on a mound of sand up to 15cm high, which 
remains completely dry at all times, owing to the water-
repellant nature of the closely:-packed "woollyil leaves. At 
this stage, water stress apparently becomes too severe to 
allO\~ further root development, and further vertical shoot 
growth thus becomes impossible. As the mound has been 
growing, shoots on the exposed SW side have died off 
progressively, while the plant continues to spread by 
vegetative reproduction on the sheltered NE side (Figs. 63, 
64) • 
The causes of the above forms are discu~sed in Che 5, 
I. 1. 
(ii) Roots and Rhizomes. 
The underground parts of a number of indigenous 
species were excavated. In the case of those with roots no 
more than 60cm deep an attempt was made to trace out the 
entire system (recognizing that the finest terminations must 
inevitably have been broken in the process). For deeper 
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ll:;;c.'ll;.S ,3(.;- ell belo;f tU0 surfo,:e, 01.-:,:1 ;/:u'tol tt, 
em. , ane f'l.'~~~rile third urdel' rootlets, .!'ire p.'cUuced 
abt.lY1dcmtly .. 
Fig. 68 . ~amoschoenus spiralis: roots sbown approximately natural size. 
Rhizome,l cm a~ameter,sheathed in dead leaf bases,~s found 5-30 
cm below surface,dying off progressively as burial proceeds; 
roots are produced in succession behind the developing aerial 
shoot;roots up to 50 em long, upper portion wiry,2 mill diameter, 
last 3-4 cm thicker,soft and white; abundant fine laterals,2-6 
em long,with persistent root hairs to v;hich sand particles 
appear to be glued,forming a thick envelope. 
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Fig .. 76. BgouUa aUl?tral;i~. Scale 1;4 • 
. A youns plant,8 coo in dia.;:oeter and 2.5 em high. 
Numerous Vfny flne, wiry, da.rl{ b:rown roota produced 1'1'01" 
St~1U ooses;root diall'.eter of 0.5 rom or less; unvarying 
throughout their length, which is from 45-70 coo; some 
roots extend. almost hOri:l:ontally" others diagonally 
and vertically;s0cond and third order rootlets less 
tllBn 1 ern lol'lgp very frogile .and spe.rse .. 
lr'ig. 77. dmranthu6 unif],orus. . Scale 1;4. 
A lnatlu'6 plant, 15 em in diameter anti 4 em h.i.gh. 
The taproot ie yellowish brown, tout;h and flexible, 6 mm 
in diameter at the top, taperin€1 gradually to a depth of 
60 cilljseveral strong laterals prodlAced 10-15 em below 
the surface extend dia.gonally for 20-40 cm; second 
and third ord,eI' roots up to Ie. Cili long are produced 
slnrln~:;ly; 80;116 fme abs(;rbinf, r0c,ts )-10 Cill long 
celie cff the main root just below the soU surface. 
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A fairly yotl.De Fl~.nt, \lfi t.t1 nerial shoots spreading 
over a Iadius of 9 cio,heil'?,ht b CIn_ 
AAtaproot,lit",>bt in colc~Jr, tOUelh and flexilJle, 
llienOllres 5 IMt in diameter at the:.tol; e.nd tapers 
~rar:illally to a (lepth. of 60 em; several strong laterals 
ex:tend nea.r-horizontally, cm below the surface, 
for a distance of 25-40 C.:l; sec(}fJd and third ardEll' 
roots are produced 
portions. 
,main 1y orl the distal 
\ 
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roots only partial excavation \iaS possible, al though in the 
case of Carmichaelia and Muehlenbeckia a depth of 2m or more 
was reached. Because it was undesirable to sacrifice 
indigenous plants unnecessarily, the number of specimens 
investigated was only three or four of each species. In the 
case of Dodone~ only one plant (thought at first to be dead) 
was partially excavated, the sand then being replaced over 
the roots. 
The results are recorded by m~ans of photographs and 
scale drawings made from field sketches, with descriptive 
notes, for the following s~ecies: 
Graminoids: ~arex ~umil~ (Fig. 67) 
~es~oschoenus spiralis (Fig. 68) 
Poa laevi~ (Fig. 69) 
Forbs: 
IShrUbS: 
Zoysia minima (Fig. 70) 
Acaena novae-zelandiae (Fig. 71) 
Calystegia soldanella (Fig. 72) 
9raseedia lanata (Fig. 73) 
Raoulia australis (Figs. 74, 75, 76) 
§clera~thu~_unifloru~ (Fig. 77) 
Carmichaelia appress! (Figs. 78~ 79, 80, 
81, 82, 83) 
Dodonea viscosa (Figs. 84, 85) 
Muehlenbeckia complex~ (Fig. 86, 87) 
Pimelea prostrata (Fig. 88) 
Some observations were also made on the underground 
parts of the common adventive species. These are generally 
well known, and do not warrant individual description, since 
their root systems are not strongly developed or particularly 
. specialised, with the exception of the following three species. 
Acaena ovina. This plant has a stout woody taproot, about 
Scm diameter at the top, tapering slightly to a depth of 
about 25cm, when it commonly divides into several laterals 
which extend horizontally or diagonally for another 20cm; 
the upper part of the tap root is generally lacking in any 
second order roots; third order roots are produced sparingly 
near the extremities. Offshoots are produced abundantly from 
the lower stem of the original plant; these extend 
horizontally, just below the soil surface, for about 
5-10cm before producing aerial shoots and root systems. 
Hypochaeris radicata. The roots of this species when 
growing on the dunes show certain variations from their 
development when growing in garden loam. The stout fleshy 
taproot may reach a depth of 36cm, but generally in 
specimens more than a year old the tap root shows signs of 
decay, or may be completely shrivelled; its place is taken 
by a number of stout laterals from near the base of the 
stem; these extend out over a radius of 20-30cm, some 
nearly horizontal, close beneath the soil surface, and 
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others diagonally downwards; second and third order rootlets 
are produced fairly abundantly, especially on the lower 
portions. 
Rumex acetose~.la. A mature plant may develop a strong, 
slender, flexible taproot, extending vertically for as 
much as 60cm, with second and third order roots produced 
sparingly. At a depth of 8-l2cm a number of laterals extend 
out horizontally, giving rise at intervals to shoots which 
emerge above ground; in this way one plant rapidly covers 
a large area. 
On the basis of the characteristics of their under-
ground systems, the dune species can be grouped as follows: 
(1) Shrubs and trees with thick woody taproots.which 
penetrate from one to several metres deep; these produce 
proximally a number of stout laterals which extend out 
near-horizontally often for a considerable distance, only 
20-30cm below the surface; fine absorbing rootlets are 
produced sparsely, notably on the upper parts of the taproot 
and on the lO\'ler portions of the main laterals, e. g. 
Carmichaelia aE£Fe~, Dodanea viscosa, ~u~~lenbeckia2owwlexa, 
Pimelea Erost~~ (on a smaller scale). Species not 
investigated but probably to be included here are ~lenanthera 
~lEina, pisca~~a toum,~, and ~yoporum laetum. 
(2) Perennial forbs with long fleshy or stringy taproots 
extending to a depth of 30-60cm with fine absorbing roots 
mainly at their distal ends, e.g. Soleranthus uniflorus, 
~·ig . 89 . Raoulia seed11ngB,one year old ,on blowout. 
Fi~ . 90. Scleranthus seedlings,one or two weeks old,growing on 
the leeside of a mature plant,on blowout. 
Craspedia lanata, ?~Eochaeris radicata, Acaena novae-
~~~andiae, A.ovina. 
(3) Perennials (forbs and graminoids) with extensive 
underground rhizomes from which new absorbing roots 
lS-30cm long are constantly being produced, e.g. Calysteg~ 
soldanella, 9,arex Eumila, Desmoschoen~s sEiral~, Zoysia 
minim~, ~umex aceto~el~a provides a variation having a deep 
taproot (down to 60cm) and an extensive system of shallow 
laterals from '''hich new aerial shoots can be produced. 
(4) Grasses with strongly developed fibrous root systems 
p~netrating to a depth of 60cm or more, e.g. Poa laevis. 
(5) Grasses with relatively weak fibrous root systems -
generally 250m deep or less, e.g. Notodanthonia unarede, 
sti:e..a variabil~s,1 Antho'~!lnthum oltora turn, Brornus diandrus, 
Lagur~s.ovatus, ~ira caryophyll~~. 
(6) Annual forbs with sparsely branches taproots weakly 
developed, lO-20cm long, e.g. ~rifolium arvense, Silene 
gallica, Cerastium glome~atum. 
(7) Raoulia australis has a unique root system. 
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Sclera~thus seedlings at the cotyledon stage were 
found at station B on 4 July, 1971. These had developed 
4-6 pairs of leaves by 30 August (Fig. 90), and by 
30 October each of the surviving plants had produced 
4-12 ,shoots and measured from 6-12nun across (Fig. 91). 
As with Raouli~, the mortality rate was high, less than 
5% surviving the first year. More seedlings germinated 
in the same area in May 1972, but none appeared to survive 
the winter. 
Note on Carmichaelia seedlin~s grown in Christchurch. 
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In the absence of any observations in the field, the 
follo'\'Jing notes on ,9armichaelia seedlings observed at the 
writer1s home are included, although no planned investigation 
"las involved. 
On 10 April, 1971, 100 untreated seeds of Carrnichaelia 
~ppressa, collected"'itwo months previously, were sown in a box 
of dune sand, placed in a shade house, and kept well watered. 
Six weeks later, five seeds germinated, and the seedlings 
grew slowly throughout the winter. By September each plant 
was about 5-6cm high and had 4 or 5 leaves. The box was 
then moved out into the ga.rden' in partial shade, and supplied 
with just enough water to prevent complete drying out. 
Growth continued fairly rapidly throughout the smromer, but 
unfortunately no systematic records were kept. 
On 28 August, 1972, the plants were carefully removed 
from the box and measured. Length of shoots varied fLom 
9-15cm. Length of roots varied from 39-45cID. The long tap 
root tapered gradually from a diameter of 3mm at the top, 
and bore numerous short fine laterals, on some of which were 
whitish .. ovoid nodules, up to Snun long, about 6 per plant 
"(Figs. 92,93). 
These plants were then replanted in an open sunny 
situation in the garden, where they continued to thrive 
throughout the following year, producing numerous shoots, 
some horizontal and some vertical. On 20 December, 1973, 
two of these plants measured 30cm high and were producing 
flowers. 
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In the autumn of 1972, seeds of both Carmichaelia 
appressa and inside plastic bags which were 
incompletely closed, were inadvertently left lying in a 
sheltered corner of the garden. In August it was discovered 
that all of these started to germinate. The tiny 
seedlings (about 20 of each species) were transferred to a 
shady position in the By January 1973 the only 
survivors were two plants of (measuring 2cm high 
and. bearing two or three leaves), and one CGcorruga~a, 
somewhat smaller. These too died during the autumn, possibly 
from fungus attack encouraged by humid conditions. 
(ii) OBSERVATIONS ON GROWTH RATES OF SOME INDIGENOUS SPECIES. 
The species ~oysia minima, 
Raoulia australis were selected for growth measurement 
because they are important sand-fixing plants which seem 
and 
able to grow even in the most adverse conditions. Scleranthu8 
uniflorus was also examined, as an ting comparison with 
~oulia, since it occupies the same sort of habitat and has a 
similar growth form. Carmichaelia aperessa, a species which 
plays an important part on the older-established dunes in 
particular, was investigated initially, but was abandoned 
after a few months; because of the plant's peculiar habit of 
growth it appeared that it was not going to be poss to 
obtain a systematic set of measurements in the time 
available. (Several small plants marked for observation 
of increase in overall height and diameter made no 
observable growth in a year, while on three larger plants 
the shoots which did elongate were invariably:)other than 
those which had been previously marked and measured). Since 
only a few plants of each species were measured, the results 
cannot be taken as representing a reliable population 
In May 1971 plants for observation were marked with 
numbered stakes as follows I 
(i) 
--...-....,;,.;. - plants (a), (b), (c) I (d) I (e), scattered at 
various points on the blowout at station B. 
(ii) 
of the 
- plant (a) on the steep south-east slope 
station AI plant (b) on the western slope 
dune; plant (c) on the north-east slope of the same dune; 
plants (d) and (e) were isolated seedlings, perhaps two or 
three years old, each having only five or six small leaves 
about 10cm in height, situated in the middle of the blowout 
at station B. 
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(iii) Raoulia - plant (a), measuring 23 x l8cm, was at the 
foot of the northern slope of the rear dune at Ci plants (b), 
(c) and (d), measuring 2-3cm, and plant (e) 18cm in diameter, 
were on various parts of the blowout B. 
(iv) Scleranthus - plant (a) measuring 7cm in diameter was 
on the sandy flat at station D; plants (b) and (c) about 
2cm in diameter;· plant (d) 30 x l2cm; and plant· (e) 
9 x l2cm were on various parts of the blowout, station B. 
All of the above specimens except for the three large 
Dfsmoschgenu~ plants on the dunes, were protected from the 
depredation of browsing animals by a cover~ng of wire netting 
pegged down with heavy fencing wire; it was considered that 
any more elaborate covering would upset normal patterns of 
wind movement and sand deposition. 
Subsequent observations of these plants suffered 
certain setbacks: 
Zoysia - one plant was interfered with by an intruder 
removing the stake, and another ceased growth of the marked 
rhizome after the tip was exposed by wind erosion. 
Desmoschoenus - plant (c) for reasons unknown stopped growing 
altogether after September 1971. 
Raou1ia - one of the small plants was destroyed by the hoof 
of a cow, and plant (e) proved to be moribund, making no 
observable growth. 
Scleranthus - the two smallest plants succumbed to drought 
during the summer of 1971, and the largest plant possibly 
having reached normal maximum size, made no further growth. 
All plants were measured on the following dates: 
10 September, 18 December, 1971, 10 February, 12 March, 6 Ma:y., 
2 June, 1 August, 28 August, 1972. 
One plant of each species was finally checked again 
in January 1973. 
Details of methods used in measuring: 
Zoysia - a single isolated rhizome was seleoted q and the 
distance of its growing point from the stake was checked on 
each occasion. The rhizomes are generally 5-8cm beneath 
the surface; nodes bearing groups of two or three leaves 
occur at regular intervals, spaced about 2-Scm apart; the 
terminal three nodes bear no roots; ,roots develop at the 
',fourth node, and leaves appear above the surface at the 
fifth node. Because of the loose sandy nature of the 
substrate, it was easy to excavate the end of the rhizome, 
(its position being marked at the surface by a stone) and 
replace the sand after measuring without disturbance to 
roots or shoot tip. 
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Desmoschoenus. Plants (a), (b), (c) had long shoots trailing 
down the slope; because the growing point of the stem is 
completely hidden by the closely-packed leaves, measu~ements 
here were mostly of leaf extension, plus a small increase in 
stem length. A stake was fixed where the young terminal 
leaves (about Scm long) were just touching it. On subsequent 
visits, the distance that the shoot had grown past the stake 
was measured. A similar procedure was followed fO,r the 
seedling plants; here the stem apex was below the sand 
surface, and measurements were made of the length of young 
leaves, from first appearance until they reached a height 
of about lOcm, (at which stage their tips, started 'to wither 
and growth ceased). 
Raoulia. This being a mat or cushion form, with leaves too 
small to count or measure readily, was 'measured by increase 
, in diameter of the whole plant. Plants normally grow 
fairly flat and with a circular outline, unThess an obstacle 
is met, or some special circumstance such as sand-accumulation 
occurs. Two fixed diameters were marked on the wire netting 
abo~e each planti growth measurements represent the average 
of these (i.e. amount of increase). 
. ' 
pcleranthus, was similarly measured by increase in diameter of 
whole plants, which grow as small cush~ons of circular outline. 
1971 
OoOt. 
10-
Oec. 
11:3 
Iq1~ 
Feb .. 
10 
Table ij .. Annual growth lncl"emeote, measUI"ed for 
tbraa indigenous specleG It Oot.1971-"Sep .. 1972. 
{i) Zoysia minima 
plaut .m plant b plant a 
Weeks; em y'£"% w}tl;:; em yt!% . wk% em yr;( wk% 
14 ~4.0 30.0 2.2 15 .. 0 ,30.0 2.1 .12.5 37 .. 0 2 .. 6 
, 
Mar. ~ .. 5 ! 17.; 22 .. 0 !hO 12 .. 0 23 .. 0 5 .. 0-1 7.0 21 .. 0 4 .. 7 
12 
.lUll .. 
2 " 4 ~ 0 5 .. 5 7 .. 0 1 .. 7 :3 .. 5 7 .. (i 1 ,,7 I 1 .. ; !h 0 1 .. 2 ' 
Aug .. 6 .. 5 0 .. 5 -0 0 .. 5 I 0 .. 5 0 o o o o 
1 
AlA.~' 
''''\rt·,~,:,~,. 1f-.-O 0 0 o o o o o o 
}.!8' 
_.f9t~J;50 .. 5 80~O 52 .. O.?q .. O 
. l' t". eJ!'ag<> weekly gl'"",th ,u, " of .\' e"l' • a 
. total. 
e-R'P."{)wtb tor' etten p"'l'lod as % 01' l'tHI.\~t: 8 total • 
.9.ctnal groYfth in om for eaab oge1"'1o(1 ftltS!um,reli .. 
Table '$ .. ·Oontinu.ed. 
(ii) DasmoschoenuB spirali! 
, plant a 
1971 weeks om yr% wk% 
Oot.: 140·~·mD6P··4~ 1 I 
10-
Dec 
'18 
1972 
Feb. 
10 
Mar. 
12 
May 
6 
June 
2 
~ I 3p 1,3 0 
&'S 45 9,0 1 .. 1 
4JJ :0 0 0 
Total I ... S08 !526 
plant b plant c 
C"[II.Y1.1Lyvk% .' . .oJTiXr% wk%. 
325 81.0 5.7 t.J) 27JJ 1" 9 
7:5 19,0 2.5 5tJ 23P 5.1 
000 5.P 231J 3.1 
000 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
40.0 200 
plant d 
cut yr.%.wk% i 
SO 31.0 2 .. 2 . 
3P.19P 2.5 
3P 19P 4.2 
0 0 0 
16.0 
Note: no measurable growth in June, Ju.ly, August. 
Table S .. , con t1nued.. . 
1971 W0ekll em 
Oct .. ' 14.0 ,.0 
10-
nea .. 
_HL.~_~ 
V 97,. 
Feb. 7., ,2 .. 0 
10 
: 4.0 
1 
! 
Jun~ 4.0 0 
2 
Aug. 3.5 : 0 
1 
Aug, 
'"'' 0 
0 
28 
jTotal 16 
I 
! 
I 
(111) ¥19liA11,UI~£IIU 
plant b 
~yr .. " w~ 
26 .. 0 1.8 1.0 29.0 2 .. 0 
'plant c 
em .l!"~_ 
1 .. 0 Hr. .. O 1 .. 0 
1 0 .. 5 14.0 3 .. 1 
21 .. 0 2 .. 6 1.0 
o o o o a o o 
o o o o o o o o 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 
3 .. 5 3 .. 5 
Growth increments of three species are summarised in 
Table 8, as absolute growth and percentage of total growth 
at each measuring time. Because the intervals are of 
varying length, the most useful comparative figure is that 
in the third colunm, giving the percentage of total growth 
per week (average), for the period concerned. From this it 
can be seen clearly which times of the year permitted most 
active growth (see sub-section (iii) ). 
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Although much more investigation remains to be donal 
the results obtained are useful indications of the extremely 
slow growth rates. 
(iii) SUMMARY OF PHENOLOGY 
In Fig. 94 species have been arranged in groups 
according to their seasonal growth pattern, as follows; 
Group (i). Bromus diandru~, LaquruS_?vatus, Cerastium 
glomeratmn, Silene_gallica, Trifolium arvens~. 
These are winter annuals, which germinate in autumn, and 
have their main growth period during winter. Cerastium and 
Silene die immediately after their brief spring flowering 
period I while the two grasses survive into early summer; 
Trifolium arven~ is unusual in having a very extended 
flowering season into late summer, (although leaves wither 
much earlier). 
Group (ii). Acaena ovina, Rumex acetosella, Hypochae~i,!3w 
radicata. These are perennial forbs, with a main growth 
phase in winter and a main flowering period in spring (small 
spurts of growth may occur at any time of the year following 
rain). ~caena novae-ze~andia~ also belongs in this group. 
Group (iii). ~:oliura EerenI!~J r:'C?a praE.~~nsi~1 Anthox~Ethum 
2qorat~, gtipa variabilis, Poa laevis, Notodanthonia 
qnar~~. These are perennial grasses with main growth 
period from early to mid spring culminating in their 
flowering, followed by a resting period in summer; a slight 
spu~t of growth occurs in autumn, followed by a resting 
period in winter. The forb ~raspedia lanata follows the 
same pattern. 
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Group (iv). Pimelea prostrata, carmichaelia appressa, 
~uehlenbeckia australis. These are shrubs with their main 
growth occuring from early spring to early summer and main 
flowering in late spring; some slight growth continues 
into autumn, and a few flowers are produced throughout 
summar, most markedly by ~uehlenbeckia~ Other species 
which can be included in Group (iv) are ~yoporurn laetum, 
Dodonea viscosa, ~ymenan.thera alpina, Clematis afoliata. 
Group (v). Raoulia australis, Scleranthus u~iflofus. 
These are perennial forbs with a long growing period, from 
late spring to late summer, and another small spurt of 
growth in autumn; they have a shor't flowering period fr6tn 
late spring to early summer. 
Group (vi). Desmoschoenus spira~~~1 zoxsia minima. These 
are graminoids with a very long growing period, from early 
spring to late autumn. 
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Group ~vii). ~!ra caryoEhLllea, Lepidium murale (not present 
in study area). These are summer annuals with a very short 
life-cycle, germinating in late spring, flowering within 
three or four weeks, and Qying about mid-summer. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
RESPONSE OF PLANTS TO THE ENVIRONMENT 
In response to the unusual set of environmental 
conditions in the Kaitorete dune system, there has appeared 
a unique group of plant species with special adaptations. 
All can be regarded as xerophytes, by the definition of 
Henkel (1946) viz "plants of dry habi,tats, able to adapt 
, 
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themselves successfully to the unfavourable influence of 
atmospheric and edaphic 'drought, by virtue of special 
morphological and/or physiologieal properties ll • To this 
should be added phenological behaviour, which is significant, 
especially in the case of the adventives. 
/ 
Examination of the flora reveals an interesting mixture 
of indigenes, which have presumably evolved either on coastal 
sand dunes or on the shingle of dry river beds, and adven-
tives which are characteristic of dry sandy or stony sites 
in their countries of origin, e.g. Stipa and Lagurus or else 
are species of wide ecological amplitude, e.g. Hypochaeris 
and Rumex acetosella. 
In this chapter an attempt is made to relate the 
attributes of the different species, and the vegetation 
pattern, as described in Chapter 4, to the environmental 
conditions described in Chapter 3. 
I. ATTRIBUTES OF THE DUNE SPECIES 
1. MORPHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY 
(a) Aerial shoots. It has been pointed out by 
Stocker (1960) and others that such features of leaf 
anatomy as small cell size, and thick cell walls do not 
necessarily have any survival value for the plant, ,but are 
more likely to be the symptoms of an inherent, specialised 
metabolism by which the plant is able to survive water 
shortage. Beadle (1962) has postulated that similar 
anatomical features in certain sclerophyllous plants of 
eastern Australia are produced by a metabolism which has 
evolved in conditions of nitrogen and phosphorus ,deficiency. 
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However there are some xeromorphic features, commonly 
occurring among the dune species, which undoubtedly do aid 
plants in surviving drought. e.g. thick cuticle, especially 
with the addition of waxy or resinous substances, the presence 
of dense trichomes, rolling of leaves and complete or near-
complete lack of leaves (associated with photosynthetic 
stems). Reduction of water lost in transpiration as a result 
of one or more of the above features has been demonstrated 
I 
by Lemee, Zohary, and Evanari (ex Oppenheimer 1960). 
Many xeromorphic features are apparently not only 
controlled by genetic constitution, but are actually 
intensified to some extent during the development of a plant 
in the conditions of a semi-arid environment. A series of 
experiments by Whitehead (1953 to 1963) demonstrated 
conclusively that reduction of shoot length and leaf size, 
increased proportion of veins, smaller cell-size and increased 
thickness 'of cell walls could all be produced by factors 
creating a high water tension in the cells during the plants' 
~evelopment, whether these factors were strong wind, low 
atmospheric humidity, or low soil water availability. This 
would seem to explain the high degree of plasticity shown 
by some of the speoies on the dunes. 
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e.g. Hypochaeris and Rumex here possess smaller and more 
rigid leaves than are found on the same species growing in 
moister situations; Discari~ toumatou which here is 
restricted to one metre in height may grow up to Sm in more 
favourable habitats (c.f. Cockayne 1967). The writer noted 
that a specimen of Poa laevis transplanted to a moist garden 
environment produced long, lax, green leaves, in striking 
contrast to the shorter, stiff, brown leaves typical of this 
species on the dunes. 
Although the productivity of the plants was not 
measured, there can be little doubt that the general vigour 
of plants on the Kaitorete dUnes is reduced by tne 
unfavourable water balance; but if water were adequate, 
growth would almost certainly be restricted by the low soil 
fertility. Willis and Yemm (1961) experimenting with turf 
transplants from dunes in North Devon, found that increasing 
the water supply made little difference to the plants, which 
retained their dwarfed character. But when the plants were 
supplied with a balanced mixture of N, P and K luxuriant 
growth ensued. 
With regard to the adventivespecies xeromorphy is 
not a marked characteristic of their leaves (except in the 
case of ~ and Ammophila),; their leaves usually wither 
partially or completely at the onset of drought. 
As in the case of morphology, physiological 
characteristics of xerophytes are in part genetically fixed, 
but are also influenced to a degree by conditions of the 
habitat in which the plant develops. Some of these physio-
logica~ adaptations for drought resistance involve complex 
changes in the chemical nature of the cell protoplasm when 
the plant is subjected to water stress; this has been 
discussed at length by stocker (1960) and by Levitt(l9s',).such 
"drought-harc,lened" plants are very resistant to subsequent 
extremes of water deficit. 
, 
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Whereas mesophytic species may be killed by even 
slight water saturation deficits in their cells, many 
xerophytes can withstand 60-80% WSDi exceptional cases occur 
(in some lichens and mosses) in which the plant can become /' 
over-dry without deDaturation of its prollasm, and can 
switch from dormant to active life with 24 hours 
(Oppenheimer 1960). 
The shorn and stunted appearance of woody species 
growing on the dunes is apparently attributable to wind-
borne salt, carried inland during S.W. gales. Wells and 
Shunk (1937) and Boyce (1954) have produced convincing 
evidence that necrosis and death of shoots on the seaward 
side is caused by salt entering the leaf tissue, possibly 
already damaged by sand abrasion. 
The elorgated hummocks of Raoulia appear to owe their 
progressive decay on the S.W. side to the abrasive effect 
of moving sand, although salt may also playa part. 
At this point some reference should be made to the 
variable growth fo~s of Carmichaelia appressa. Wall (1930) 
referring
y 
to the plant as c. subulata, noted three well-
marked forms, i.e. prostrate mats, intermediate forms up 
to a metre, and erect forms 'up to two. metres in h~ight,. 
adding that "the extreme prostrate form is of coutr;le due to 
wind pressure". Simpson (1945) rejected wind pressure as 
the cause of the prostrate form, noting that "branches point: 
out in all directions". Wraight (1957) suggested that ·plants 
grew upright only where they were in competition with other 
species, and spread out horizontally in open situations. 
It is my view that grazing may have considerable 
influence on the form assumed by the plants,. since it is 
notable that the completely prostrate forms are those which 
. have been severely affected by hares, rabbits,· or stock 
nibbling the more accessible upper shoots (Fig. 65) while 
the upright forms (Fig. 66) are typically found either in the 
shelter of Muehlenbeckia clumps or on the dune area of 
Bayley·s property which is protected by a stock fence. 
However it is also possible that some of the forms are 
hybrids. 
(b) Roots and Rhizomes. The tendency of under-
.. ==- 'lI 1 
ground parts of plants to develop according to an inherent 
pattern is more marked than is the case with aerial parts. 
Among the indigenous species of Kaitorete Spit certain 
distinctive features of the underground systema arQ obvious 
(eh. 4, Sa ii). 
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There is a general tendency to develop absorbing 
rootlets at two levels, enabling the plant to take advantage 
of moisture in top few oentimetres (from dew and light 
rainfall) as well as being able to draw upon water retained 
at deeper levels after the surface dries out. 
For all speoies there exists a high root/shoot ratio, 
in Borne oases very pronounced, e.9. Raoulia. To account 
for this it has been postulated that the high rate of 
photosynthesis in the leaves, together with depression of 
shoot growth 'by various factors, results in the con.sentration 
of metabclites in the roots. This feature appa~ently serves 
as a great advantage for plants which h~ve to cope with' 
very low water and nutrient resources. Weaver (1958 a and 
b) writing about the plante of the Great Plains of North 
America; and Evanari (1962) in a study of the ecological 
problems of arid zones, have referred to the above features 
as characteristic of plants in arid habitats. 
The development of unusually long and permanent root 
haire, surrounded by agglutinated sand particles (as d~seribed 
for Desmoschoenus) has been noted in other species of. dry 
sandy habitats by Killian (1942) who considered such root 
.hairs adapted to remain functional during prolonged drought. 
The presence of spongy "sleeves 'I like those described 
on the older roots of Carex Euool1a have been noted by 
Henriei (1929) on the roots of soma South African grasses. 
This feature is apparently due to the retention of the 
outer root cortex, the outer layers beooming corky while 
, 
the inner ones becomeepongy. Killian (1942) and Lamee 
(1954) demonstrated the effectiveness of such "sleeves" in 
absorbing water from the soil by capillary BUctionG 
Plants which have underground systems capable of 
indefinite horizontal extension e.g. !-oxsi~, 
pesmoschoen.,E-!.. and ~ume~ aC,etosella and C~ex 2,umil-!; have 
a special advantage in being able to, continually exploit 
new volumes of soil. 
Of the grasses only ~ laevis produces ~oot systems 
sufficiently deep and extensive to compete significantly 
with the tap-rooted species. 
It is no1;eworthy that whereas all -the indigenes have 
deep and/or extensive root systems, the adventives on the 
whole have comparatively poorly developed root systemB 
(exceptions being ~umex a9~t?sell~, Acaena ovina and 
HlPoq,haeri,s radicat_~). 
2 4 PHENOLOGY 
(a) Vsgstat!ve aC,tivi!:x.. From Tables a and 9 
and Fig. 94 it is apparent that for most species 
maximum vegetative growth occurs in winter and spring i.e. 
during the months of maximum soil moisture, lower 
temperatures and higher humidity. 
It ie to be noted that the speoies Which grow 
" 
throughout the winter are the adventives, which are 
presumably adapted to 0001 winter conditions in their 
countries of origin, whereas the indigenous species make 
little visible growth until spring. In a few oases leaves 
respond to the first. hard frosts by withering e.g. ~Zoy:si.a, 
Carex ~umil~, Calystegia soldanella and ~¥ehlenbeckia. 
complexa. Seedlings of Raoul~a and Scleranthu~ provide 
exceptions, as thsir seeds germinate in June. 
Species which are remarkable for their ability to 
continue vegetative growth through the hottest, driest 
months of summer are gaoulia, Scleranthus, and ,z~ysiai 
this ability was noted to a lesser degree in Muehlenbec~~ 
c9!R121ex~, Carmicha.!l.ia ~.aEEres~!!. and D~!!.~~:nsc:h~£!. .s;eir!!.!is+. 
As to be expected. under condi tiona of such low wate.r 
availability, growth rates for ,all species are slow • 
. The advent:i.vea respond to the onset of hot dry 
weather by dying completely, or else their aerial parts 
become shrivelled and they survive by means of their under-
ground organs (e.g. ~, Hxpochaeris and Acaena ovina). 
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In this connection it is interesting to note that the leaves 
of the indigenous A~aena novae~zelandiae do not wither during 
drought periods, apparently an indication that it haa a 
better water economy that its Australian relative, A. o~i~ae 
(b) ~~Eroduotive activity. From Tables 8 and 9 
and Fig. 94 it can be seen that the onset of flowering for 
different species is spread out from early spring to early 
summer, while a few continue on into late summer or even 
early autumn; seed production follows a similar pattern. 
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By means of this "staggered" reproductive activity:, different 
species are making optimum demands for water and nutrients 
at slightly different periods, thus reducing competition. 
A remarkable feature of the annuals is their ability to 
reduce their vegetative growth, if unusually dry periods 
occur in winter, in order to divert essential metabolites 
to seed production. Thus it is common to see Lagurus, 
Silene and Cerastium plants on.ly a quarter of their normal 
-- ,.-
size but still bearing inf~orescences. 
The germination of the seeds of winter annuals has 
been shown to be dependent on the onset of cooler tempera-
tures rather than on the presence of moisture, We.nt (1949). 
In an arid environment this ensures that seeds are not 
stimulated to germinate by spring and summer rains, since 
seedlings would inevitably be killed by subsequent dry 
conditions. Summer amnuals on the other, hand require warmer 
temperatures for germination~ such species are not well 
adapted to the environment of the Kaitorete Spit, and they 
are notably few in number. 
For germination of seeds of Raoulia, Scleranthus 
and Carmichaelia it 'appears that seasonal temperatures are 
not critical (since they were found to germinate in both 
spring and autumn) but a prolonged period of continuous 
moisture would seem to be essential. 
The scarcity or absence of seedlings of many species 
which produce abundant seed has been noted, a fact almost 
certainly related to conditions of low soil moisture. 
Such species, if they lack any means of vegetative 
propagation, must depend on occasional years of favourable 
rainfall to maintain their populations (e.f. Went, 1955). 
On all types of site except for the old dune area, 
even if conditions do favour germination, the mortality 
rate of seedlings is high. In the earliest stage "heat-
girdling" of the hypocotyl must be a frequent cause of 
death, while sand abrasion, sand burial or deflation and 
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exposure of roots are likely to kill plants any time during 
their first or second year (as noted for Raoulia, Scleranthus 
and cras2edi~ seedlings on the blowout). 
The reproductive potential of several species is 
reduced by animals feeding on inflorescences, as noted in 
the case of the palatable grasses and also Acaena ovina. 
The failure of LUE~nus arboreus and cytisus scoparius, to 
spread may be attributed to t.he close "trimming" of 
mature plants by stock. (~osa rubiginos~.and Ulex europae~s, 
occurring only at the eastern end of 'the Spit, are controlled 
by periodic spraying with weedicide) • 
Because of the uncertainty of sexual reproduction 
in such a rigorous environment, species which reproduce 
partly or entirely by vegetative means have a considerable 
advantage in maintaining and increasing their populations. 
Desmoschoenus, Zoysi~, ~teridium and Carex pumila are 
excellent examples of the efficiency of vegetative 
propagation almost exclusively. Other very successful species 
which spread by subterranean organs as well as by seed 
dispersal are Rumex acetosella, ~caena ov1na and Calystegia 
soldanella. All the perennial grasses can increase by tillers 
or rhizomes. ~uehlenbeckia complexa can spread to a limited 
extent by forming root suckers. But other woody species 
have no means of vegetative propagation, a factor contri-
buting to the precariousness of their continued survival. 
Summing-up. The dume plants can be classified as 
follows, according to the means by which they are adapted 
to the environment: 
(i) drought-escapers i.e. annuals which rely on 
complet~fug their life cycle during the most favourable 
conditions of winter and spring, their seeds lying dormant 
during the most severe drought and heat. 
·(ii) drought-evaders i.e. species which are able 
to overcome· the problems posed by low rainfall, heat and 
low humidity by morphological specialization of roots and 
shoots. 
(iii) drought-endurers i.e. species which can 
withstand extreme water saturation deficits in their 
tissues by means of physiological specialisation. 
It is noticeable that most of the adventives belong in 
group (i), only a few be1.~g' in group (ii), whereas the 
indigenes are all in group (ii) and (iii). The 
implications of this, in respect to vegetation patterns, 
are discussed in the next section. 
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II. PLANT DISTRIBUTION ON THE DUNES 
1.. ZONATION. 
It has been shown that across the Spit variations 
occur in edaphic factors, climatic factors, salt spray and 
sand movement, these being correlated with topography and 
distance from the sea. S1htl\l~ of the vegetation has shown 
the existence of biotopographic uhits which change with 
distance from the sea. However there is no simple, regular 
pattern of environmental gradients and vegetation 
zonation from the shore landwards. The vegetation pattern 
seems to fit the description given by Martin (1959) of a 
dune spit in New Jersey, i.e.' lia zoned' mosaic, dominated 
by topographically determined environmental features"" 
Relative to this however, it is noteworthy that whereas 
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many dune studies stress the differenoes between solar and 
shade slopes, ,windward and lee slopes, the Kaitorete dunes 
show remarkably little difference in the vegetation of such 
contrasting aspects, presumably because of their low profiles 
and gentle contours. 
As Colinvaux (1972) has pointed out, correlation of 
the presence of a particular organism with a particular set 
of physical factors may be quite fortuitous, and the idea 
of single limiting factors (c.f. Liebig's Law of the 
Minimum) is generally not valid. However, study of the 
situation at the Spit suggests that certain physical factors 
have in fact determined the distribution of the indigenous 
plants, producing plant groupings in equilibrium with .the 
environment. With regard to the adventives, these come into 
the category of opportunist species, which have, for the 
most part, invaded disturbed inland sites; correlation of 
·their presence with a particular set of physical factors is 
therefore likely to be fortuitous. As exceptions it is 
necessary to point out that a few adventives, e.g. 
HYEoc~~eris, La2urus, and ~umex, have invaded undisturbed, 
but open indigenous vegetation, notably on the foredunes, 
where they must be regarded as fully adjusted to the 
environment. 
In a few overseas dune studies, e.g. Marvel (1969) 
in Holland, and Moore (1971) in England, attempts have been 
made to correlate vegetation and environmental types, 
using computer analysis and much more comprehensive data 
than were obtainable in the present study. Bearing in 
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mind the need for further investigation, the following 
suggestions are tentatively made with regard. ,to the .possible 
influence of environmental factors on plant distribution at 
the Spit .. 
(a) Foredunes .. 
The dominance of a single species, Desmoschoenus 
spira1is, can be attributed to the unfavourable ~actors of 
strong onshore winds, with associated sand movement, sand 
abrasion and salt spray, which effectively exclude les6 
hardy species, with the notable exception of Hxpo9Jla~ris, 
(whose wide ecologic amplitude belies its somewhat 
mesophytic appearance). Water. and nutrients, although low, 
are unlikely to be limiting for plants with extensive root 
systems, and a combination of root and shoot characteristics 
similar to that described by Marshall (1965) apparently 
enables Desmoschoenus to flourish in conditions of continuous 
sand deposition. 
(b) Rear dunes. 
Here the plants are less exposed to the effects of 
salt spray and sand abrasion, the substrate is more stable, 
marginally more fertile, and has slightly improved 
water-holding ca.pacity. The indigenes Muehlenbeckia compl~xa, 
Carmichae~ia aERressa and pteridium esculentg,m predominate. 
All have deep and/or extensive root systems while their 
aerial parts are adapted to exposure, the first by its 
dense, divaricating growth form and shedding of leaves in 
winter, the second by its prostrate form and almost leafless 
state, the third by sclerophylly and stomatal regulation of 
transpiration (Tinklin and Bowling 1968). Some Desmosahoenus 
persists, less vigorous than on the foredunei presumably 
there is insufficient sand deposition to provide the 
stimulation necessary for adequate new root development 
(Marshall, 1965). The annual grasses La~urus and Brornus 
qi~ndr~~ grow luxuriantly in association with the shrubs, 
perhaps favoured by lower eVaporation rates and some 
accumulation of organic matter at the soil surface. 
The perennials Hy;pochaer is a,nd Rumex acetosella., both 
with wide tolerance ranges for moisture and nutrients, 
can survive, but conditions seem unfavourable for other 
adventives. The low calcium carbonate content of these 
dunes, and moderately acid conditions, help to explain the 
presence of R~ex acetosella which is well known as a 
calcifuge species. The presence of scattered. specimens of 
Mxoporumlaetun, Dodonea viscosa and Sophora microphyl~~ 
on some rear dune sites indicates that these species, 
possibly much more common in the past, are adapted to 
prevailing conditions, presumably by their xerom9rphic 
leaves, compact growth form and extensive root systems. 
(c) Old Dune Area. 
This type of site is the least affected by onshore 
winds; it has improved soil fertility in the surface 
horizen, due to. the admixture of humus and silt, which also 
increase W.H.C. - (though tending to. offset this is the 
increased resistance to. wetting and gravel in the prefile. 
Although minimum air and surface temperatures are lower 
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than at the other sites in wint~r, cold is unlikely to. be a 
limiting factor for any species; the high summer temperatures 
and lew humidity typical ef ether sites during summer are 
here modified by the mere complete vegetation cover. These 
faveurable factors account fer this type of site supporting 
the greatest variety of species and the most dense 
vegetation cover - at least where disturbance due to. fire 
and grazing has not been toe severe (see 2 ef this section). 
(d) . Blowouts. 
These flat gravelly areas immediately behind the 
foredunes censtitute a special type of site, replacing the 
"slacksn described in most dune systems (c.f. Ch.l.) The 
soil moisture regime is slightly more favourable than at 
all other sites (exoept for the old dune area during winter 
and spring). But unfavourable factors are the oonstant 
expesure to high winds,with acoompanying sand movement and 
salt spray effects, high evaperation ra~es and high surface 
temperatures in summer. These factors make it an unfavourable 
habitat for all but a handful of highly specialised 
indigenous species. Initial colonisers are Pimele~ 
olivacea (on stones), Raoulia australis and Scleranth~B --~~~--~~~~~ 
unifloru8. The two latter I being "oushion plants") are 
well-adapted to survive in such an exposed site by reason 
of their growth habit and the efficient protection of their 
leaves by dense trichomes or thiok cuticle, while their 
seedlings have the advantage of extraordinarily rapid root 
elongation. Although old plants eventually succumb to 
sand blast, and seedling mortality is high, their prolific 
seed production seems to ensure adequate replacement~ The 
grass Zoysia minima and the sedge farex pumila are other 
early colonisers here, adapted by their rapidly ~preading 
rhizomes to exploit a large area for water and nutrients, 
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while their low stature and sclerophyllous leaves "lithstand 
strong winds, sand abrasion, and a certain amount of sand 
burial. Desmoschoenus sometimes establishes itself here by 
seedlings, which seem to require more water than is available 
on the surface of the dunes. Around the periphery of the 
blowout, where run-off from the dunes is likely to provide a 
slightly more favourable water regime, and wind exposure will 
be legsened , conditions are suitable for Carmichaelia appressa, 
Po~ laevis, Craspedia lanata and the hardiest adventives to 
become established. 
(e) Sandy flats. 
These sites, beyond the rear dunes, appear to be older 
blowouts. An admixture of silt and humus provide slightly 
improved W.H.C. and slightly higher fertility in the upper 
horizon. These factors, together with protection from onshore 
winds and negligible sand movement, provide conditions suitable 
for a number of other species in additlon to those mentioned on 
,the younger blowouts, notably Pimelea pro,strata, Hymenanthera 
alpina and Muehlenbeckia complexa, all sclerophyllous shrubs 
with deep tap roots. These sites appear to have been much 
modified by fire, with subsequent invasion by adventives. 
There is no distinct line of demarcation between this type of 
habitat and that described as the old dune area, and any 
number of intergrades of vegetation occur. 
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2. SUCCESSION. 
, 
Ths type of dune succession described by Cowles (1899), 
in his classic study of the Lake Michigan area, can be 
expected only where the shoreline is/retreating, leaving 
successively younger lines of dunes. This clearly does 
not apply at Kaitorete. As stated in Chol, the shoreline 
in the vicinity of the study area is thought to have been 
stable for a very considerable time, and it is possible that 
the topographic features may have existed for upwards of a 
thousand years in mUch their present form, except for 
periodic blowouts. It is presumed that the earliest dunes, 
(probably not much higher than some of the exist~ng remnants) 
were formed in what has been described as the old dune area; 
as more sand became available from the shore, more seaward 
dunes were built up, under the influence of colonising 
plants of Desmoschoenus. As the younger dunes provided 
some protection for the older dunes, succession would have 
occurred on the latter as conditions became favourable for the 
establishment of species requiring surface stability. But 
after these early successional changes, the vegetation may 
have remained relatively stable until the time of Polynesian 
settlement (see 3 of this Sectipn). 
It is debatable to what extent the dune plants 
themselves may have been able to promote succession by 
modifying their environment, apart from the obvious initial 
stabilising of Band by D!Smoschoenus. In an area like 
Kaitorete, low rainfall, low humidity, and low W.H.C. of 
the substrate result in soil development being arrested at 
an early stage, the vegetation is restricted to low-nutrient-
demanding speoies, which tend to perpetuate the condition of 
low soil fertility, are of low stature, and provide only 
minimal shade (c.f. Olson 1958). The above considerations 
preclude succession to the relatively dense coastal forest, 
comprising me sophy tic and high-nutrient-demanding species, 
of the kind typical of stabilised dunes on many parts of the 
South Island coast. However it is probable (see section 3 
of this Chapter) that the climatic climax would be 
represented by sclerophyllous scrub or "dryll forest, 
analogous in some respects to communities of woody species 
found in similar semi-arid habitats of other parts' of the 
world, e.g .. the Mediterranean "maquis" and the Australian. 
"mallee ll .. (0. f A Eyre, 1966). 
The Clements ian theory of successional changes, 
culminating in a olimatic climax has long been held 
generally untenable; even the more recent modifications 
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of the theory seem less applicable to the Kaitorete 
situation than suggestions by Colinvaux (1972). He 
questions the existence of discrete climax communities, and 
explains succession simply in terms of vegetation proceeding 
towards the most stable physical structure and maximum 
biomass which can be supported by the physical environment, 
a condition generally associated with displacement of 
opportunist species by equilibrium species, and the 
development of a closed nutrient cycle. From the remnants 
of indigenous vegetation which still remain intact on the 
older, stable dune sites at Kaitorete, the above would 
appear to be an adequate explanation for the vegetation 
pattern as it existed prior to human interference. (See 
Section 3 of this Chapter.) 
Subsequently repeated fires, and more recently the 
impact of grazing animals, have reSUlted in the depletion 
of much of the indigenous vegetation, and even its complete 
removal in some areas, followed by secondary succession. 
This has involved varying degrees of invasion by adventive 
herbs (mainly annuals or short-lived perennials) or in the 
latter case reversion to an early seral stage comprising 
much bare ground, considerable areas covered only with 
lichen, and scattered Raouli,a plants, where there was 
formerly a fairly dense cover including woody speoiese 
Watt (1957) and Ranwell (1960 b) have described similar 
changes in reverse on dunes in Breckland and Anglesey, 
following the removal of rabbits by Myxomatosis. The 
establiShment of Stipa variabilis in these strongly 
modified old dune areas is noteworthy; in similar semi-arid 
habitats in other parts of the world Stipa-dominated pasture 
forms a stable (and presumably climax) community, 
(c .. f. IlIJilliams, 1956). However the species established at 
Kaitorete is one of the less vigorous members of the 
genus, and would be unlikely to oompete suocessfully with 
the deeprooted,indigenousjwoody speoies, if the grazing 
faotor were removed. 
In th~ blowouts there are indications of succession, 
with increasing amounts of zoys!..f! and Care x helping to 
stabilise the surface. In the absenoe of grazing and 
trampling animals it is likely that more pesmoschoenus 
would become established, together with shrubs such as 
Pimelea prostrata and Dodonea ~is£~ (already present in 
some instances). 
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Reference is appropriate at this point to the 
findings of wraight (1957). His vegetation analyses were 
made along transects across the Spit, one being at the 
eastern end (where dunes are non-existent), one near 
Bayley's homestead, and one near the western end - these 
last two in places where the sandy flats and old dune area 
have been much more strongly modified than in my study areau 
In consequence, close comparisons of the vegetation and 
habitats described in his'study and mine are not possible, 
except in the case of the foredunes. It is noteworthy that 
he refers to "depleted arid zone succession ll at the eastern 
end, but. also speaks of !lsigns of regeneration", including 
"vigorous Poa with many young seedlings" - a description 
that hardly seems justified at the present time. 
The purpose of his study was to compare the effect of 
different grazing treatment on three separate properties 
along the Spit. His general conolusion was that replacement 
of the indigenous shrub-tussock vegetation by adventive 
annuals or short-lived perennials was induced in direct 
. proportion to the stocking intensity - a view confirmed by 
my observations. 
3. THE VEGETATION PRIOR TO POLYNESIAN SETTLEMENT. 
Because of the unique combination of environmental 
factors existing on the Spit, it is worth while attempting 
to assess the natural vegetation potential of the area. 
This involves a hypothetical reconstruction of the 
vegetation as i t mi~_~:t_. __ ~~ve ~~~n about 900 years ago, 
before. _~.()_~y~~~~an settlement .. ~._. From then onwards fire is 
likely to have played an important modifying role 
(Cumberland, 1962; Molloy et al, 1963; Molloy, 1969). 
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That. the Maoris used the area extensively as a food source 
is evidenced by the many piles of oven stones (there is also 
known to have been a Fa in the vicinity of Taumutu and one 
on the cliffs above Birdlings Flat). Fires fanned by strong 
winds would have quickly spread through the dry grass and 
scrub, probably leaving only the most seaward dunes and 
blowouts unaffected. 
The following points need to be considered: 
(i) At present even the least disturbed communities 
on the old dune sites (as at E) appear to be no more than 
deteriorating rerr~ants of a formerly more varied and vi~orous 
vegetation. The continued existence of even these remnants 
of the original vegetation is due only to a comparatively 
light stocking rate; the rapid acceleration of the destructive 
process that accompanies more intensive stocking is well 
illustrated further west, where a complerl::.e transformation, 
to shrubless short pasture of predominantly adventive species, 
has occurred. 
(ii) The existence of isolated specimens of 
p~donea viscosa, Mxopo~~ laetum Q Sophora microphyll~, and 
'coErosma pr~pin~ua (described in Ch 4, 1, b) raises the 
question of how widespread these indigenouB woody species 
may formerly have been. Climatic and edaphic conditions 
apparently are not too unfavourable for them to grow, and 
even to attain considerable size (note one specimen of 
Dodonea 5 m tall). All these species have been observed to 
set seeds; and Banks Peninsula must long have provided a 
ready source of seeds of these, and possibly other· suitable 
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species such as Leptospermum ericoides. The above points 
strongly suggest that the existing specimens are in fact 
relics, which by chance escaped destruction by a series of 
fires that gradually eliminated a much greater population of 
large woody plants. It is probable that the Maoris would 
have cut down many trees to fuel their cooking fires, and 
cattle could easily have accounted for the final 
destruction of many smaller or fire-damaged specimens 
during the past hundred yearso 
(iii) The presence of many weather-worn and charred 
branches (up to Scm diameter) scattered over the old dune 
area, indicates that some time within the last fifty years 
there must have been shrubs or small trees larger and mor~ 
abundant than the existing bushes of Eymenanthera and 
--.--;..;,.;;.;;..--.;..;..;.;.....;;. 
Discaria (no more than a metre in height) • 
(iv) Exotic trees are able to grow to a considerable 
size in this environment, if introduced as established plantsa 
In the old dune area near Birdling's western boundary is a 
solitary specimen of Pinus radiata (Fig_ 50) over 15m in 
height and with a trunk about 600m in diameter (it is 
probably about 80 years old). 'In the vicinity of Bayley's 
house, specimens of Cupressus macrocarEa, planted as a 
windbreak about 60 years agol have reached a height of over 
8m. Many hundreds of young pines (P. radiata) planted on the 
lee side of dunes near Bayley's homestead (Fig. 8) have grown 
about 30cm per year over 6 years, without any attention 
except being fenced off from stock. 
(v) Although no really early descriptions of the 
vegetation of the Spit are available, the comments of 
,Wall (1930) provide a fm1 cluese His account being fairly 
superficial generally gives no idea of the abundance of 
species populations, but he refers to IIPo_a caasE! tos~ 
(now !,.9 laev~) dominant over the greater part of the area. 
except close to the sea ll , so we are left in no doubt about 
the marked decline of this species, which at present has only 
a scattered population, most of the tussocks showing signs of 
deterioration. f.t1ention is made of tf strong cushions of 
Pimelea laevigatc!. (now!? Erostrata) growing in the dune 
hollows", suggesting that this species too has declined 
during the past forty years. Of his species list, the 
only plant now entirely absent is Phorm~um tenax, mentioned 
as "present on the dunes, though Bcarce". 
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(vi) The age of the dune system (see Ch.J.) indicates 
that before Polynesian settlement, sufficient time had 
elapsed '1:0 allow the development of climax vegetation. 
Olson (1958) postulated that under "l1:0rmal succession lW at 
Lake Michigan soil conditions would have continued to 
improve for about 1000 years, being associated with the 
attainment of climatic climax vegetation. 
(vii) Climate change could well have been a factor 
contributing to the virtual disappearance of native trees 
from the Spit. Using as evidence the lack of regeneration 
of podocarp species, Holloway (1954) suggests that since 
the 13th century there has been a general change to cooler, 
drier climate in the South Island. Wardle (1963) has 
produced evidence of a liregeneration gap" in podocarp 
dating from about 1300, with a period of minimum 
~egeneration between 1300 and 1800; he suggests that 
stands, 
\-
the 
cause of this was most likely a worsening of the water 
regime, acting on seedling establishment. As might be 
expected, such effects seem to have been most notable on 
the . :drier eastern side of both islands. It can be seen from 
Appendix II, Tables 17, 10, that short~term fluctuations of 
climate in Canterbury have been a feature of the past 80-90 
years. When rainfall has remained below the average for 
periods of five to ten years, suppression of seedling 
establishment may well have proved critical for species 
whose numbers were already much depleted. 
The points outlined above provide clues which, 
together \',i th a knowledge of the environmental factors 
prevailing in recent times, form the basis for the 
following description of the probable floristic composition 
and physiognomy of the pre-Polynesian dune vegetation: 
(a) Foredunes. 
The primitive appearance of the most seaward dunes 
was probably little different from what it is today except 
for the absence of the adventives Hy.poctl.~e~.!s~ and Lagurus. 
(b) Rear dunes (i.e. second line of dunes). 
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Before the impact of fires, these dunes probably _~ Po \iI' '. 
~--
carried a more complete cover of ~~hle!::~?~pkia c_o~.l~~?- and 
g~rmichael~a aEpres~~ than is now present, while Cal~ste~~ 
§_oldane12:-E!. and ~~dia tr~~.d:s.O:. (both palatable to stock) 
are likely to have been morQ a.bundant. In interdune hollows 
may have been considerably more !2.odonea' 'ri~?osa, ,(l.1l0,e5:?E...u~}~.;;.~ 'cn 
l<::~tuIr!' §gEhot'1i:~1n:tcroEhyll<± and C,oE!osma Erol?in.9u~ than now I 
together v.:rit:h Phormirun tenax and Cortaderia species (both. of 
~~;hi~h-~~~- li]~ely to have be~l~~aten o~t ~'; stock s~on after 
,"-
the lCl.rtd v-,r.::\S taken up for farminsD ~\\Ol'l 
(e) Old Dune Area. 
l\' broad strip along the middle of ,the spit can be 
\ envisaged as carrying a mul ti-storeyed c~losed conmmnit.y. 
\ 
'Poa laevis ~V'ould have formed the dominant cover I (the tussocks 
-~ •.. -~-~~--~ .. -~-----~ 
more vigorous and taller than at present). ~\t ground level, 
in spaces bet'lrleen tussocks, would have been consiaerably more 
of the pal a table herbaceous indige.nes such as y_i 'I:.~adinia 
,,,,,,,,-,,,. ~-'-----,.-~~~. _. . 
5!..ustralis, pichondra repe1!8J S::onvo£y'ulu~ube;scen, 
sa.rmicl].2~]..ia cor_ru';Ia tC!:, and L~otod,antJ~oni.?-. 'L!Jl?-re.ge, plus 
J?~at.ches of moss str6E' as ~~xpnl,un cupressJf2~~. and ~Figu~:t::-r~ 
k)~pi1'±at~, (-the last likely t.O have been l~ss abundant than now, 
since its present extensive distribution; as with !:.~~lia. 
£o!~I?:rersa, is probably due to lack of competition). stands of 
§cirvus nodo_~~.1 !:j:~ridiwn esculentunt and C5lrmicl:taelAa up to 
1m high 'i,vould have been common, together ,·lith the declining 
!?_esmoschocn1:1~ l§.J,J!raliEl,.. I,ow shrubby fonTls (up to 2m high) 
would have been scatter(:ld 'through the tussock e ~ g. !:!X~~~her3! 
.~!§J flematiG afoliat~f ~oprosl~te..J2FoJ;lin9.~.la,f Discari~ 
toumatoll. A trG8 layer comprising st.ill more widely scattered 
specimens l;\]'ould probably have included !?odonea. viscos~" ~!yoporum 
!~~q S012h.pra microl?h:il_l~, and J..l~l-Jt~~~~Jde~. - these 
up to Sm in height. '\... 
(d) Blowout:~. 
These areas may have appeared little different from the 
way they do today, al,though the species men'tioned would have been 
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more abundant in the absence of trampling and grazing 
animals. Phorm~um, ~ortaderia, and a few shrubs ,probably 
became established with the passing of time. 
(e) Sandy Flats. 
These areas would have been less extensive before 
the old dunes became eroded. The existing indigenous 
species (with the exception of Raou~~Q Scleranthus and 
Parm~lia) would have been more abundant, providing a 
fairly complete ground cover, with some stratification~ 
Fig. 95 represents an hypothetical profile of the 
above communities~ along a transect from foredunes to 
oldest dunes (o.f. Fig. 5 which represents a profile of 
existing communities). 
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CHAPTER SIX 
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The foregoing account has served to highlight the 
unusual and in some cases unique features of the dune system 
at Kaitorete, as summarised below: 
(i) The combination of climatic extremes (low 
rainfall, high temperatures in summer and comparatively low 
ones in winter, strong winds and low.humidity) is unusual for 
a coastal dune area in these latitudes. Most other dune 
systems that have been described in temperate latitudes have 
higher rainfall, higher humidity, and less extrsme 
temperature fluctuations. 
(i1) The sand is much coarser than in most dune 
systems. This factor contributes to the long-standing 
stability of the system. The problem of low rainfall is 
also aggravated by the low wac of the substrate, and only 
xerophytic plants can survive. 
(iii) The presence of a gravel basement beneath the 
sand has important implications, accentuating the problem of 
low water availability for plants, and notably resulting in 
~he absence of wet dune slacks which are a feature of most 
dune systems. Factors (ii) and (~ii) togetbsr account for 
the fact that many of the indigenous species present are more 
typically found on inland sites such as dry gravelly river 
beds. 
(iv) The region is one of the increasingly rare 
instances in New Zealand, (and indeed throughout the world) 
where coastal dunes have remained relatively undisturbed by 
human activities, and consequently retain much of their 
indigenous vegetation, which in this case is all the more 
interesting because many of the species are endemic to 
New Zealand. 
(v) The dominance of the sand-binder Desmoschoenus 
!Eirali~, and its influence on dune form, is of partioular 
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interests This endemic plant, formerly common on dunes all 
round New Zealand, has now been almost entirely replaced by 
the introduced and cosmopolitan species Ammophila arenaria, 
which was planted extensively in the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries, to arrest erosion after Desmoschoenus had 
succumbed to the impact of fires and grazingo Desmoschoenu~ 
was described by Cockayne (1911) as Ita sand-binder par 
excellence". He noted that its ability to produce extensive 
rhizomes down-slope results in gently contoured low dunes 
which resist undercutting by wind, in ~ontrast to Ammophila, 
which by reason of its taller, clumped habit of growth, 
builds higher, steeper dunes in which underoutting is liable 
to occur, initiating blowouts. Esler (1970) is in agreement 
with this, although he comments on the superiority of 
Ammophila as a rapid stabiliser of dunes which have started 
to erode through removal of their primitive vegetation. 
(vi) As a result of the rigorous environment 
produced by climatic and edaphic factors, natural selection 
operating over a very long period has brought into existence 
a vegetation which is floristically and physiognomically 
unique. The indigenous species exhibit a fascinating 
variety of morphological adaptations to drought, wind and 
low soil fertility. Their physiological adaptat,ions, which 
still await investigation, are likely to be equally 
intriguing. In this connection it is suggested that the 
nitrogen-fixing species 9a~ichalia appressa is likely to 
playa key role in improving soil fertility, but Discaria 
toumatou and doubtless several other species may also 
contribute. 
The list of adventive flora shows that natural 
selection by the environment has sorted out only those 
species which were preadapted to the harsh conditions. 
They are either species of wide ecological amplitude, or 
species which have originated in similar semi-arid habitats 
overseas. 
(vii) The indigenous vegetation of the Spit comprises 
species of diverse morphology and ecological behaviour, which 
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are complementary in their utilisation of the available 
resources. The component species are all perennials, many 
very long-lived, and because of their low nutrient demands, 
coupled with a high degree of morphological and physiological 
specialisation, they are well suited to maintain permanent 
vegetation cover. 
In striking contrast to the complex and relatively 
stable indigenous vegetation which formerly covered the old 
dune area, the existing large areas of induced vegetation 
are much less complex, comprising only herbaceous species, 
either annuals or relatively short-lived perennials~ 
Nearly all the adventive species are comparatively shallow-
- -
rooted, exploiting only the upper 30 em or so of soil, so 
that competition for water and nutrients is intense, and the 
cover necessarily remains sparse. 
It seems inevitable that, under the continuing impact 
of introduced animals, the indigenous vegetation of the 
Kaitorete dunes will sooner or later be entirely replaced by 
adventives, whiCh are adapted to the grazing factor by 
virtue of their short life-cycles and prolific reproduction, 
whereas the indigenes are unable to replace themselves under 
these conditions~ Observations sugges,t that the long-term 
result is likely to be a vicious circle of declining soil 
fertility and continuing deterioration of plant cover, with 
eventual erosion of bared surfaces. 
Evidence from dune areas throughout the world 
emphasises the drastic changes which can occur within a 
relatiY.ely short space of -time when disturbance of a natural 
ecosystem goes beyond a certain point. It is noteworthy 
that. on most of the New Brighton dUnes today it is difficult 
to find any indigenous species, whereas at least 38 flourished 
there only sixty years ago (Pegg 1913). All the way up the 
sas"t, coast from Christchurch to Blenheim the dunes reflect a 
similar state of floristic impoverishment. It might be 
possible to forestall erosion at Kaitorete by planting the 
whole dune area with ~op~ila arenari~, ~u2inus arboreus 
and Pinus radiata, as has already been done extensively on 
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other New Zealand coastal dunes. However, the Kaitorete dunes 
have not yet reached, and may never reach, a stage where such 
drastic action is necessary. It seems probable that, if 
treated with care, much of the indigenous vegetation would be 
capable of holding its own, or even increasing in the long 
term, if not subjected to pressure from introduced animals. 
In such a delicately balanced ecosystem, where the physical 
environment is so exacting, one more unfavourable factor is 
bqbnd to have adverse effects on the tenuous existence of the 
plants. 
~ 
To what extent protection from further human inter-
ference might stimulate regeneration of the primitive dune 
communities is dubious, in view of the almost certain 
persistence of many of the well-adapted adventive species, 
and the possible occurrence of short- or long-term unfavourable 
climate changes. Nevertheless, a strong case exists for 
excluding grazing animals from at least a part of the Kaitorete 
dune system. If set aside as a botanical reserve it would 
provide a valuable opportunity for future research into the 
complex checks and balances operating in a near-natural 
ecosystem that has many unique attributes. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The research outlined above has in many respects been 
no more than a pilot studya Investigations were of necessity 
spread over such a wide range that it was not possible to 
obtain as. much detailed information as desirable. However, it 
has revealed the need for further, more intensive, studies, in 
the following aspects: 
(i) the hydro-economy of the dune plants; trans-
piration patterns; utilisation of dewG 
(ii) specific requirements for germination and 
seedling establishment. 
• (iii) growth rates of plants - using large numbers of 
replicates. 
(iv) nutrient requirements of different speciess 
(v) role of micro-organisms, both endophytic and 
free-living, 'especiallY in relation to availability of 
nitrogen and phosphorus. 
(vi) influence of grazing animals (using permanent 
enclosures over a period of several years). 
(vii) influence of insects, especially the Lepidoptera. 
(viii) sand movement, using a large number of traps. 
(ix) infiltration and percolation of water through the 
profile - perhaps by trenching. 
(x) measurement of humidity, temperature, and wind 
velocity and evaporation in microhabitats, using more 
sophisticated techniques and more instruments than were 
available previously. 
(xi) soil chemical analyses at a number of depths in the 
different soil types. 
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APPENDIX I 
SOIL DATA 
Table 1. PArticle size analysis of soils 'at microstations 
fro:n 125 ral samples at each of three depths. 
Station A 
0-10 em 
20 ... 30 em 
40-50 Clll 
'f~ total 
for profile 
Station B 
0-10 em 
20-30 em 
~0-50 eill 
% total 
for profile 
Station C 
0-10 em 
20-30 Cll! 
40 ... :50 em 
%total 
for profile 
Station D 
0-10 Cill 
20-30 cm 
40-50 em 
~~ total 
for profile 
Station E 
0-10 em 
20-30 ern 
40-50 em 
f, total 
for pro-file 
)2.0 lnm 
., 
II 
II 
2 •. 2 
5.5 
4.3 
4.0 
1dL 
II 
11 
., 
16.3 
14.0 
14.3 
14 
7.0 
3e.o 
48.1 
31.0 
, * % wt. of S8JlpJ e 
2.0-0.2 mm 
94.8 
94.8 
94.5 
94.7 
'93.3 
92.7 
92.3 
92.7 
95.9 
89.8 
90.6 
92.1 
76.9 
77.0 
00.7 
70.2 
bS.5 
55.8 
46.8 
62.7 
0.2-0.07 mm 
5.0 
5.0 
5.3 
4.1 
1.7 
3.2 
3.0 
3.9 
10.3 
7.9 
5.5 
6.6 
3.B 
5.3 
5.7 
3.9 
3.5 
4.4 
'* Note B tones >- 1.75 CIIl removed. 
<: a .07,n,,, 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.4 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.9 
1.5 
0.8 
1.3 
2.3 
1.2 
1.6 
1.8 
2.3 
1.6 
1.0 
rable 2 a. 3uUilllsry of chemica.l analj sis of aoila and ~11:iC 
(frG;~IW);8ie-J·,\t; bS"{ ) 
joil Knirakl 
;3emd 
hit .. 8.3-18.6 
,.Eel'; 22 
pH E " .. " 
10SB 
on o./n 
l.i::nitlcn 
;:, total 
r; 
C/N 
jL BOlo 
salts 
(J.O;~S 
eel 
0.(;;1.2 
!!e=treat 
to shore 
r,ru.ra.ki \'i aH:".,ti:(U 
very stl;,;r,y bro'.rll lc·amy 
brOlm sand sand 
ill 7.G-ll.5 'l t .0-9 .Cnl 
30 jB 
5.6 5.5 
2.6 5.3 
o ,0~i v.16 
20 19 
u.07 l.Ut 
ruble 2 b. Cheilllcal analysis (.;1' soils 
(fro'il Hurro';;3 }:)G8 ) 
~il Kalr'aiti sand 
cit, 15 
3:1 
5.0 
'1':::';:3 
me., 1.7 
l'UlliGUtU. i:l't).lJell'y 
sa:rldy 1. on ... 
o .2t3 
11 
56 
13.7 
2.5 
2.2 
'faumutu 
fine lOCl,rriY 
gravel 
7 .CI~jIJ5 Iii 
42 
5.6 
0.16 
4.3 
16 
C.OS 
Aur'" 
1 "1 
Ser 
1 
,Iov 
i 1 t:) 
AC 
27 
N orr r~ : 
::J tn.p 
i i 
1 ') 
. 
1? 
" 1 -z 
" 
~:;tn .. P, };o"'T cit.nc· -,-HI) --1--
i I 1.~ 2i~ 1~~ 2.9 
1J~ 3~) 
1-3 >2 
- 1 1.3 o.B 
1..' I:;'? 
1 .. ~)"r:s 
102 r::J~ 
3:1 
1.'1 1.4 
2.£ 2.3 
?[, 3;, 
2~~ 
1~ ~j 
1.1 2_1 
1.2 ? .. -;; 
1.;1 'J,/. 
2..:1 
'Z,1 
." 
- ,1.~) 3J 
I 
- I 1.,3 4.0 
- I 1J~ 4.;~ 
i 
1.1 ll~'; 
1 ~1 fJJ. 
1 J1 l.!.r 
1.1 54 
1.5 6,3 
1.7 l~..l~ 
12 3.,8 
1.1 5.0 
if 9~ 
i.,." 
12 
1;') 
"\["1 '7 .. r::, 
I IoCJ 
?.-') 2', 
,,8 'It:) 
?.P II~~ i 1 .. ? 
1J, ?of, 1,;1 
'10 ~ 'l 
11.9 't! 
Vii:) 
1..? 1 ()~ 11;.,2; 
1:) 1~7 'ril 
'w~ 1.,.1 sf! 4'1 if 7..,.,') 1J, 1;;1 8.5 1+,7 
3;;; 79 
1,. 'i 1/, 1 Ji 1JI ? .. 1 2.7 1.2) 1.7)1.[' I 1 .. ') 1.2 1191 
'I:l F.0 
('.R, 1 2.() p'~c:; 
1.':' 7,\:0. '\.9 1..1 ~7.,;1 'I,s 
1,~ I l..,.1 Lt":? 1Jt 'I'pi tl.l 
1 .. ') Fj F.;1 1 ,,-;; 
1~, r:,;; 1';: 1.:: "1.;1 
1;? S.5 7.:~ 
if :\1 2:1 
-)..'/ ~8 -:~j 
t3 o.n OJ~ i.? q5 OJI 1.1 0 • .0 Ofl 1.1 t OJ 0.1 
1.11 i) 
1.5 20 
1.0 1.3 
\2 O!) 1.8 1J~ 2f, i.E 1.~, O:f 1..0 15 1."5 2J+ 
1..3 1 .. 5 2..1 1.3 ?\,1 2J 1.'1 1..2 1.£) 1 .. '1 1 .. ~ 1..2 
1.;1 
3,1 
31; 
1J 
1.8 
1.1 
1.3 
1.3 
Hr):.h111k density of samrle 
N 
~5 if) 1.3 
1.8 ?"Y i 1·2 
;P..l~ 2i) 1h 
;3,2 j 
.. 
1.2 
ZI 2fl 0 0 .. / 
', .. , 1,.7 1)+ 
? ... 1 2.? 1.6 
,3f) 
continued over' 
6,':! 
2.? 
1.3 
1 and i1 repl'esent duplicAte samples At each station. 
'[<'or st,8t,ions A,P,C and D all sr:UllF]P8 were tr3ken from 
beneath a bar'8 surface;for station E sample 1 was 
taken henea th 8. hare surface and sAmple! i j benea ttl a 
maRs-covered surface. 
"'or mea 8U remen t s on each da te : 
line one represent.s % value. at; depth 0-10 cm. 
l1.ne two rel'J'esent,s % value at depth 20-30 cm, 
line t.bree repr>esents % value at. depth I~O-50 crn, 
ljne four' repf'esents % value for whole I,I'ofile, 
(ie.Ir-em CI'" u:1' saml,]es fl·, .~ d~~ItrH:.aver(JFe1~. 
7 .. 9 
1.6 
3.3 
6 .. 1 
1.5 
1.3 
Table 3a. ~ontlnued 
stn B 
ED i 11 BD T-'" i1 
Jan 1-2 0,5 1.5 1i3 1·9 1.4 
9 1,3 5.4 4:6 1.l", :l2 3.7 
1,3 '~.I.}. 4~1 1c4 4.9 l!.8 
3.4 33 
Feb 1.2 of, 1.0 '·5 2.2 25 10 1.3 32 4'0 1.5 3.4 4.6 
1·3 '·5 4-5 1·4 29 39 
2.8 33 
Feb 1.1 06 - 1.4- 1·3 -28 1.2 1·3 ' ... 1,~3 2# -1,3 1.4 
- 1.4 2::j -
1·1 2~ 
Mar 1·2 1.0 
-
1,3 07 -
12 1.2 1.5 
-
1.4 5,7 -
i.3 15 ... 1·4 aJ ... 
113 2.1 
Apr 1.2 1t1 - 1.2 1.8 -
1 1.1 28 ... 1.3 3.8 
-
1·2 43 ... 1.3 4.4 "" 
27 I 33 
Stn"Q 
'" BD 1. 11 BD 
- " 
' 1.2 1.8 09 ; 1J+ 
1·3 4.1 2.2 1.5 
1.2 1,9 tt.1 1 • .5 
2.5 
1,2 1..0 3,2 1,3 
1.3 6.3 5.2 1.2 
1.3 4.9 4.1 1J5 
4.1 
1.2 0,0 
- 1.3 
1.3 1.5 - t1 
1,2 1·5 
-
1.5 
1'() 
1.1 0.,3 
-
1.3 
1.2 1.9 - 1.2 
1.2 1.9 ... 1·5 
104-
1,3 1.4 ... 1.3 
1.2 20 - 1.2 
1·4 5J - 1.5 
29 
Stn .. D 
i 11 
OJ9 1.4 
4.4 3:7 
2.2 3.1 
2·9 
28 4.2 
5.2 46 
3;( 3.6 
4P 
0.6 
-
4,0 
-
1.5 "" 
1.4 
1,5 -
28 ... 
4P -
2.8 
1.1 
-
3.1 
-3~1 -
2J4 
Stn.E 
BD 1. i1 
' 1 .2 1.5 48 
2 7.2 2.8 
.6 5-7 48 
1 
1 
4.8 
1 .2 1.9 5.0 
.3 6.3 1.3 
.4 .53 1·5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4S 
.2 1.9 -
.3 3.1 
1 
.6 44 -
25 
1 
.1 0.3 -
4 1~8 -1, 
1 .7 1·3 ... 
1.1 
1. o 55 3.0 
4 3,1 24 
.6 2.3 2P 
1 . 
1 
3,1 
TfI.h 1 e 31:1" ~~oi 1 mala tU.re at stations D ano lii,13 t1.ur.;r.1972, 
BampleCl. in gnaClrupl i oa te. 
8J11 m~tsture \ .; ( wt) 
stn Il 
J:)epth( em) 1 :ii tii iv 
0-10 1 .9 1.5 2.8 3.1 
20-30 .3.5 4 .. 2 3.4 4 .. 1 
3.5 2 .. 8 3 .. 0 2.5 
(;.tn J~ 
0-10 9 .. 0 - I {.4- 9.6 8 .. 1 
20-30 4.2 4 .. 3 6 .. 9 5,,4 
40-50 3.0 2,,8 4 .. 5 3.6 
Pable 4 a. 3Elnd move,1ient at ,nicn,stations A, .3, C and D,Dec 1971-Juxle 1 
'/oJtLlleS (ml) collected. in traJ's (8) c:t,~8urf&ce, 
10 Dec. 1:/11-
10 Feb. 1972. 
:2 i(JCir!t.tlB 
10 ~'eb.-
1 C. ':i1.1j !Si72 
:.; i!ioutt.S 
10 .';~;ly-
10 June lS72. 
1 ,;\(/tlUl 
l'ote1 
6 ;nc:nths 
3b:.tion tl. 
Cl b 
92 3 
1(, 
21 
(b) at (~-15 con h9ight. 
..:.tfl tier, ::; 
a b 
35 25 
58 6(;' 
141 123 
;:;tation C 
a 1;1 
15 
67 
3:; 35 
135 lCO 
I 
Station D i 
a. b 
18 
25 
20 
l';~b~_e 4 to, i'article sL:€ nnol,}'sl.s (;1' sand iUGverl (I'l.) at surface 
Cb) {j L 6-1? c,;, l'.lei,sht 
(A; .sUT:t'ace. ,e of total s8.ii. t:le. 
,';tation ii ! JtatiofJ.;]' .3tati.on C ~Statiori C 
>' l:O'Iit~l" 31 46 1<-
LC-L .6 'C " ill :37 :0 'I.e 
l.; a6-U Q;~ ~:1.H 21 l~ .' :; 2u 
< C" " T~ ILifr, 1 2 1 
(b) 
1 
54 
iJ • 6-G • c. J .. 
') 
,,-, 
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APPENDIX II 
CLIMATE DATA 
Table 1 II Temperatures (oF II three levels) at microstatlons 
::&~eb 1971 - Mar 1972 
1971· A I 'n c D E 
as 8 b ElI,~affi3__ e .. JH3_~_.afL s .... bEL I.-as ..13 . be .,. as _ .. 2 ... _ ._.013_ 
6 
Mar 
77 ! 80 
, 
max 78 80 82 77 i 85 87 78 82 79 74 86 85 72 
min 55 50 65 : 48 50 65 ; 47 L~4 62 43 45 66 38 40 62 
12 
Apr 
maX 84 83 72 82 87 71 : 83 88 77 74 82 70 84 84 71 
mtn 40 40 53 36 41 52 : 36 35 52 32 3!.~ 52 28 32 52 
11 
May 
63 max 74 76 f)3 75 80 65 83 77 71 ,75 77 63 76 77 
min 37 37 48 3l~ 36 48 32 32 48 30 32 48 26 30 48 
6 
Jun 
max 62 61 55 62 6, Sf:) 60 57 5? 61 65 55 61 55 53 
min 40 3l~ 41 30 3.3 50 32 30 46 :33 31 4.5 28 31 46 
4 
JiloU 
max 60 59 51.\- 60 59 5'+ 60 57 52 60 63 51-f 60 58 53 
min 30 30 39 27 28 38 ,30 26 38 32 23 36 20 25 40 
1 
Aug 
• 61 max 62 62 50 61' 64 50 63 65 51 62 47 62 58 46 
min 28 28 37 26 26 37 2g 23 35 23 23 36 1 8 23 37 
30 
Aug 
max' 65 68 .56 68 69 58 68 70 58 67 68* 55 66 65 50 
min 30 30 38 28 28 38 28 25 35 22 24"~ 37 . 19 23 38 
." - r •• ,I~ .. , . '" _ r . .... , __ , " . ..1. ______ 
continued over 
NOTE: 
Tempere.tures read from 10em to noon,E to A. 
Intervals of 28 days. 
as:::: air temperature 30 em above Boil surfaoe. 
s :::; temperature at 80i1 surfaoe. 
bE! ::: temperature 10 om below soil surface. 
~; est. 
Tabla 1. continued. 
1971 A B C D « 
as B be as s be . a8 B bs a8 8 be as s be ?~ 
Sep 
max 68 77 58 73 77 65 7~ 75 60 73 80 59 74 73 55 
1fiin 32 32 43 30 35 42 28 27 44 34 25 43 20 20 43 
25 
Oct 
max 77 85 67 ~2 B6 73 81 83 68 80 82 6B 83 8~ 60 
min 36 36 47 32 34 44 32 31 47 2B 30 46 26 30 45 
25 
Nov 
max 80 '\4 75 80 8~ 82 78 85 76 82 92 76 ~5 86 69 
min t,,2 ,8 52 40 ~8 49 4'~ 32 50 44 30 48 25 28 '-1:9 
23 
Dea 
max 91 94 82 91 93 AS 8~ 97 90 92 92 90 9':1 98 79 
min ,~ '5 1~2 (,0 
' ... 0 1~2 5f 38 38 54 32 32 60 32 33 57 
1972 
22 
.Jan 
max 94 101 88 85 102 90 B8 100 83 91 913 SO 99 100 77 
min 44 46 57 38 50 56 45 1 .. 2 5~ 40 42 60 32 40 56 
20 
Feb 
max 35 85 85 80 85 83 80 h 8' 79 78 84 80 85 90 70 
min 57 48 52 45 49 53 43 44 60 35 44 64 34 48 60 
12 
War 
max 90 92 85 90 90 86 87 90 82 88 90 81 92 92 70 
min 50 42 58 
· 40 40 56 38 38 52 ' 36 38 59 28 32 56 
Table 2 .. Temperature and humidity at four mlorostatlons g 
1)ec. 1 9, 1971. 
Stn A Stn D stn 0 Stn D 
:060.15 RH ~ TOp RI-I (~ TOF RH % TOFt RIi TOF 
N 58 75 56 73 50 85 555 72 
4 58 78 50 78 50 80 52 76 76 
B 60 66 57 70 80 66 60 66 
\1T r;3 61 56 68 90 60 65 61 
1.1eo.16 
1+ ,{).3 59 54 67 94 58 65 58 
8 63 61 54 66 86 61 64 60 
N 58 69 54 66 60 71 58 68 
4 60 68 56 70 50 78 58 68 
8 63 58 64 66 84- 62 64 58 
.MT 63 58 64 66 90 5-8 64 57 
Deo.17 
4 63 57 64 66 90 58 64 57 
8 63 62 64 66 84 63 64 60 
N 59 70 55 68 54 81 60 67 
4 59 76 48 72 56 80 59 72 
8 61 66 66 69 76 66 56 68 
M~ 62 58 65 66 90 59 63 58 
Dec. 1 J) 
4 62 57 64 66 94 .55 65 55 
8 60 68 60 66 90 1S5 63 66 
N 5~ 7'1 53 72 52 90 56 74 
4 1)6 86 44 82 52 86 48 ·gO 
8 (1 hh 1+8 78 58 75 50 72 
MT 60 76 60 68 70 66 58 65 
Dec.19 
4 59 74 55 66 64 50 63 
8 r:;~ .,',,J 80 45 70 60 72 48 72 
N 48 95 32 ~)~ 3(, 90 38 88 
NO'T'E: Humidities at Bta tions A,I) ana I". are unr'eliable L. 
at ul lper and lowel:' extremes of their range; 
humid! ty at iJ appears to be fail'ly accurate" 
mahle 2 contlnuf!o. Temper-stllT'e and hnmid1ty 
at two mlcro~tBttonA. ~an. g-1~. 1972. 
11 tTl A 
Jan.9 
'If 72 
4 
~ 
50 68 
55 60 
&:'e 56 SB 
Jan.10 
4 
8 
N 
4 
8 
Jan.11 
'-I-
.ratl.12 
50 
44-
52 
57 
56 
4 1:)(: 
~ ')0 
li !..~ 7 
4 50 
8 5() 
MT 50 
Jan.13 
4 48 
8 49 
N 4(=, 
82 
75 
70 
58 
63 
68 
70 
stn B 
'-to 72 
'+8 70 
70 58 
(:,5 58 
lJO 
58 
40 
58 
70 
76 
7( 
71.& 
52 
54 
f,f 
70 
50 
54 
E~4 
80 
75 
70 
55 
55 
54 
f;6 
76 
70 
(;4 
(2 
63 
68 
70 
NOT;";: Humid i ties at A unreliable; 
humloitles at B fairly accurate. 
Table 2 continued. rj:empera ture and humidity 
at two microstationa,Feb.21 , 1972 .. 
stn 1~~ Stn D 
]'eb.21 pl' 1)/ ~_l 10 TO:W % T ":B1 
N 55 74 70 
4 58 64 80 72 
8 60 59 90 62 
'1V1T 60 58 90 56 
Feb422 
4 60 60 86 62 
B 5B 62 75 63 
TIT 54 72 62 70 
4 r.:iF 6.8 68 72 
8 60 60 B8 62 
MT 60 58 90 F2 
Feb.23 
4 hO 58 89 64-
8 58 f)2 78 64 
'N 50 Ao 58 75 
4. 52 72 60 76 
8 54 70 68 75 
!fiT 60 (,0 91 70 
Peb424 
4 60 60 92 62 
8 60 52 93 58 
N 54 70 54 
L~ 56 55 68 60 
8 57 54 64 56 
M.'il 60 50 88 55 
J"eb .. 25 
4 62 1.1-9 92 52 
8 62 44 80 44 
N 1.t5 70 45 70 
NO'l'''~ : f:umidi tieR at ~ unreliable; -' ~ 
numiditieR at n fairly acourate .. 
Table 3 • Temperature anc1 humidity X'ccoro.ed below 
. Stevenson I s screen ,Dece 23-27,1971 ,.Land lfeb. 21-26,1971 
1971 1972 
Dec.23 RH % TOE' :£11 eb. 21 HH % FIT Dl~\ 
4pm 40 70 80 68 
8 50 62 89 67. J 
N'ri' 77 58 89 62 
r 24 .)ec. }l'eb.22 
4 76 . 56 84 63 
8 61 66 85 .65 
Ii 57 66 f)5 72 
4 fio (1-1 65 72 
13 63 60 84 61+ 
MT 87 53 89 f3 
nec.25 Feb. 23 
4 ,g7 53 90 64 
8 76 68 85 65 
-.N 46 78 66 76 
u:4 55 63 59 77 
8 60 71 65 73 
. ?;1't,,., 
1'11.1 65 64 H'eb.24- 90 64 
::'eo.26 Feb. 24 
4- I..J..L~ 66 f39 63 
8 34 76 90 68 
N 29 80 94 56 
4 79 62 85 62 
8 85 55 90 58 
~ 
}oIIT 90 53 92 ~I .. 4 
Dee.27 Feb.25 
4 76 55 rn 52 
8 6B 60 80 
.54 
N fjo 64 L~8 70 
1+ 3° 78 ., 
8 (-6 67 
MT 79 t)j.. 
'T'able '~ . T'Rily f l llctuat i ons 1n t.emp"reture , rel a 1ve humi dity 
nd V3pOU> prepsu~e def icit, for er i ons in ay . 
. Jul y 'md I ecemmbf-r' 1 cH1 , a.nd . 13brua y 1972. 
( e~or ed blow t venson's screen). 
11 -1 4 2f: - 29 IJ 1 14- 1'3 pc "4-"(' Dpc 29Jan-J~ 'l4 eb ay 
~T .; T RH VPn dF RH Vl-'D T RH VPD T RH VPD T f VFD . ,oF TTJJ. mm Db' j rom OF ~ mm 01<' Ii 
fh 53 ..... 50 87 .11. ~8 62 ~8 6(- 57 7.0 67 (2 71) 
4 'is 70 .3-2 48 93 04 78 46 f:4 60 J£l 72 49 1 2 
8 4J) 95 3 36 93 Ot'> 6t~ 74 4:0 60 63 ~1 65 61 6.1 
,, 4 85 1·'_ 32 39 OL~ 58 83 20 5 3 87 0.9 55 82 2..2 
4 48 36 1·3 32 89 Q4 58 S ', 1·2 53 87 0.9 51 8 1. ~ 
3 50 87 1·3 36 90 G5 61 84 1'9 68 76 3.5 63 55 0.2 
N 64 70 . !'5 52 75 63 68 62 &8 78 6 11.9 78 43 13j) 
4 54 82 211 55 70 -R 74 50 10.5 84 35 20,0 80 38 16.0 
8 52 87 1() 44 93 0.7 56 88 1·1 71 60 7,0 70 55 8,1 
I't 51 94 ~5 36 91 0.5 56 88 1.1 64 65 eo 59 78 30 
4 50 95 ~4 32 89 0,4 56 88 1.1 66 Lt 9P 58 83 1.9 
8 42 77 16 36 89 05 62 74 3-1 70 3'. 11·5 60 139 1·2 
N 68 n2 ~ 48 93 0# 68 54 7.9 80 29 1f.5 7f3 53 10·5 
'I 52 75 2,2 48 93 Q4 h8 54 lli 62 79 3..') 78 53 10.5 
48 79 108 45 93 0,3 64 70 4J5 55 94 0.5 76 51 u.s 
'I' , 93 <h3 44 93 0.3 58 3 2.0 53 94 (\4 62 31..j. 1.8 
4 4"3 93 Q3 42 93 0·3 C;5 94 05 51: 76 .8 (0 ~9 1.2 
'~4 P,5 1.1 '.t? 93 03 70 7':>. 5P 60 f)8 3J3 ~1 84 1·9 
7f) 59 ~ 44 93 0.3 7 it- 58 8p F4 60 71J 74 61 ;3 
4 81l 49 
.912. 78 53 1212 
F3 70 59 7·1 7-z. r:,7 0,,, 
.., 66 41 r:.~9 fo 73 3.0 
,.( I ~ ~O 6.1 '55 92 2.2 
8 7~ 1I6 13,0 60 94 Q6 
N 90 26 2M. 78 53 1 (}2 I 
Hour per da hen . hiQ'her than 5 
'av 11 -1 '1 Jul. ?6-~9 t ec . 1 ~ -1 ~ L ec . 2~ -2~ Jan . 29- :&'e . 4 
('\ -~ h o rs o hours 4-20 hours 10-16 hours 12-1 r hours 
avera e 12 ave r age 13 average 14-
- indi cates highest VPD each day . 
~. 
10 5. 11 teinril::l~8tures nt (:lept!1s· 
th ttl" e D ta t ion S :.tlJi n 1~1l8. 
-10 20 chi 
maxima .trom 
weekly l'ecords at lnter'vals,F .1971 - .Jan .. 1972. 
::,; tn A tn 
'''.1.I"Q(L ri,~JJg~L . 
(Pf!1:1.2)-,,iar.7 
in (-2 7-~am 7-8am 
\',El.X -8? ! -6t·m 20 2 5-6pm 
20 in ~9 
... __ .. __ R~x. __ TL_f --: 7pl1} 
1 O~' j n r: ') 11-1 
~r8X F';) ~-I.l 
'{o 
10 
20 
10 
"an 
c.:f\.X 
in 
in 
:~e?lX 
1~) I>:in 
"'! ·:ax 
20 :.in 
x 
10 ;/1'0 
x 
2() '. in 
,55 
.34 
rg 
15 
62 
Hi 
(f. 
7ioi 
(. -7am 
4-5pm 
7-9atn 
F-78m 
i..J.-5: T ;1 
l-9am 
5-.7 j;)(ll 
II -f,.Iln'\ 
I)-7om 
( , 
9 
11-1 ~) 
'Jr.. 
10 £.;1 
£:;~ 
(2 
~Uee.1-f:i) 
54 
~5 79 
(;1 
74 
1" , 1 ! "1)' \ ,. eo. ..j.-,-
29 
7 
~-9am 
(..-77,m 
1-~'l'\m 
~-J.jl'm 
2-4o.m 
5-6pm 
(-7am 
J4-r;;pm 
Lleo. :? 'J)(' ) 
5(' .,' 5-6mn 
19 Hi 3-:·.prn 
62 
~; 78 
( , 'r ~'l n "-1-1 l': 'I "-to ., .. _ , 
63 98 
(;-~)am 
5- i:'lJm 
h-Bam 
fl-rpm 
70 B-qam 
92 "-7pm 
23 
17 
15 
10 
13 
25 
22 
Stn 1; 
o} "'ittle ~?aQge 
c:'1.j. 7-.I3nm 
85 5-ElPlfl ?1 
67 M-'lam 
77 f-7vm 10 
tJ<g 2-I~arn 
(2 1l.+ 
5:1 ; 
63 
r<4 
<35 
(6 
72 
58 
80 
6l.J. 
72 
(2 
70 
F-7am 
'1-9fJm 
5-:-7p01 
6-7am 
h -Sf>m 
7-9a.m 
f'-d l .. m 
5-6am 
3-J.~prn 
27 
7 
21 
t; in si,rllmen t out 
Tab 1e 6.. 8011 temperatures at dey ths of .:;:" 10, 20, and 50 em 
l!1axima and minima recorded over one week, 10-17 1i'eb. 
1972, near btevensonls screen. 
C:epth( em) Temp °tl' 'time Q,{ 1 ange 
5 {vltn 64 5-tem 
r,Iax 86 4 pm 22 
10 Min F4 7 am 
Max 82 5 pm 18 
20 Htn 70 7-9am 
Max 77 9vm 7 
50 Min 70 
Max 70 0 
Table 7. Rainfall (rom) at Lincoln and at trLree localities on Kaitorete Spit 
monthly and annual tota1s,1970,197l,1972. 
1970 Lincoln llawmond's Bayley's Study site 
J 58 61.3 52.5 
F 19 21 .. 8 14.3 
fJ1 105 116.5 107,5 
A 26 23.5 27.0 
M 76 73.0 67.8 
J 79 63.0 B6.3 
J 78 95.5 79.0 
A 33 21.3 20.2 
s 52 55 .. 8 46.0 
0 45 63.3 63.0 
N 56 49.0 32.5 
D 24 39.5 5:5.8 
Ann. 651 683.5 657.9 total 
1971 ~o.of aya Period .measured 
J 30.0 23.3 20.3 *16.0 30 Jaul-Feb.l 
F 11.8 26.3 20.0 8.0 36 Feb .1-1vlar.6 
N 22.8 32.3 21.3 20.8 23 l\'lar.6-29 
A 14.0 15.5 21.8 46.8 4eI . .Ilar • 29-!<1ay .11 
1'1 79.3 103.0 68.0 60.1 25 Mayll-J\m.6 
J 63.0 86.) 55.5 42.5 .28 Jun.6-Ju1.4 
J 71.4 53.0 53.8 40.4 2t3 Jul.4-Aug .1 
A 24.1 31.5 21.3 44.1 29 Aug. I-3D 
s 29.1 24.5 27.8 1:;.) Z7 Aug30-Sep.26 
0 26.3 24.5 1748 18.7 29 Sep.26-0ct.25 
N 56.9 60.8 65.5 40.9 31 Oct 25-Nov.25 
D 17.6 20.3 19.3 12.0 36 IJov • 25-Dec .31 
Ann. 446.3 501.3 412.4 367.6 tota.l * eat. figure. 
1972 
J 57.7 49.5 49.8 20.0 22 Dec.31-Jan.22 
F 22.2 89.5 33.0 12.0 37 Jan.22-Feb.28 
M 24.4 25.7 ;2.5:0 
A 42.0 75.2 52.3 
{II 66.4 80.2 55.6 
J 40.1 59.7 56.5 
J 60.5 4&.7 37 oJ 
A 26.9 50.3 48.6 
s 12 •. 5 19.0 10.5 
0 74.2 102.5 58.5 
N 16.7 ZI.7 21.3 
D 44.5 33.e 29.5 
Ann. 488.1 658.5 477 .3 
. total 
1'a.blo s. Annual T:;linfal1 at y,aitcreto (Bayley's) and Hncoln,1964-J.972. 
'lOi:.~r IS Lincoln 
';illI 
19(:/ 411.) 41].5 
1':;1.';; ) '7,1.; 1 ,E,.2 
l'jt,6 l!":;C' I)) (;:;t.&(; 
10f:·7 :-17.2 04.3 
1 701.3 Ui\ .0 
*' 3L-1.U 4j3.li 
tJj7.9 65L0 
1971 412.4 446.3 
477.3 488.1 
4(3~)aC .4 
Hne ,rear mJ;:al 51:".1 ") at-
it Hecord lowest since ,1959 
l'able 9. \v1nd !'ec0rds at t·.aiton:;te and Lillcoln,l97L 
k;)'l.'tOl'l;:tl:;: 
P~,riod l·:il.es run 
lue~H"lI.l:t'ed 
Jan-
feb 
~8r 6 932 
Harf -
Art' p. 
Apr 12-
;';8.y 11 
"Jay 11-
l..J tffl L 
:\~ 1-
h')g 
.... [ 
~" .. --
vct;;? 
.7 
. ~ 
.;; 
52)5.7 
" -J '. (1' ...... ·;.,\:;; r;,J 
, 
. , 
fer dey (:r,cntnly iLOan) 
,',(),ntu hai to'ate lincoln 
J 
t 
J 
J 
(; 
L 
... 3L.h_~ cf 
ffleff(:,S 
1 
\ (~3 t) 
17.5 
115 
114 
14'~; 
175 
15} 
1;::6 
1 !~t}G 
162 
150 
]52 
Be 
1)1\ 
184 
178 
l'W 
1)9 
1771 
~aRn 148 
:rable lO,.lvind ve,locity at fv..:!r ndghts,at miCI'ostations,2H l"eb.1972. 
at 5-minute intervals) 
;;;;tation ;3uri'ace lC em 3G em 60 c:n 
it 250 520 1250 
H 1. 64G 1080 11u0 
e ~.0f'1.I 14uO 245(; 
Jj 2.Hpt1.1 ,~2(j 1000 2L;OO 
~ illlJleosurable Oll, accou:nt of 
'l'able ll. j1'rsq uency of s.lrface \~iDd directions(8nnun1 l~t at Lincoln, 1970-72. 
1970 N lH:1 i: 315 S ~" vi NfJ Calm 
1970 
16.(3 1.1 ? 12.2 16.6 2.3 12.8 4.9 
1971 52 Lv ~ 1 ).j 15.C 12.4 8.) d.7 6.9 ~. " 
1972 , t~:S .4 ~ . " , Ii: .1 12.3 7.1 ·11.0 b.b t!'..:J 
ttu:ee yea:r 
average .::3.5 1).'0 2~' ;,.; 1 .1 c, ~,,~ 10.r; 7.4 'J .J'.J 
I'pab 1 ~ 1 ') ;·.:v~P() t"-"', t ton: v' 01 tt~n:::~ :".: Gj 'ifJ[:l t ('; It lost trOtH h" 
r~i ~·ttf.· t~ r"r at 1":)'.1:' rtaUOI1 , 1 •. ~ eJ· ... lT71 -
1 ~ ..... , a!'. 1 2" 
vell. mI. 
!"itn l\. . ton R ': to f'l ~:; to r; II J ," 
d' ~~"t e '~Y8 lTIot81 Df! i.l~1 'T'ntf:) 1 t:.a t ly roo ljB T 11:11 1 tdly 
. l:1V,L. .. .. -.~y~ .- s.:v jj 
-Qep7: 1 !l? 100 Tl ion :S:S 
1''\ 
Serd0 
"-?( it:: 1020 (l~ 1 ~90 (!1 j 01')f'l ,r. r: 1 ') t7 
'l, ep ",(: 
C:ct1l1 19 1'125 7?; 1 ((!t) q~~ 
i)rd;1 r: 
-
~" 1j;) 10~~c'} 7:- 12no 80 
I)l +" "" j'e., L 
Nevi J 1 1 • .j. J::. 7n 1'2;70 F.\ 1fl~5 7f. I 
1>lov 1 -, , 
-?5 12 15 77: i 1 !.j.t.-;, (::5 9-:1·5 -;('J :,....: 
!=.tov?i) 
E"'''! 1 (' 055 • I '~!tG 11.'10 -. .~ t=" 122 I 
" 
I ),'J 
'(·en1 
-
H! 1"1 10'20 7~ 1370 10~) 1)50 75 
:.ec11 
-27 1 _3 10lt 5 1 ,t 1 ') <. 1060 ;!.2 
27 
9 13 1240 95 1 261 Tl 1405 i0B 
rJani:!-
17. 
.J 1 2f ~j 97 1 ", 3C.1 ~"" ,J' 1 1(11 ,.,- .... , 1190 92 1£: .. '15 12ft 
15 10~/i 'r) 1 103 '10135 7 151:.0 104-
..... 5~·"I() 71 F; 90 It c. ') f5 635 91 ( 
Fe'b2f) 
:r,~g g '170 59 565 71 500 (2- 5 71 
~" f''''' ,~", 
n t"'1 ? 12 11(0 97 1 ~")n 113 11 9'') 99 1'110 11 7 
~r~D ta 1 179 1 ~74f) 7(.: 111,?nC, T':j 
'F-i'iJm 
,TanG '5~ ~: '\ 'l Ji >lr) ~;'I ?'.j. (,)8 '~11 20 1)1 ~5 105 
-
in'Hl'!att"8 in;:;tT'llmen t out of orner .. 
l'able 15 s. i'..vllJ::oratim: :\(4fioflthly) from rr.l.lsed pun fit Llnccln,l://O, 
lIll,l rn2, 
.1 ';7(; 1:;11 
J bE. 14 
i;i' 169 1&0 H1 
I'. U} 13'.-
A ~)? 
','- H 14 
h, :' -:: 1\ ,).1 
J " ~ .,l~ ( -:1 )') 
J t._,i, 
.,J'; ~~ ,J }U 
/1 }.; 3L )'1 
;;j 9(. 9" '# 113 
0 125 149 119 
i.\ 16(; 163 154 
D 20' " 1 
amluel te; t~1.1 1316 124(, 
J. 173 
... !! .iuS 
ty~ 
A l66 
14. 101 
J 52 
J lu5 
A 122 
~ 169 
(J 214 
~ 2{J1) 
.D 205 
total 1:;355 
Table 14. CLIIl!AI'CLOGICAL ?ABLE 
La· t~ 38 LCr1G 172 ;.0 HT ;1-: fT 
Uto.JCOL.N 
Le!.»ed on Ocservalions 1801_ ~11j) Unl~.is Othe:-"is ... Stated 
Ei.Y'u"lIT \.i K ~ 
-
fi~~"'~fJ.~~S F JAN f~13 ~\,H APr. v,,\'j ~l u:t J!JL A.U~ 'sj j-.:r ~:C-I DE::' ii:.AC1 
~:::A~. 191j.lr-tD f:/.' Q 
-. , 
61 ' 
.) )7.8 )2.8 47.1 42.3 0+'1 .. 4. 4~.G kB.O 5~.8 5::..6 58.3 )1.& 
}tEAr; DAI~Y :UXU/l:'Il 71. :, 71.9 67.6 "~2. 3 )6.2 )1.2 50.5 );.2 ')a.~ 62.0 66.7 68.4 61.7 
t,li::A~ DAILY ~rNIIo\U~ 50.2 51.1 48.0 43.3 38.2 3,.4 ;2.~ 34.8 37.S 41.7 44.5 48.1 42.0 
itEl.n JAIi.! ~A~GE 21.3 2).8 .19.6 19.0 18.0 17.8 18.2 18.4 ro.5 2).3 22.2 20.3 19.7 
"!:AN DAlLY GRASS MINIM;';14 45.3 45.8 42.2 37.3 32.5 28.2 27.3 29. 7 32.3 37.1 39.5 42.8 36.7 
~U;AN ~!irliLY llAXIItlU¥ 1944-60 88.1 88.8 84.7 77.6 EA.o 62.1 62.3 64.8 72.1 71.2 81.1 83.8 90.8 
I!..c.AN llOIfTr.U I4Itln:iUiII 1944-60 38.0 37.2 34.4 29.2 2E:.O 22.7 21.8 23.4 26.4 30.1 31.9 36.1 2)." 
HIGhEST IlAXIllL~ 100.2 97.4 93.0 84.9 81.0 72-1 EA.o 72.0 88.0 87.2 91.0 98.4 100.2 
LO'iES'l' IUNIIlUl4 30.7 32.5 28.5 24.1 21.0 18.9 11,1 19.5 19.0 21.4 27.2 29.8 11.1 
EARTH TElIIFE:fl.ATURi;S .~ ,,~ '3'" .J{. 
1 fOOT 194:>-60 63.3 63.2 60.1 54.9 49.4 44.4 .42.5 44.0 47.6 51.8 56.5 60.6 53.2 
3 PEEr 194:>-6:) 6:).6 61.5 60.0 56.6 52.4 48.2 45.4 45.4 47.5 50.6 5~, 3 58.0 53.4 
2:EUl'I1H: ~t,iIi::.J,t'n -
" 
Ii.EAN AIr ,:;c,; 63 65 73 79 83 85 62 'i~ 66 74 
BRIGHr S:JICHI.H: - HOURS 
!.tl::AN 1935-6:) 221 184 181 1:'1 124 112 122 141 1(A 191 2)9 209 2004 
PER~::!frp.:a: CF ?o~~(~.nE 49 49 49 45 1.3 44 45 46 : .. J 48 49 45 47 
RArNfAL!. - ::;CH"S 
~Mi 1921-50 2.2 1.9 1.8 1.7 2.7 2.7 2..3 2.:; -:.9 ~.O 2.0 2 .. 6 26.' 
;;;;"BI:R Of r,AI;>!Dt,'t-.: 9 8 10 1G 12 12 11 10 "'!'-. '0 10 10 12:2 
lIAXI,,'IIi Dr.lLY RAl!1"P,L;" 3.84 4.0} 3.61 3 •• 0 ;.11 4.16 3.2) 2.36 ".elI 2.55 2.~ 2.45 4.~S 
S,'~::IAL P!!E;iGlli::NA - 1t'::A~.5 
;)A!,; i·f "~Nl~(' 0.1 0.1 0.9 (l.t .j. , \J. 1 2.1 
u";Y') Cr~ .~~.; L 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 :.4 0.4 0.5 4., 
[;U3 .)1" :HU/lOi:;H 0.7 0., 0.3 0.1 o.~ i}.~ oJ.3 0.6 0.6 ,.1 
0;"£3 Cl; fO"-l 0.2 0.3 0.8 1.0 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.4 :'.7 0.2 0.2 0.1 9.9 
OAtS cP J(\',)U~,":) fRCST 0.3 0.4 2.1 5.7 11.5 16.5 18.2 15.5 9.e 5.3 2., 1.0 88.6 
DA:!':; or fl«)3T IN SCrlESN 0.2 1.0 4.6 9.4 11.2 7.8 3.2 -.0 0.2 38.6 
!tINO IIIL!::S RU'I ( 2Of'T) 
liE AN 241 243 218 180 173 157 148 179 212 241 229 22, 204 
r:.VAPORATICIf (rANK, R.r.o. 87-) inches 
M;:;';N 1945-55 5.9 5.0 3.8 2.1 1.3 0.8 0.8 1.S 2.6 3.4 4.7 5.2 37.2 J(. ;'. 
" 
. rp'~1~:t ~ 0'1 rll,,:t~--:.r 
'" 
~.,..,~ 
vv'al-",... f;! ..... ~raOr-().hD""' 
1:1iiU:,l'CHUh~B 
TElli'ER/,ll:RES - DEGREES r 
loISAti 
L1EAl'l DAlLY Io1AXIMlJII 
MEAlI DAILY MINWUIiI 
LlEAN DAlLY RANGE 
UEAN DAILY GRASS WlHlUUM 
Ii£AN MONTHLY UAXIJlUI 
YEAN MONTHLY MINIMUM 
HIGHEST MAXIYUM 1. 
wn.:s r 1I.qmruM 1. 
EARTH TEMPERA'l'URES AT 9A.1l 
1 FOOT 
; FEET 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY - I 
DULY 14:: AI! 2. 
MF:AN AT gAM 
BiW;h'f 3UNSHINE - HOURS 
M::;AN 
PEHCENTAGE Of POSSIBLE 
RAINfALL - INCHES 
!.!LAN 
liIJiffiER tif RAlNDUS 
MAXIMUM DAILY RAINfALL ~. 
:.P:'.CIAL PHENOMENA - MEANS 
LJAY:'; Of' SNOW 
DAYS or HAIL 
DAY!:~ of 'i.'dUNDER 
DAi'S Of fOG 
DAYS or GROUND FROS~ 
lJ -IY,; 0f fHOST IN SCREEN 
wIND 4. 
N.Z. METEOROLOGICAL SERVIce 
CLDlA'roLOGICAL TA.lH.E 
LAT 4~ 32 to~G 172 '1 Hf 22FT 
JAli n:n liAR APR !.lAY JWI JUi- A:J{; SEPT OCT HOV DEC YEAR 
61.5 61.1 58.2 5~.f, :''1.7 ~.t,.2'.:-!.~ :.~.!; 
?O.~ 6:1.6 6~!>') 62.0 55.') ,)1.3 5-'}'? ~'2,5 
52."' 5~.S 49.') /;5.3 39.e :\:;,.4 y.,5 '!-6.9 
11.6 17.0 16.6 16.1 16.3 15.9 1~,7 15,~ 
47.~ 47.1 44.2 3d.';' ;3.6 :19.4 2'1.8 ~C.2 
86.5 84.5 82.0 76.0 69.0 62.7 61.7 65.2 
41.7 ~1.1 ~7.2 32.6 28.' 26.1 25.6 26.6 
91.0 95.3 9O.~ 8,.2 71.7 69.3 70.0 12.6 
54.0 54.2 30.4 25.6 21.3 21.5 19.3 23.0 
67.4 66.4 62.2 56.3 '9.4 4,.3 41.3 43.9 
65.3 65.5 63.6 56.8 53.1 47.4 :.~., 45.3 
7~ 
61 
7 .. 
71 
76 
71 
79 
83 
6; 
86 
81 
!:i4 
1935-Eo 215 1e2 174 143 133 116 1;'" 14:, 
lt8 48 48 46 47 45 1J6 47 
1921-50 2.2 1.8 1.7 1.3 ~.O 
10 8 9 10 12 
~.23 '.07 ~.16 4.71 4.00 
0.4 
0.8 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
0.3 
0.1 
0.3 
0.2 
0.3 
0.2 
1.2 
0.2 
0.5 0.5 
0.1 0.1 
2.5 4.6 
4.9 11.3 
0.7 3.7 
2.1 ~.4 
1~ 1h 
2.94 2. n 
0.61.0 0.5 
0.6 0.9 0.9 
0.1 0.1 0.1 
5.2 4.4 3.1 
17.4 19.0 17.0 
9.8 1'1.3 ('\.2 
4!'-. 9 ~;~. 1 56.5 59.8 
57.5 62.2 65.8 68.7 
40.3 44.1 46.5 50.8 
17.2 18.1 19.3 17.9 
~3.9 31.7 40.8 45.2 
71.2 75.2 79.9 84.2 
21.1 32.7 56.0 40.0 
81.1 87.6 90.0 92.3 
23.3 26.0 29.8 3).0 
52.5 
61.0 
44.0 
17.0 
38.1 
90.0 
2~.9 
97.0 
19.5 
48.7 54.8 61.2 64.6 55.0 
48.9 53.4 58.6 62.4 55.6 
71 
74 
76 
67 
14 
67 
78 
76 
16:1 167 6)6 194 1990 
50 47 49 42 ~7 
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.~ 
10 11 10 11 
2.21 2.72 1.80 2.50 
0.3 
0.9 
0.2 
1.2 
10.0 
::>.5 
0.2 
0.4 
0.2 
u.4 
5.S 
0.4 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
2.6 
0,1 
0.4 
0.1 
0.4 
0.6 
2.8 
6.3 
,.5 
22.8 
90.0 
36.7 
DA '(S 'NUll GUSTS -'lONPH OR MORE 19420-64 !>.7 5.0 5.0 ~. 8 4.1 3.4 3.4 
0.2 0, ? 
2.5 5.8 6.6 5.0 54.p 
0.3 0.3 0.2 3. 1 iJAYS WITH GUSTS OO!!lPH OR MORE 1942-064 0.3 0.2 0. 11 0.4 0.2 
:;PEEI) 4 - 15 lIPH 
16 - 31 WPH 
tiV:;;' 31 MFH 
TOTAL 
4. YlI~;) ';U,,!I,I,I.Ht - rnil .. n:nc rHE .... i:I.W:( 1'.i42-SO 
rW).'J J{OUHl..l' ~A~ ~I 1I1}S .~T :-Il\.:t'R l~1r:rlV Ai..;, 
;.3 1'),1 19.8 0.1 
0.6 (,,7 2.7 
0.1 
','N 
6.2 11.5 7.3 ~.~ 
2.7 3.4 1,: ~.2 
0,' 0.'1 n.' 0,2 
23.6 
'. Tofcrs to obs~rvations 1664-1880, 1905-1~&J. 
2. Ni1rarn Airfield data. 
7,. rerel'S ~(" 01:':,"li"'JT,tions 1861.-186/1, 1/394-19W. 
';. C!:r let!"!!:",;:" ,ir,c!'t "j nd dRt~. 
Lincoln (1930-1950) 
',:llrlstchurch (69 years) 
Lincoln 
€llesrnere Annual Rainfall ca. 22.6 
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APPENDIX III 
PLANTS 
Table 1. Percentage cover at sites comparable to A,B,C,D,E. 
recorded 9 Dec. 1971. 
Species 
Air§. 
caryophyllea 
Bromus 
diandr1!.§, 
Lagurus 
Ovatu8 
Notodarithonia 
unarede 
Poa 
~vis 
Stipa 
variabil!§. 
Zoysia 
minim§ 
DesmoschoenuB 
spiralie 
Acaena 
"OvTna:-
Calystegi~ 
soldanella 
Carmichaelia 
.ru2Pressa 
Ql.a thodes 
fraseri 
!W:pochaeris 
radicat,!! 
Muehlenbeckia 
complexa 
Raoulia 
australis 
Rumex 
acetosella 
Scleranthu8 
uniflor!:!.§. 
Trifolium 
arve~ 
Triquetrella 
~illata 
Bare surface 
Litter 
* F 
12.0 
70.2 
11.(J 
G 
0.5 
0.2 
83.2 
10.0 
H 
0.9 
15.5 
* 
1 .5 
10.0 
1.2 
55.2 
8.5 
I 
9.2 
1 .0 
0.7 
1 .2 
6 .. 5 
38.2 
16.7 
J 
1.5 
10.2 
5.0 
1.0 
2 .. 0 
9.0 
8.7 
21.5 
~ fore dune;G blowout; H rear dune;! sandy flat;J old dune 
$ indicates species occurring too rarely to be recorded. 
CHECKLIST OF PLANT SPECIES MENTIONED IN THE TEXT 
(Ad =0 adventive) 
§HRUBS AND SUB-SHRUBS 
Carmichaelia appressa 
C. corrugata 
Clematis afoliata 
Coprosma propinqua 
cytisus scoparius Ad 
Discaria toumatou 
Dodmlea viscosa , 
Hymenanthera alpina 
Lupinus arboreus Ad 
Muehlenbeckia astonii 
M. complexa 
M. ephedrioides 
Myoporum laetum 
Pimelea prostrata 
Rosa rubiginosa Ad 
Ulex europaeus Ad 
Rhagodia triandra 
FORBS 
Acaena ovina. Ad 
A. novae-zelandiae 
Calystegia soldanella 
Convolvulus erubescens 
Cerastium glomera tum Ad 
Craspedia lanata 
Cyathodes fraseri 
Dichondra repens 
Hypochaeris radicata Ad 
Ad Leontodon taraxicoides 
Lepidium murale 
Raoulia australis 
Rumex acetosella Ad 
Scleranthus uniflorus 
Silene gallica Ad 
Trifolium arvenae Ad 
Vittadinia australis 
Prostrate broom 
Dwarf broom 
Leafless clematis 
Miki miki 
Broom 
Mata'gouri 
Akeake 
Porcupine bush 
Yellow lupin 
Pohuehue' 
II 
" 
Ngaio, 
N.Z" daphne 
Sweet brier 
Gorse 
Sheeps burr 
Bidi-bidi 
Sand convolvulus 
Monse-eared chickweed 
Woollyhead 
Patotara 
Mercury Bay weed 
Catsear 
Hawkweed 
Dune cress 
Scabweed 
Sorrel 
I<ohukohu 
Catchfly 
Haresfoot trefoil 
GRAMINOIDS 
Aira caryophyllea Ad 
Ammophila arenaria Ad 
Bromus diandrus Ad 
Carex breviculmis 
c. pumila 
Desmoschoenus spiralis 
Lagurus ovatus Ad 
Notodanthonia unarede 
Poa laevis 
P. pratensis Ad 
stipa variabilis Ad 
Zoysia minima 
Scirpus nOdosus 
OTHERS 
pteridium esculentum 
Hypnum cupressiforme 
Triquetrella papillata 
Parmelia cf. conspersa 
P. cf. olivacea 
Ramalina sp. 
Teloschistes sp. 
Usnea sp. 
English hairgrass 
Marram grass 
Barren bro:me 
Sand sedge 
Pingao 
Harestail grass 
Danthonia 
Silver tussock 
Kentucky bluegrass 
Needlegrass 
Pygmy twitch 
Bracken fern 
Moss 
II 
Lichen 
.. 
II 
Ii 
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